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ABSTRACT 
Temporal logics, such as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and Computation Tree 
Logic ( CTL), are extensions of propositional logic that can capture temporal relations. 
Even though temporal logics have been used in model checking of finite systems for 
quite some time, they have gained popularity as a means for specifying complex 
mission requirements in path planning and control synthesis problems only recently. 
This dissertation proposes and evaluates methods and algorithms for optimal path 
planning and control synthesis for autonomous vehicles where a high-level mission 
specification expressed in LTL (or a fragment of LTL) must be satisfied. In summary, 
after obtaining a discrete representation of the overall system, ideas and tools from 
formal verification and graph theory are leveraged to synthesize provably correct and 
optimal control strategies. 
The first part of this dissertation focuses on automatic planning of optimal paths 
for a group of robots that must satisfy a common high level mission specification. 
The effect of slight deviations in traveling times on the behavior of the team is an-
alyzed and methods that are robust to bounded non-determinism in traveling times 
v 
are proposed. The second part focuses on the case where a controllable agent is 
required to satisfy a high-level mission specification in the presence of other prob-
abilistic agents that cannot be controlled. Efficient methods to synthesize control 
policies that maximize the probability of satisfaction of the mission specification are 
presented. The focus of the third part is the problem where an autonomous vehicle is 
required to satisfy a rich mission specification over service requests occurring at the 
regions of a partitioned environment. A receding horizon control strategy that makes 
use of the local information provided by the sensors on the vehicle in addition to 
the a priori information about the environment is presented. For all of the automatic 
planning and control synthesis problems that are considered, the proposed algorithms 
are implemented, evaluated, and validated through experiments and/ or simulations. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1 
In the classical robotics problem reach-avoid ( Choset et al. , 2005; La Valle , 2006) , 
the aim is to steer a robot from a given initial position to some final position while 
avoiding any obstacles along the way. Many methods based on the configuration 
space approach (Lozano-Perez , 1983) have been proposed to find such collision-free 
paths. If the dimension of the configuration space permits , one can use discretized 
approaches that utilize various graph search algorithms (Choset et al., 2005; LaValle , 
2006) or continuous methods (Rimon and Koditschek, 1992) to solve this problem. 
Alternatively, randomized sampling-based algorithms such as Probabilistic Road Map 
(PRM) (Kavraki et al. , 1996) or Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree (RRT) (Kuffner and 
La Valle , 2000) can be used to find admissible paths. However, due to the limited scope 
of the problem that they address, classical approaches cannot handle more complex 
temporal and logic mission requirements. 
Complex robotic missions need a precise as well as user-friendly language for re-
quirement specification. In this regard, temporal logics provide a very attractive 
formalism that can capture the finite as well as infinite horizon behavior of a dy-
namic system in an intuitive but mathematically precise manner (Baier and Katoen, 
2008). Temporal logics (Emerson, 1990), such as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and 
Computation Tree Logic (CTL), are traditionally used to specify the correctness of 
non-deterministic and probabilistic systems (Baier and Katoen, 2008). Even though 
t emporal logics are suitable for specifying complex robotic missions, they did not 
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gain popularity in the robotics community until recently (Tabuada and Pappas, 2006; 
Kress-Gazit et al., 2007; Kloetzer and Belta, 2010; Wongpiromsarn et al., 2010; Bha-
tia et al., 2010a; Karaman and Frazzoli, 2011; Ding et al., 2011a). Using LTL one 
can easily specify complex robotic missions such as "Repeatedly visit region 1. Go to 
region 3 before each visit to region 1. Always avoid region 2.". Current literature on 
path planning and control synthesis using LTL specifications considers finite systems, 
which may be abstractions of their infinite counterparts (Tabuada and Pappas, 2006; 
Tumova et al. , 2010; Yordanov et al., 2012). With few exceptions (Berwanger et al. , 
2010) , their states are fully observable. If the system is deterministic, model check-
ing tools can be easily adapted to generate control strategies (Kloetzer and Belta, 
2010). If the system is non-deterministic, the control problem can be mapped to the 
solution of a Rabin game (Thomas, 2002; Tumova et al. , 2010), or a simpler Biichi 
(Kloetzer and Belta, 2008) or GR(1) game (Kress-Gazit et al., 2007), if the specifica-
tion is restricted to fragments of LTL. For probabilistic systems, the control synthesis 
problem reduces to computing a control policy for a Markov Decision Process (MDP) 
(Bianco and de Alfaro, 1995; Kwiatkowska et al. , 2002; Ding et al., 2011b; Lahijanian 
et al. , 2012). Nevertheless, finding a control strategy that accomplishes a mission is 
only part of the robotic planning problem, as there remains the question of picking a 
particular control strategy from all those strategies that satisfy given specifications. 
In this case, one can either break the tie by making an arbitrary choice or pick the 
best alternative in terms of safety, speed, efficiency, or some other relevant metric. 
It must also be noted that there is a plethora of work for solving various optimal 
control problems using dynamic programming (Bertsekas, 2012) and linear program-
ming (Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis , 1997). This dissertation provides a link from various 
robotic path planning and control synthesis problems to methods and tools from 
formal verification, graph theory, and optimization theory. 
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In this dissertation, we propose and evaluate methods and algorithms for optimal 
path planning and control synthesis for autonomous vehicles where a high-level mis-
sion specification expressed in LTL (or a fragment of LTL) must be satisfied. The first 
problem that we consider is automatic planning of optimal paths for a group of robots 
that must satisfy a common high level mission specification in a known environment. 
Our approach is motivated by persistent monitoring and pickup-delivery problems, 
where there is an optimizing task that must be repeatedly completed. We aim to com-
pute paths that satisfy the mission specification while minimizing the maximum time 
between successive completions of this optimizing task. However, more often than 
not, robotic missions take place in settings where there are other uncontrollable in-
dependent agents that can affect the outcome of the mission. An illustrative example 
is a car (robot) approaching a pedestrian crossing, while there are some pedestrians 
(agents) waiting to cross or already crossing the road and the robot is required to pass 
the crossing without colliding with any of the pedestrians. Assuming that we have 
probabilistic models of these independent agents, can we efficiently compute an opti-
mal control policy for the robot so that the probability of satisfying a temporal logic 
mission specification is maximized? This is the second problem that we investigate in 
this dissertation. Finally, we may not always have complete a priori knowledge of the 
locations of the tasks that must be satisfied in order to complete a mission. A robotic 
mission may need to be carried out in a dynamic environment where the locations 
of only some of the tasks are known in advance while the remaining tasks must be 
performed according to the mission specifications as they are discovered during the 
course of the mission. In the third and the final problem that we consider in this 
dissertation, we focus on the automatic control of a robot operating in a dynamic 
environment such that it correctly reacts to the events sensed locally, while at the 
same time performing some other higher level task. Consider, for example, a per-
4 
sistent surveillance mission in a post-disaster setting, where an autonomous flying 
vehicle is required to keep on photographing known damage areas. Simultaneously, 
the vehicle is also required to look for survivors, fires, and gas leakages, which appear 
and disappear dynamically and can be sensed only locally using onboard sensors. 
In the following sections, we review the literature related to the three planning 
and control synthesis problems discussed above and state the main contributions of 
this dissertation. 
1.1 Optimal Multi-Robot Path Planning with Temporal 
Logic Constraints 
Given an LTL specification and an optimizing task that must be repeatedly com-
pleted, the authors in Smith et al. (2011) propose a method for planning optimal 
paths for a single robot such that the LTL specification is satisfied while the max-
imum time between successive completions of the optimizing task is minimized. In 
Ulusoy et al. (2011), we extended this approach to multiple robots by utilizing timed 
automata, and provided improved methods that are robust to uncertainties in the 
speeds of the robots in Ulusoy et al. (2012b,a). Moving from a single robot to mul-
tiple robots requires special care, as the model of the robotic team must capture 
the asynchronous motion of its members. In Kloetzer and Belta (2010), the authors 
propose a method for decentralized motion of multiple robots subject to LTL specifi-
cations. Their method, however, results in sub-optimal performance as it requires the 
robots to travel synchronously, blocking the execution of the mission before each tran-
sition until all robots are synchronized. The vehicle routing problem (VRP) (Toth 
and Vigo, 2001) and its extensions to more general classes of temporal constraints 
(Karaman and Frazzoli, 2008a,b) also deal with finding satisfying optimal paths for a 
given specification. In Karaman and Frazzoli (2008b), the authors consider optimal 
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vehicle routing with metric temporal logic specifications by converting the problem to 
a mixed integer linear program (MILP). However, their method does not apply to the 
missions where robots must repeatedly complete some task, as it does not allow for 
specifications of the form "always eventually". Furthermore, none of these methods 
are robust to timing errors that can occur during deployment, as they rely on the 
ability of the robots to follow generated trajectories exactly for satisfaction of the 
mission specification. In Quottrup et al. (2004), the authors propose a method for 
synthesizing controls for a team ofrobots subject to a computational tree logic (CTL) 
formula. However, they do not consider optimizing the paths of the robots. In Chen 
et al. (2012), the authors propose a method for automatic synthesis of control and 
communication strategies for a team of robots. They consider finite horizon tasks 
given as regular expressions as opposed to infinite horizon tasks expressed in LTL 
that are of our interest. Moreover, their method does not consider the costs of the 
generated team trajectories and thus, in general, does not provide optimal solutions. 
Even though the authors consider LTL as the specification language for the same 
problem in Chen et al. (2011), they again do not consider optimal solutions. 
Our contribution in this part is threefold (Ulusoy et al., 2013c). First, we provide 
an algorithm to capture the asynchronous motion of a group of robots. Given a team 
of robots modeled as weighted transition systems, this algorithm constructs a new 
transition system that models the joint behavior of all members as a whole. Second, 
we provide an algorithm to compute communication strategies for a team of robots 
so that we can still guarantee correctness even if the robots cannot follow generated 
trajectories exactly during deployment. Finally, building on these two algorithms, we 
present a method for generating optimal paths for a group of robots satisfying general 
LTL formulas. Our method is general enough to address problems involving robotic 
teams with different capabilities. The first case that we consider is when the members 
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of the robotic team can follow generated paths arbitrarily closely and their models 
have exact timing information. One such example would be a team of robots that 
have accurate position information and can regulate their speeds to track moving set-
points that correspond to generated paths. We address such problems with our exact 
solution that generates optimal satisfying paths. However, there might also be cases 
where the robots lack accurate speed control and traveling times between the regions 
of the environment is an unknown quantity within a given interval. If this is the case, 
one cannot generally guarantee satisfaction of the LTL formula without additional 
measures. Intuitively, if during deployment the robot speeds differ from those used 
for planning, then the order of events can switch, which may result in the violation 
of the global mission specification. For such cases we propose a robust solution that 
leverages the communication capabilities of the robots to guarantee correctness and 
to maintain field performance in the presence of timing errors. Paths generated using 
this approach are robust to uncertainties in the speeds (traveling times) of robots. 
In addition, we characterize the performance of the robust paths with respect to the 
exact solutions. 
1.2 Optimal Controller Synthesis in Probabilistic Environ-
ments with Temporal Logic Constraints 
In this part, we focus on a particular type of a multi-agent system formed by a de-
terministically controlled robot and a set of probabilistic, statistically independent , 
uncontrollable agents, operating on a common, graph-like environment. The mission 
specifications are expressed as syntactically co-safe LTL (scLTL) formulae (Kupfer-
man and Vardi, 2001) over some properties satisfied at the vertices of the graph and 
we aim to compute control policies that maximize the probability of satisfying the 
specification. The classical method to solve this problem consists of two steps (Baier 
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and Katoen, 2008; Bianco and de Alfaro, 1995; de Alfaro, 1997): First , a relatively 
large Markov model that captures the robot, the independent agents, and the mission 
specification is constructed. Then, a maximal reachability problem (MRP) is solved 
on this model to obtain the optimal control policy that maximizes the probability 
of satisfying the specification. Nevertheless, as the state space of the system grows 
exponentially with the number of pedestrians, one may not be able to solve this 
problem under computational resource constraints when there is a large number of 
pedestrians. To alleviate this state explosion problem, various approaches based on 
distributed synthesis of control policies have been proposed (Chen et al., 2011; Ozay 
et al., 2011) where a global specification is decomposed into smaller local specifica-
tions which are then used to synthesize control policies for the individual controllable 
robots in the system. These methods , however, are not suitable for the problem 
that we consider in this work where there is a single robot and a large number of 
independent uncontrollable agents. On the other hand, Bhatia et al. (2010b) pro-
posed a geometry-based discrete abstraction for mobile robots with nonlinear hybrid 
dynamics and an iterative motion planning algorithm that exploits the benefits of 
using such an abstraction to reduce the size of the search space. However , their 
approach assumes a deterministic environment with only static obstacles. Johnson 
and Kress-Gazit (2012) also looked at temporal logic specifications in probabilistic 
environments, but they considered only the verification of a previously synthesized 
controller in a probabilistic environment as opposed to the control synthesis problem 
that we address in this work. 
Our contribution in this part is to provide an incremental algorithm for computing 
robot control policies that maximize the probability of satisfying a mission specifica-
tion given as an scLTL formula (Ulusoy et al., 2013d). Our algorithm exploits the 
independence between the components of the system, i.e. the robot modeled as a de-
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terministic transition system and the agents, modeled as Markov chains, and the fact 
that verification is computationally cheaper than synthesis to reduce the overall re-
source usage. Each iteration of our algorithm consists of three operations: synthesis , 
verification, and reduction. In the synthesis step, we construct a subsystem formed 
by the robot and a subset of agents such that this subsystem is an optimistic simpli-
fication of the overall problem (due to agents that are not considered yet). Next, we 
synthesize a control policy that maximizes the probability of satisfying the mission 
specification for this subsystem. In the verification step, we compute the actual prob-
ability of satisfying the mission specification under this control policy by considering 
the agents not included in the synthesis step. Then, in the reduction step, we use 
the probability values obtained in the synthesis and verification steps to remove the 
transitions and states that are not needed in subsequent iterations. This leads to 
a significant reduction in computation time and memory usage. It is important to 
note that our method does not need to run to completion. A sub-optimal control 
policy can be obtained by forcing termination at a given iteration if the computation 
is performed under stringent resource constraints. It must also be noted that our 
framework easily extends to the case when the robot is a Markov Decision Process, 
and we consider a deterministic robot only for simplicity of presentation. 
Various methods that also use verification during incremental synthesis have been 
previously proposed in Jha et al. (2010); Gulwani et al. (2011). Nevertheless, the 
approach that we present in this dissertation is, to the best of our knowledge, the 
first use of verification guided incremental synthesis in the context of probabilistic 
systems. The same problem was considered also in Wongpiromsarn et al. (2012, 
2013), where we proposed various methods that exploit the structure of the system for 
efficient incremental synthesis of optimal satisfying control policies. More specifically, 
by keeping track of the strongly connected components of the system model from one 
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iteration to the next, we were able to significantly reduce the synthesis effort so that 
the control policy computed at some iteration of the algorithm would facilitate the 
solution of the synthesis problems in the subsequent iterations. By contrast , in this 
work, we take a completely different approach where verification performed at an 
iteration simplifies the synthesis problems of the subsequent iterations by reducing 
the size of the system model. Thus, the approach that we present in this dissertation 
may potentially perform better in cases where the system model lacks the structure 
explained above. A preliminary version of our approach appeared in the conference 
proceeding Ulusoy et al. (2012c). However, the algorithm given in Ulusoy et al. 
(2012c) performs best when the agents can only violate the specification, e.g. when 
the robot must avoid them, and its performance degrades as the number of agents 
that can satisfy the specification increases, e.g. when the robot needs to reach or 
catch them. The approach that we present in this dissertation can handle both of 
these cases equivalently well. 
1.3 Receding Horizon Temporal Logic Control In Dynamic 
Environments 
There are very few works in the literature that tackle the control synthesis problem 
when locally sensed dynamical events are part of the mission specification. In Kress-
Gazit et al. (2007); Wongpiromsarn et al. (2010), the authors present methods that use 
a fragment of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) called General Reactivity ( 1) ( G R( 1)) as a 
specification language. While this temporal logic can capture dynamic events and the 
proposed synthesis algorithms can synthesize reactive control policies, the synthesis 
algorithms themselves are not reactive, i.e. they do not become simpler in the absence 
of some events. Since these algorithms have to take all dynamic events into account , 
the resulting massive state space significantly hinders their scalability. In Ding et al. 
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(2012), the authors consider a control problem on a finite graph, where the aim is 
to maximize locally collected rewards while satisfying a mission specification given 
as an LTL formula over some properties satisfied at the vertices of the graph. As in 
this work , a receding horizon approach, motivated by the local sensing of rewards , is 
shown to guarantee the satisfaction of the LTL specification in infinite time. However , 
they consider a partition of the whole environment and compute their global plan over 
this partition. Thus, the algorithms proposed by Ding et al. (2012) scale with the 
size of the overall environment. Furthermore, they are limited to maximizing locally 
collected rewards and cannot be trivially modified to obtain rich local behaviors that 
are of our interest. In Ulusoy et al. (2013b), we considered an environment where 
properties satisfied at the regions changed nondeterministically, however we did not 
consider dynamic requests occurring at arbitrary locations. 
Our main contribution in this part is an efficient control synthesis algorithm for 
vehicles operating in dynamic environments (Ulusoy and Belta, 2013) . We consider 
mission specifications consisting of two parts: a global specification given as a tempo-
ral logic formula over a set of static requests occurring at known locations of a known 
map (e.g. surveying the known damage areas), and a local specification given as a 
regular expression and a servicing priority order over dynamic requests sensed locally 
(e.g. avoid unsafe regions, pick up and drop off locally detected items of type 1 and 
2, pick items of type 1 first if both types of items are detected). Our approach can 
be summarized as follows . Initially, we map the global specification to an automaton 
that guides the vehicle such that it satisfies the global specification in the absence of 
locally sensed events. During deployment, according to events sensed locally, a local 
automaton is generated and linked to the global automaton in such a way that the 
satisfaction of the global specification is still guaranteed, provided that the locally 
sensed events do not block the progress of the vehicle. In order to ensure timely 
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responses to dynamically changing events, the control strategy is implemented in a 
receding horizon fashion. The high-level, automata theoretic control strategies are 
refined into vehicle controllers by using input-output linearization, polytopic parti-
tions of the environment, and vector field assignments based on polytope-to-polytope 
controllers (Kloetzer and Belt a, 2006). Thus, in contrast with the methods proposed 
in Kress-Gazit et al. (2007); Wongpiromsarn et al. (2010); Ding et al. (2012), our 
approach initially considers only static requests and plans for dynamic requests only 
within the local sensing range and only as required. Consequently, the complexity 
of our approach scales only with the number of static requests and the local sensing 
range of the robot as opposed to the size of the environment. Furthermore, as opposed 
to the approach given in Ding et al. (2012) , we consider continuous vehicle dynam-
ics and richer local specifications that allow both ordering among dynamic requests 
as well as avoiding them. Another contribution is the successful implementation of 
this computational framework in a simulator and in an experimental setup involving 
an autonomous quadrotor flying in an indoor environment equipped with a motion 
capture system. 
We considered the same problem also in Ulusoy et al. (2013a). However, in Ulusoy 
et al. (2013a) the local specification was limited to a servicing priority order over the 
dynamic requests. While such local specifications can express the order in which the 
dynamic requests must be serviced in case of multiple simultaneous requests, e.g. if 
both a survivor and a fire is detected always assist the survivor before extinguish-
ing the fire, they cannot express the ordering between dynamic requests that occur 
at different times, e.g. a dropoff cannot occur before a pickup. In this work, we 
consider a much richer class of local specifications consisting of a regular expression 
that determines the servicing order among dynamic requests that occur at different 
times in addition to the servicing priority order explained above. Furthermore, the 
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approach presented in Ulusoy et al. (2013a) requires translation of an scLTL formula 
to an automaton, which has exponential time complexity, at each t ime step during 
online execution. The approach presented in this dissertation does not require such 
an operation. 
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation 
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we review some pre-
liminaries in formal methods and introduce the notation used in the remainder of this 
dissertation. In Chapter 3 we discuss the optimal multi-robot path planning problem 
with temporal logic constraints and present our solution. Chapter 4 is devoted to 
the synthesis of optimal controllers for agents operating in probabilistic environments 
with temporal logic constraints. In Chapter 5 we focus on receding horizon temporal 
logic control in dynamic environments. We conclude with final remarks in Chapter 
6. 
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Chapter 2 
Formal Methods Preliminaries 
In this section, we introduce the notation that we use in the rest of the dissertation 
and give some definitions. We refer the reader to Clarke et al. (1999) ; Hopcroft et al. 
(2007) ; Baier and Katoen (2008), and references therein for a more complete and 
rigorous treatment of these topics. 
For a set II, we use I III and 2rr to denote its cardinality and power set, respectively. 
Definition 2.1 (Transition System). A (weighted) transition system (TS) is a 
tuple T := (QT,q~ , AT , aT,oT, ITT , hT , wT), where 
• QT is a finit e set of states; 
• q~ E QT is the initial state; 
• A T is a finite set of actions; 
• aT : QT --t 2AT is a map giving the set of actions available at a state; 
• OT <::;:; QT x AT x QT is the transition relation; 
• ITT is a finite set of atomic propositions; 
• hT : QT --t 2rrT is a satisfaction map giving the set of atomic propositions 
satisfied at a state; 
• WT : Or --t N >o is a map that assigns a positive integer weight to each transition. 
We define a run of T as an infinite sequence of states rT = q0 , q1 , ... such that 
q0 = q~ , qk E QT and (qk, qk+ 1 ) E OT for all k ~ 0. A run generates an infinite 
word WT = hT(q0 ) , hT(q1 ) , . . . where hT(qk) is the set of atomic propositions satisfied 
at state qk . A prefix of a run is a finite path from an initial state to a state q. A 
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periodic suffix is an infinite run originating at the state q reached by the prefix, and 
periodically repeating a finite path, which we call the suffix cycle, originating and 
ending at q. A run is in prefix-suffix form if it consists of a prefix followed by a 
periodic suffix. 
Definition 2.2 (Markov Chain). A (discrete-time, labelled) Markov chain {MC) is 
a tuple M := (QM,q~ , oM , IIM , hM), where QM , q~ , IIM , and hM are the set of states, 
the initial state, the set of atomic propositions, and the satisfaction map, respectively, 
as in De f. 2.1, and 
• oM : QM x QM ---+ [0, 1] is the transition probability function that satisfies 
Lq'EQM oM(q, q') = 1 v q E QM· 
Definition 2.3 (Markov Decision Process). A Markov decision process (MDP) 
is a tuple P := (Qp , q~ , Ap,ap, Op , Ilp , hp) , where Qp , q~ , Ap, ap, Ilp, and hp 
are the set of states, the initial state, the set of actions, the action map, the set of 
propositions, and the satisfaction map, respectively, as in De f. 2.1, and 
• Op : Qp x Ap x Qp ---+ [0, 1] is the transition probability function that satisfies 
Lq' EQp Op(q , a, q') = 1 V q E Qp , a E ap(q) and Lq'EQp Op(q, a, q') = 0 V q E 
Qp , a (j. ap(q). 
For an MDP P , we define a stationary policy f.-LP : Qp ---+ Ap such that for a 
state q E Qp, f.-lp(q) E ap(q). This stationary policy can then be used to resolve all 
nondeterministic choices in P by applying action f.-Lp(q) at each q E Qp, essentially 
inducing an MC PM on P that models the behavior of P under control policy J..lp 
(Baier and Katoen, 2008). A path of P under policy J..lP is a finite sequence of states 
r = q0 , q1 , ... , q1 such that l ~ 0, q0 = q~ and op(qk- 1 , f..lp(qk - 1 ), qk) > 0 V 0 < k ::; l. 
A finite path r of P generates a finite word hp(r) = hp(q0 ) , hp(q1 ), ... , hp(q1) where 
hp ( qk) is the set of atomic propositions satisfied at state qk. We use Paths~P to denote 
the set of all finite paths of P under a policy f..lP· 
Definition 2.4 (LTL Formula). An LTL formula¢ over a set of atomic propositions 
II is defined by the following grammar (Baier and Katoen, 2008; Clarke et al. , 1999): 
¢ := T I p I ¢ v ¢ I ¢1\ ¢ I -,¢ I X¢ I ¢U ¢ 
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where T is a predicate true in each state of a system, p E II is an atomic proposition, 
---, (negation), V {disjunction) and 1\ (conjunction) are standard Boolean connectives, 
and X and U are temporal operators. 
LTL formulas are interpreted over infinite words. The formula X p states that 
proposition p is true at the next position of a word and p1 U p2 states that there 
exists 0 ::; k such that wk satisfies p2 and wj satisfies p1 for all 0 ::; j < k. From 
these temporal operators we can construct two other temporal operators: Eventually 
(future) , F , defined as F 4> := T U ¢, and Always (globally) , G, defined as G 4> := 
---, F ---, ¢. Formula G 4> states that 4> is true at all positions of the word; formula F p 
states that there exists 0 ::; k such that wk satisfies p, where wk is the symbol at 
the eh position of the word. More expressivity can be achieved by combining the 
temporal and Boolean operators. We say a run of a transition system T satisfies 4> if 
and only if the word generated by the run satisfies ¢. 
In this work , we also consider specifications expressed in a particular subclass 
of LTL, namely, syntactically co-safe LTL (scLTL) (Kupferman and Vardi, 2001). 
A syntactically co-safe LTL (scLTL) formula excludes the G (always) operator and 
the ---, (negation) operator appears only in front of the atomic propositions when 
written in positive normal form (Kupferman and Vardi, 2001). A special property of 
scLTL is that one can determine if a given infinite word satisfies an scLTL formula by 
considering only a finite prefix of it (Kupferman and Vardi, 2001). For an MDP P , 
we define PrJLP ( 4>) as the probability of satisfying the scLTL formula 4> under policy 
J.Lp. 
Remark 2.5. Syntactically co-safe LTL formulas have infinite time semantics, thus 
they are actually interpreted over infinite words (Kupferman and Vardi, 2001). Mea-
surability of languages satisfying LTL formulas is also defined for infinite words gener-
ated by infinite paths (Baier and Katoen, 2008). However, one can determine whether 
a given infinite word satisfies an scLTL formula by considering only a finite prefix of 
it. It can be easily shown that our above definition of Paths~P inherits the same 
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measurability property given in Baier and Katoen {2008). 
A regular expression'¢ over a set IT contains propositions from IT connected by 
operators such as I (union) , * (Kleene star, i.e. repetition) , and . (concatenation) 
(Baier and Katoen, 2008). For example, p;'.p3 defines the set of strings where p1 
occurs zero or more times followed by P3 and (p1IP2)* defines the set of strings where 
p1 or p2 occurs zero or more times in arbitrary order. We say a run of T satisfies '¢ 
if and only if the word generated by the run satisfies '¢. 
Definition 2.6 (Biichi Automaton). A Biichi automaton is a tuple B := (Q8 , Q~ , 
8B , ~B, FB) , where 
• Q 8 is the finite set of states; 
• Q~ ~ Q8 is the set of initial states; 
• 88 ~ Q8 x ~B x Q8 is the (non-deterministic) transition relation; 
• ~B is the input alphabet; 
• F8 ~ Q8 is the set of accepting (final) states. 
A run of B over an input word w0 , w 1 , .. . is a sequence of states q0 , q1 , ... , such 
that q0 E Q~, and (qk,wk,qk+1) E 68 , for all k ~ 0. A Biichi automaton B accepts 
a word over ~B if and only if at least one of the corresponding runs intersects with 
F8 infinitely many times. For any LTL formula <P over a set IT , one can construct a 
Biichi automaton with input alphabet ~B = 2n accepting all and only words over 2n 
that satisfY <P using automated tools such as ltl2ba ( Gastin and Oddoux, 2001). 
Definition 2.7 (Finite State Automaton). A (deterministic) finite state automa-
ton (FSA) is a tuple A:= (QA , q1 , bA , ~A , FA) , where 
• QA is the finite set of states; 
• q1 E QA is the initial state; 
• bA : QA x ~A x QA is the deterministic transition relation; 
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• :EA 'is the input alphabet; 
• F A s;;:; QA is the set of accepting {final) states. 
A run of A over an input word w0 , . .. , w1- 1 is a sequence of states q0 , ... , q1 such 
that q0 = q~ and ( qk, wk , qk+I) E 8 A for all 0 ::; k < l. An FSA A accepts a word of 
length l over :EA if and only if the corresponding run ends in some q1 E F A. For any 
syntactically co-safe LTL formula over a set II , one can construct the corresponding 
finite state automaton using automated tools such as scheck (Latvala, 2003). For 
any regular expression over a set II , one can construct the corresponding FSA using 
automated tools such as JFLAP (Rodger and Finley, 2006) or dk.brics.automaton 
(M¢ller, 2011). 
Given a set II , the collection of subsets IIi s;;:; II , V i = 1, . .. , m is called a 
distribution of II if U~1 IIi = II . For a word w over 2rr generated by m transition 
systems {T1 , ... , Tm} with U~1 IIi = II , w fi denotes the projection of w onto T i, 
which is the portion of w generated by T i over 2rr;_ 
Definition 2.8 (Trace-Closed Language). Given m transition systems 
{T1 , . .. , T m} such that {II1, ... , IIm} is a distribution of II and words w, w' E 2rr , w' 
is trace- equivalent tow, denoted w' '"" w, iff their projections onto each one of the tran-
sition systems are equal, i.e. w fi= w' fi for each i = 1, .. . , m. For {T1 , . .. , T m} , the 
trace-equivalence class of w is given by [w] = { w' : w' E 2rr, w' fi= w fi \::1 i = 1, .. . , m} . 
Finally, a trace-closed language is a language L such that [w] s;;:; L, V w E L. 
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Chapter 3 
Optimal Multi-Robot Path Planning with 
Temporal Logic Constraints 
In this chapter we present a method for automatic planning of optimal paths for a 
group of robots that satisfy a common high level mission specification. The motion 
of each robot is modeled as a weighted transition system, and the mission is given 
as a Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formula over a set of propositions satisfied at the 
regions of the environment. In addition, an optimizing proposition must repeatedly 
be satisfied. The goal is to minimize a cost function that captures the maximum time 
between successive satisfactions of the optimizing proposition while guaranteeing that 
the formula is satisfied. 
When the robots can follow a given trajectory exactly, our method computes a 
set of optimal satisfying paths that minimize the cost function and satisfy the LTL 
formula. However, if the traveling times of the robots are uncertain, i.e. there are 
slight variations in traveling times that do not affect the ability to make transitions 
but do alter how long they take, then the robots may not be able to follow a given 
trajectory exactly, possibly violating the LTL formula during deployment. We handle 
such cases by leveraging the communication capabilities of the robots to guarantee 
correctness during deployment and provide bounds on the deviation from the optimal 
values. We implement and experimentally evaluate our method for various persistent 
surveillance tasks in a road network environment. 
The organization of this chapter is as follows . In Sec. 3.1, we formally state the 
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optimal motion planning problem for a team of robots and give an overview of our 
approach. In Sec. 3.2, we present the parts of our approach that are common to 
the two cases that we consider in this chapter. We present our exact solution in 
Sec. 3.3, which applies to the cases where the models of the robots have exact timing 
information and the robots can follow generated trajectories exactly. In Sec. 3.4, we 
present our robust solution, which applies to the cases where the traveling times of 
the robots are uncertain and the robots communicate to guarantee correctness during 
deployment and maintain field performance. In Sec. 3.5, we present experimental 
case studies for a team of robots performing persistent data gathering missions in 
a road network environment followed by numerical case studies that investigate the 
scalability of our approach considering a small academic example. 
3.1 Problem Formulation and Approach 
In this section we introduce the optimal multi-robot path planning problem and 
motivate the need for solutions that are robust to uncertain robot speeds. Let 
be a directed graph, where V is the set of vertices, -+t:~ V x V is the set of edges, 
IT is a finite set of atomic propositions, and h is a map giving the set of atomic 
propositions satisfied at a vertex. In this work, £ is the quotient graph of a partitioned 
environment, where V is a set of labels for the regions in the partition and -+t: is 
the corresponding adjacency relation. For example, V can be a set of labels for the 
regions and intersections for a road network and -+t: can give their connections (see 
Fig. 3·4). 
Consider a team of m robots moving in an environment modeled by £. The 
motion capabilities of robot i E { 1, ... , m} are represented by a transition system 
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Ti = (Qi , qf,6i , IIi , hi ,wi), where Qi ~ V; qf is the initial vertex of robot i; 6i ~-+t: 
is a relation modeling the capability of robot i to move among the vertices; IIi ~ II 
is the set of propositions that can be satisfied by robot i and {II1 , ... , IIm} is a 
distribution of II; hi is a mapping from Qi to 2rri showing how the propositions are 
satisfied at vertices; wi(q, q') captures the time for robot i to go from vertex q to q' , 
which we assume to be a positive integer. In this model, each robot travels along the 
edges of the corresponding transition system T i, and spends zero time at its vertices. 
We assume that the robots are equipped with motion primitives that allow them to 
deterministically move from q to q' for each (q, q') E 6i. 
We consider the case where this robotic team has a mission in which some partic-
ular task must be repeatedly completed and the maximum time in between successive 
completions of this task must be minimized. For instance, in a persistent surveillance 
mission (Smith et al. , 2011) , the global mission could be to keep gathering data while 
obeying traffic rules at all times, and the repeating task could be gathering data. For 
this example, the robots would operate according to the mission specification while 
ensuring that the maximum time between successive data gatherings is minimized. 
Consequently, we assume that there is an optimizing proposition 1r E II corresponding 
to this particular repeating task and consider missions specified by LTL formulae of 
the form 
¢ := <.p 1\ GFn, (3.1) 
where <.p can be any LTL formula over II , and GFn means that the proposition 1r 
must be repeatedly satisfied. Our aim is to plan multi-robot paths that satisfy the 
mission specified by¢ and minimize the maximum time between successive satisfying 
instances of 1r. 
To state this problem formally, we assume that each run ri = qf , q[ , . .. of T i 
(robot i) starts at t = 0 and generates a word wi = w? , w[ , ... and a corresponding 
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sequence of time instances 'JI'i := t?, t}, . .. such that wf = hi(qf) is satisfied at tf. To 
define the behavior of the team as a whole, we interpret the sequences 'JI'i as sets, take 
the union u::l 'JI'i and order this set in an ascending order to obtain the sequence 
'li' := t0 , t 1 , .. .. Next, we define Wteam = w?eam, wieam> ... to be the word generated by 
the team of robots where wfeam is the union of all propositions satisfied at tk. Then, 
we define the infinite sequence 'JI''lr = 'JI'1r(1) , 'JI'1r(2) , ... where 'JI''lr(k) stands for the time 
instance when 1r is satisfied for the kth time by the team 1. Finally, we define the cost 
function 
J('JI''lr) =lim sup ('JI''lr(k + 1)- 'JI''lr(k)). (3 .2) 
k--t+oo 
The form of the cost function given in (3.2) is motivated by persistent surveillance 
and pickup-delivery missions, where one is interested in the long-term behavior of the 
team. Given a sequence 'JI'7r corresponding to a run of the team, the cost function in 
(3.2) captures the maximum time between satisfying instances of 1r once the team 
behavior reaches a steady-state, which is achieved in finite time as we will discuss in 
Sec. 3.2.2. 
In this work we are particularly interested in the implementability and robustness 
of our solutions. Thus, we consider two cases for the traveling times given by the 
models of the robots: The first case that we consider is when the weight wi(q, q') of 
each transition (q, q') E bi is exactly the time it takes for robot i to go from q to q' 
fori = 1, ... , m. This corresponds to the case when the robots can follow any given 
run exactly when deployed in the environment and 'JI''lr observed during deployment is 
identical to the planned 'JI'7r. The second case that we consider is when the robots lack 
accurate speed control and the actual time it takes for robot i to go from q to q' is 
an uncertain quantity wi(q, q') taking values in known intervals non-deterministically. 
1 Throughout this chapter, we will denote transition systems and automata with boldface letters, 
e.g. T and B . We use the double-barred letter 1!' exclusively for referring to various time sequences 
that we define in this section, e .g. 1I'i , 1!', and 1!',.. 
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The interval of each wi(q, q') is given by [piwi(q, q'), PiWi(q, q')], where wi(q, q') is the 
weight of the transition (q , q') E oi , Pi and Pi are the lower and upper deviation values 
of robot i, and 0 < Pi ::; 1 ::; Pi· In this setting, we treat the weight wi(q , q') given 
by Ti as a nominal value, which determines the bounds of the uncertain traveling 
time wi(q, q') along with Pi and Pi· We further assume that Pi and Pi of each robot 
i are known a priori. In the following, we use x and i to denote the nominal and 
actual values of some variable x, and use the expression "in the field" to refer to the 
model with uncertain traveling times. Notice that, for the case of uncertain traveling 
times, J(1I'7r) corresponds to the nominal value of the cost function, whereas J(it'7r) 
is the actual maximum time between any two successive satisfactions of 7f during 
deployment, i.e. 
J(T1r) = limsup ('IT'7r(k + 1)- T7r(k)). 
k--t+oo 
When the robots cannot follow generated trajectories exactly, the order in which 
the propositions are satisfied may switch during deployment. Then, the actual word 
C:lteam generated by the robotic team during its infinite asynchronous run in the field 
may not be the planned word Wteam , but a trace equivalent of Wteam instead, i.e. 
Wteam E [wteaml· This leads to the definition of critical words. 
Definition 3.1 (Critical Words). Given the language LB of the Biichi automaton 
that corresponds to the LTL formula </> over IT, and a team of m robots modeled as 
transition systems {T1 , ... , Tm} such that {II1 , ... , IIm} is a distribution of II , the 
word Wteam over 2rr is a critical word if :3 Wteam E [wteam] such that Wteam t/. LB, where 
[wteam] is the trace-equivalence class of Wteam (Def. 2.8). 
Thus, we see that if the planned word is critical and the traveling times of the 
robots are non-deterministic, then we may not satisfy the specification in the field. 
This can be formalized by noting that the optimal runs that satisfy (3.1) are always 
in prefix-suffix form (Smith et al. , 2011) , where the suffix cycle is repeated infinitely 
often. Using this observation and Def. 3.1 we can formally define the words that 
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can violate the LTL formula during the deployment of a robotic team with uncertain 
traveling times. 
Proposition 3.2. If the suffix cycle of the word Wteam is a critical word and the 
traveling times of the robots are non-deterministic, then the correctness of the motion 
of the robotic team during its deployment cannot be guaranteed. 
Proof. We denote the actual word generated by the robotic team in the field by Wteam , 
whereas Wteam stands for the planned word. Suppose that for each robot Pi = 1 - E, 
Pi = 1 + E, and in the suffix cycle of Wteam we have a ~ wfeam and /3 ~ w~;;:;;;), where 
a and f3 are the propositions generated by robots i and j at positions k and k + 1 
of Wteam, respectively. Further assume that /3 must not occur before a, because if 
it does , Wteam violates ¢ . Note that we are guaranteed to find such a and /3 as we 
assume the suffix cycle to be a critical word. In the worst-case, for Wteam to violate ¢, 
we must have (1 + E)tk > (1- E)tk+7 , where tk is the time at which w~am is satisfied . 
Solving for E, we get E > (tk+7 - tk)j(tk + tk+7 ) . However, as the suffix is an infinite 
repetition of the suffix cycle, limk-+oo (tk+7 - tk)j(tk + tk+7 ) = 0 and¢ is violated for 
any E > 0. D 
Remark 3.3 (Worst-Case Performance in the Field under Uncertain Trav-
eling Times). In addition, we can consider the performance of the team during de-
ployment in terms of the value of the cost function (3.2) observed in the field. Using 
the same arguments presented in Prop. 3.2, it can be easily shown that the worst-case 
fi eld value of (3.2) will be the minimum of (J(TI) , ... , J(T~)) , where Tf is the tim e 
sequence of satisfactions of 1r by robot i and J(Tf) is the maximum duration between 
any two successive satisfactions of 1r by robot i in the field. This effectively m eans 
that, in the worst case, there is no benefit in executing the task with multiple robots, 
as at some point in the future the overall performance of the team will be limited by 
that of a single m ember. 
Prop. 3.2 shows that we cannot solely rely on the planned runs to satisfy the 
mission when the traveling times are uncertain and the suffix cycle of the word Wteam 
is a critical word. Thus, for such cases, it is relevant to consider the communication 
capabilities of the robots as one may leverage them to guarantee correctness during 
deployment. We can now formulate the problem that we consider in this chapter. 
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Problem 3.4. Given an LTL formula ¢ over II of the form (3.1) and a team of m 
robots modeled as transition systems {T 1, ... , T m}, possibly with uncertain traveling 
times characterized by deviation values Pi, Pi , i = 1, ... , m; generate individual runs 
and communication strategies for each robot such that 1r1r minimizes the cost function 
(3.2) subject to the constraint that Wteam, or Wteam in case of uncertain traveling times, 
satisfies ¢. 
Since we consider LTL formulas containing GF1r , this optimization problem is 
always well-posed. An overview of our approach is given in Fig. 3·1. Notice that the 
exact steps we take to solve Prob. 3.4 depend on whether the traveling times of the 
robots are uncertain or not. Nevertheless, in both solutions, we first construct the 
team transition system T that captures the joint asynchronous motion of the robots 
in the environment (Sec. 3.2.1). Then, we find an optimal satisfying run on Tusing 
the OPTIMAL-RUN algorithm that was previously developed in Smith et al. (2011), 
and project this run back to the individual T i, i = 1, ... , m (Sec. 3.2.2). In the next 
section, we discuss t hese common parts of our approach before presenting our exact 
and robust solutions in the sections that follow. 
Remark 3.5 (Optimal-Run Algorithm (Smith et al., 2011)). The approach 
that we present in this chapter utilizes the OPTIMAL-RUN algorithm that was pre-
viously developed in Smith et al. ( 2011). The algorithm takes as input a weighted 
transition system modeling the motion of a robot and an LTL formula of the form 
¢ := t.p 1\ GF1r. In formula ¢, 1r is the optimizing task that must be repeatedly sat-
isfied and t.p is an arbitrary LTL formula for capturing other mission requirements. 
The OPTIMAL-RuN algorithm outputs an optimal satisfying run that satisfies ¢ and 
minimizes the maximum time between successive satisfying instances of 1r. We refer 
the interested reader to Smith et al. {2011) for more details on the OPTIMAL-RUN 
algorithm. 
Remark 3.6 (Complexity of Multi-Robot Optimal Path Planning). LTL 
model checking is the problem of automatically checking a given system model against 
some LTL specification 'lj; . In Sistla and Clarke {1985), the authors show that the 
complexity of LTL model checking is PSPACE-complete. The single-robot version 
Transition Systems Tl> . .. , 'I'm 
Mission specification ¢ 
Deviation values Pi, f!j_ , i = 1, . .. , m (optional) 
Obtain the team 
transition system T 
Find optimal satisfying 
individual runs ri, .. . , r:-r, 
Exact Solution 
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Obtain the team 
transition system T 
Find optimal satisfying 
individual runs ri , .. . , r:-r, 
Find individual sync 
sequences si, ... , s:-r, 
Use simple 
synchronization 
Figure 3·1: An overview of our approach for optimal multi-robot path 
planning. 
of Prob. 3.4, where the azm is to find an optimal path that satisfies a given LTL 
specification of the form (3.1) and minimizes (3.2) , was previously considered in Smith 
et al. {2011) . Notice that any instance of the LTL model checking problem can be 
transformed to a single-robot optimal path planning problem in polynomial time by 
letting ¢> := -.'lj; 1\ GF1r and defining 1r on all states of the model. Then, if one can 
find an optimal path that satisfies ¢>, the system model violates 1/J, and vice versa. 
Thus, the single-robot version of Prob. 3.4 is PSPACE-hard. Since the multi-robot 
optimal path planning problem is at least as hard as the single-robot case, Prob. 3. 4 
is also PSPACE-hard. 
Remark 3.7 (Optimization Objective). Another interesting optimization objec-
tive would be to compute robot paths that give the best performance for the worst case, 
i.e. min max J(11.'7r) , where minimization is over all paths that satisfy ¢, and maxi-
mization is over all possible realizations of traveling times within the given intervals. 
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However, it appears that this would entail the solution of an additional optimization 
problem over a high dimensional continuous space (for discovering the worst-case 
traveling times), potentially resulting in a further increase in the complexity of this 
problem. 
3.2 Modeling the Team and Finding Optimal Satisfying Runs 
As given in Fig. 3·1, there are two operations common to both of our solutions: 
construction of the team transition system T and finding optimal satisfying runs for 
individual robots. In the following, we discuss these operations. 
3.2.1 Constructing the Team Transition System 
In order t o be able to optimize the motion of the team, we must capture the joint 
asynchronous behavior of its members as they move in the environment. Since trav-
eling times between regions are typically not identical, we need a way to capture the 
states, or relative positions, of the robots regardless of whether they are at the regions 
in the environment or traveling between the regions. This leads to the definition of 
traveling states. 
Definition 3.8 (Traveling State). Given the transition system Ti := (Qi , qp, 8i , 
IIi, hi, wi) modeling robot i, we refer to a state of the form Qiq~xi, where Qi , q~ E Qi 
and xi > 0, as a traveling state, and use it to represent the instant where robot i has 
traveled from Qi to q~ for xi time units. 
To model the asynchronous motion of the team in the environment, we use a team 
transition system T = (QT,Q~ , 8T,ITT , hT,wT), where QT is the set of states of the 
form q = (q[l], ... , q[m]) where q is a tuple and its ith element q[i] is the state of 
robot i; q~ = (q~ , ... , q~J is the initial state of the team; 8T is the set of transitions; 
ITT = u~l ni is the set of propositions; hT is a mapping from QT to 2IIT; WT ( q' q') is 
the weight of the transition from q to q'. The states of T correspond to the instants 
where at least one member of the team has completed a transition on its individual 
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transition system and is currently at a vertex while other robots may still be traveling. 
When robot i is at some region in the environment, we have q[i] E Qi· If, on the 
other hand, robot i is traveling from qi to q~ and it has been Xi t ime units since it left 
qi , we have q[i] = qiq~xi· Using this, we construct T by running a depth first search 
on the transition systems of the individual members of the team as given in Alg. 1. 
Algorithm 1: CoNSTRUCT-TEAM-TS 
Input: {T1, ... , T m}· 
Output: Corresponding team transition system T. 
1 q~ := (q~ , ... 'q~). 
2 dfsT(q~). 
3 Function dfsT(state tuple q E QT) 
4 Define q[i] as the ith element of q. 
5 Define ~i as a t ransition of Ti , such that ~iE {(q[i], qDI(q[i], qD E 5i} for 
q[i] E Qi and ~i= (qi , qD for q[i] = qiq~xi· 
6 Tis the set of all possible transition tuples ( ~1 , . .. , ~m) at q. 
1 foreach transition tuple ( ~1 , . . . , ~m) E T do 
s w = Shortest time until a robot is at a vertex. 
9 Find the q' that corresponds to the new state of the team. 
10 if q' ¢:. QT then 
11 lAdd state q' to QT. 
12 Set hT(q') = U~1 hi(q'[i]). 
13 Add (q, q') to 5T with weight w. 
14 Continue search from q': dfsT(q') . 
15 else if ( q, q') ¢:. 5T then 
16 L Add (q , q') to 5T with weight w . 
Alg. 1 is essentially a recursive depth first search (lines 4- 16) that starts at the 
initial state of the team transition system T (line 2). The initial state q~ of T is 
defined as the tuple of the initial states of them transition systems (line 1). Given a 
state q of T , the function df sT first generates all possible tuples of t ransitions that 
can be taken at the current states of the transition systems {T1, ... , T m} (lines 4 -
6). The current state of transition system T i is given by the ith element q(iJ of the 
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current state q ofT. At line 5 of Alg. 1, we consider all possible transitions out of the 
current states of all transition systems {T1 , ... , Tm}· If q(i] E Qi, i.e. q(i] is a regular 
state of Ti, then all transitions going out of this state inTi will be considered in the 
transition tuples that we will construct. Else, q(i] is a traveling state of Ti of the 
form qiq~xi, and the only transition that can be taken is the one that is being taken, 
i.e. the transition from Qi to q~. Then, we construct the set of all possible tuples of 
transitions that can be taken at the current states of the transition systems (line 6) 
and process each tuple one by one (lines 7- 16). In a transition tuple ( -h, ... , ----+m) , 
the ith element ----+i gives the transition that is being taken at the current state of Ti. 
In lines 8- 9, we find the next instant where at least one transition from the current 
tuple (----+h .. . , ----+m) has been completed and the next state q' ofT has been reached. 
The ith element q'[i] of the next state q' ofT corresponds to the next state of Ti w 
time units after starting taking the transition ----+i at q(i]. Suppose that, the source 
and target states of transition ----+i are Qi and q~, respectively. If the transition ----+i 
has been completed at this point, then q'[i] = q~, i.e. we set the next state of Ti to 
the target state of ----+i· Otherwise, q'[i] is a traveling state of the form qiq~xi such 
that xi = w if q[i] = Qi, and xi = n + w if q[i] = qiq~n. If q' is a new state (lines 
10 - 14), we accordingly add it to QT and define its propositions. Then, we add the 
transition that has just been completed to OT and continue our search from this new 
state q'. Else, we add the transition that has just been completed to 8T if required 
and proceed to the next transition tuple in T. The algorithm concludes when all 
states and transitions ofT have been discovered. 
The following proposition provides a bound on the size of the team transition 
system T. 
Proposition 3.9. The number of states I QTI ofT is bounded by 
m m 
(3.3) 
i=l i=l 
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where Wmax is the largest edge weight in all transition systems {T1 , ... , Tm}· 
Proof. The first term in (3.3) is the maximum number of states that we can have 
in the Cartesian product of Ti, i = 1, ... , m. The second term in (3.3) is an upper-
bound on the number of traveling states (Def. 3.8) that we can define as we construct 
T. Here, f1~ 1 lbil is the maximum number of different transition tuples that we can 
consider (Alg. 1, line 7) and (wmax- 1) is the upper bound on the number of new 
traveling states per transition tuple. Thus, IQTI is bounded by the sum of these two 
terms as given in (3.3). D 
Remark 3.10 (Comparison with Naive Construction). One can avoid going 
through Alg. 1 and capture the joint behavior of the team by discretizing each transition 
inTi, i = 1, . . . , m to unit-length edges and taking the synchronous product of these 
m Ti 's. This approach, however, yields a much larger model whose state count is 
bounded by 
For the case where we have m identical robots in an environment with Q vertices, ~ 
edges and a largest edge weight ofwmax, the above given bound is O((Q+~wmax)m) , 
whereas the bound given by Prop. 3.9 is O(Qm + ~mWmax)· 
3.2.2 Finding Optimal Satisfying Runs for Individual Robots 
Once we have the transition system T modeling the team, we can use the OPTIMAL-
RuN algorithm (Smith et al., 2011) to obtain an optimal run r;eam on T that minimizes 
the cost function (3.2) and satisfies any mission specification¢ of the form (3.1). The 
optimal run r;eam is always in prefix-suffix form (Ch. 2), where a finite sequence of 
states of T (prefix) is followed by infinite repetitions of another finite sequence of 
states ofT (suffix cycle). Due to its cyclic form, the suffix of r;eam corresponds to the 
steady-state behavior of the team, which is achieved in finite time due to the finiteness 
of the prefix, and determines the value of the cost function given in (3.2). 
Given a run rteam ofT, we can finally project it onto individual robots to obtain 
their individual runs {r1, .. . , rm}· 
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Definition 3.11 (Projection of a Run on T to Ti)· Given a run rteam on T 
where rteam = q0 , ql, .. . , we define its projection on Ti as run ri = qpqf ... for all 
i = 1, ... , m, such that qf appears in ri only if qk[i] E Qi where qk[i] is the ith element 
of tuple qk. 
It can be easily seen that the set of runs {r1, ... , rm} obtained from rteam using 
Def. 3.11 and the run rteam on T agree with each other: The projection given in 
Def. 3.11 simply breaks down a sequence of tuples of states into a tuple of sequences 
of states, while preserving the order of the states and filtering out the traveling states. 
Thus, the word wand the time sequence 'li' generated by {ri, ... , rm} are exactly the 
word Wteam and the time sequence 'll'team generated by rteam· Moreover, if the run 
rteam is in prefix-suffix form, all individual runs ri projected from rteam are also in 
prefix-suffix form. Therefore, the individual runs projected from the optimal run r;eam 
are always in prefix-suffix form. 
3.3 Exact Solution 
In this section we consider the case where the models of the robots have exact timing 
information and the time it takes for the robots to travel between regions during 
deployment is exactly the time captured in their models. Consequently, if we plan a 
run based on the models of the robots, the run that we will observe when the robots 
are deployed will be exactly the planned run in the sense that the times at which 
robots reach the regions in the run will be exactly as planned. 
To solve Prob. 3.4 in this case, we first create a model of the motion of the team 
in the environment. Given the individual transition systems {TI, ... , Tm} of the 
robots, we use Alg. 1 to construct the team transition system T that captures the 
joint asynchronous behavior of the robots. 
Example 3.12. Figs. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b} illustrate the transition systems of two robots, 
where Ih = {pi, 1r}, Il2 = {p2, p3 , 1r}, and II = {pi , p2 , p3 , 1r}. Using Alg. 1 we con-
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T 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3·2: Figs. (a) and (b) show the transition systems T 1 and 
T 2 of two robots in an environment with three vertices. The states 
of the transition systems correspond to vertices {a, b, c} and the edges 
represent the motion capabilities of each robot. The weights of the 
edges represent the traveling times between any two vertices. Propo-
sitions p1 , p2 , p3 , and 1r are shown next to the vertices where they can 
be satisfied by the robots. Fig. (c) shows the team transition system 
capturing the joint behavior of the robots in 6 states. A state labeled 
(a , b) means robot 1 is at region a and robot 2 is at region b, whereas a 
state labeled (ba1 , c) means robot 1 has traveled from b to a for 1 time 
unit and robot 2 is at c. 
struct the team transition system T {Fig. 3.2{c)) that captures the joint asynchronous 
behavior of the team in 6 states. 
Next , given an LTL mission specification <P of the form (3.1) , we use the 
OPTIMAL-RUN algorithm given in Smith et al. (2011) to generate an optimal sat-
isfying run r~am on the team transition system T. Then, we project the optimal 
satisfying run rteam on Tonto individual transition systems using Def. 3.11 to obtain 
individual optimal satisfying runs {rr, ... , r~} of the robots. 
Example 3.12 Revisited. Running the OPTIMAL-RUN algorithm (Smith et al. , 
2011) for the team transition system T given in Fig. 3.2(c), and the formula <P == 
G F1r results in the optimal run 
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1r II o 2 3 4 6 8 10 
r:eam a, a b,b bal,c a,b b,a a,b b,a ... 
hT(·) P1,p2,1r P3 P2 , 7r P1, 7r P2 , 7r P1 , 7r ... 
r* 1 a b a b a b ... 
r* 2 a b c b a b a . .. 
where the first row corresponds to the times when transitions occur, the second row 
corresponds to the run r;eam> the third row shows the propositions satisfied at each 
position, and the last two rows correspond to the individual runs of the robots. For 
this run, we see that (a, a), (b, b), (ba1, c), (a, b) is the prefix and (a, b), (b, a) is the 
suffix cycle and will be repeated an infinite number of times. Also, the time sequence of 
satisfactions of 1r is 'Jl'1f = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, ... and the cost as defined in (3.2) is J('Jl'1f) = 2. 
Nate that, at time t = 3, the second robot has arrived at c while the first robot is still 
traveling from b to a, therefore rr has no state corresponding to timet= 3. 
We finally summarize our exact solution in Alg. 2, and show that this algorithm 
indeed gives a solution to Prob. 3.4 for the case where the models of the robots have 
exact timing information. We analyze the overall complexity of Alg. 2 in Prop. 3.14. 
Algorithm 2: EXACT-MULTI-ROBOT-OPTIMAL-RUN 
Input: Transition systems {T1 , . .. , Tm} and an LTL specification¢ of the 
form (3.1). 
Output: A set of runs {rr, ... , r~} that both satisfies¢ and minimizes (3.2). 
1 Construct the team transition system T using CoNSTRUCT-TEAM-TS 
(Alg. 1). 
2 Find the optimal run r;eam on Tusing OPTIMAL-RUN (Smith et al., 2011). 
3 Project r;eam onto {T1 , ... , Tm} to obtain runs {rr, ... , r~} (Def. 3.11). 
Proposition 3.13. Alg. 2 solves Prob. 3.4. 
Proof. Note that Alg. 2 combines all steps outlined in this section. Run r;eam obtained 
from Alg. OPTIMAL-RUN both satisfies ¢ and minimizes (3.2) among all runs of 
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T (Smith et al., 2011). As discussed in Sec. 3.2.2, there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between a set of runs {r1 , ... , rm} obtained using Def. 3.11 and a run rteam ofT. 
Therefore, { rt, ... , r~} as a projection of r;eam onto {T 1 , ... , T m} is a solution to 
Prob. 3.4. D 
Proposition 3.14. For the case where a group of m identical robots are expected to 
satisfy an LTL specification ¢ in a common environment with Q vertices, .6. edges 
and a largest edge weight of Wmax, the worst-case complexity of Alg. 2 is O((Qm + 
.6._mwmax)3. 20(14>1)). 
Proof. For the above mentioned case, the worst-case size of T as given in (3.3) is 
O(Qm+.6.mwmax)· In (Smith et al. , 2011), the authors give the worst-case complexity 
of the OPTIMAL-RUN algorithm as O(ITI3 · 2°(14>1)) where ITI is the number of states 
of the input transition system and 1¢1 is the length of the LTL specification. Then, 
the worst-case complexity of Alg. 2 becomes O((Qm + .6._mwmax)3 · 2°(14>1l). D 
3.4 Robust Solution 
In this section we consider the case where the actual traveling times of the robots 
observed during deployment, denoted by wi(q, q'), are uncertain quantities taking 
values in known intervals non-deterministically. Recall from Sec. 3.1 that, wi(q, q') 
lies in the interval [piwi(q, q'), PiWi(q, q')], where wi(q, q') is the nominal value given by 
Ti , Pi and Pi are the lower and upper deviation values ofrobot i, and 0 < Pi ::; 1 ::; Pi· 
Thus, when the robots execute a planned run in the field, the run observed during 
deployment may be different from the one planned, possibly violating the mission 
specification. As previously discussed in Sec. 3.1 , our solution in this case will also 
comprise a communication strategy so that the satisfaction of the mission specification 
will be guaranteed and the deviation of the field performance from optimality will be 
bounded. 
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3.4.1 Optimal Satisfying Runs and Transition Systems with Traveling 
States 
Given the transition systems {T1, ... , Tm} of the robots and the mission specification 
¢ , we first construct the team transition system T using Alg. 1 to model the team. 
Then, we use the OPTIMAL-RUN algorithm (Smith et al., 2011) to obtain a run r;eam 
on T that satisfies ¢and minimizes the cost function (3.2). 
Example 3.15. Running the OPTIMAL-RUN algorithm (Smith et al., 2011) on T 
given in Fig. 3.2(c) for the formula¢= G(p1::::} X(--.p1 U p3)) 1\ GF1r results in the 
optimal run 
1r II o 2 3 4 5 6 
r;eam a, a b,b ba1 ,c a,b ab1,c b,b ... 
hT(-) P1 , p2 , 1r P3 P2 , 7r P3 P1 , p2,1r ... 
where the first row shows when transitions occur, the second row corresponds to the 
run r;eam ' and the last row shows the satisfying atomic propositions. For this run, 
(a , a), (b, b) is the finite prefix and (b, b), (bal, c) , (a, b), ( abl , c) is the suffix cycle, which 
will be repeated an infinite number of times. Also, the time sequence 1r1r of satisfactions 
of 1r is 1r1r = 2, 4, 6, 8, ... and the cost as defined in (3.2) is J(1!'7T) = 2. 
Since T captures the asynchronous motion of the robots, the optimal satisfying 
run r;eam on T may contain some traveling states (Def. 3.8) which do not appear in 
the individual transition systems {T1, ... , Tm} that we started with. In our exact 
solution (Sec. 3.3), we pruned such states as we projected r'team onto {T1, ... , Tm} 
to obtain { rr, ... , r;;.}. But we cannot ignore such traveling states in this case, as 
each one of them is a candidate synchronization point for the corresponding robot as 
we discuss in the following subsections. Instead, we insert those traveling states into 
individual transition systems so that the robots will be able to synchronize with each 
other at those points if needed. In the following, we use qk[i] to denote the ith element 
of the kth state tuple in r;eam, which is also the state of robot i at that position of r;eam. 
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As given in Def. 3.8, a traveling state ofrobot i has the form qiq~xi. First, we construct 
the setS= { (i , qk[i]) I qk[i] = qi q~xi V k, i} of all traveling states that appear in r;eam· 
Elements of S are ordered pairs where the second element is a traveling state and 
the first element gives the transition system this new traveling state will be added to. 
Next, we construct the set T = {(i, (qk[i],qk+1[i]),x) I ((i,qk[i]) E S) V ((i,qk+l[i]) E 
S) , x = wT(qk, qk+l) V k, i} of all transitions that involve any of the traveling states in 
r;eam. Elements of T are triplets where the second element is a transition, the third 
element is the weight of this transition, and the first element shows the transition 
system that this new transition will be added to. Then, we add the traveling states 
inS and the transitions in T to their corresponding transition systems. Finally, using 
Def. 3.11, we project the run r;eam onto {T1, ... , Tm} to obtain the individual runs 
* . 1 ri,z = , ... ,m. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3·3: Figs. (a) and (b) show the transition systems with new 
traveling states and transitions that correspond to the optimal run r;eam 
that we compute for Exp. 3.15. In Fig. (a), the new traveling states 
and transitions of T 1 are highlighted in red. 
Example 3.15 Revisited. For the optimal run r;eam we obtained for this ex-
ample, we have S = { (1, abl), (1, bal)} and T = { (1, (a , abl), 1), (1 , (abl, b), 1), 
(1 , (b , bal) , 1), (1, (bal, a), 1)}. Fig. 3·3 illustrates the corresponding transition sys-
tems with new traveling states and transitions highlighted in red. Then, we have 
runs of individual robots from Def. 3.11 as rt = a, b, bal , a , abl, b, bal, a, abl, ... and 
r2 = a, b, c, b, c, b, c, b, c, . ... 
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Remark 3.16. For most applications, adding new states and transitions to the models 
of the robots may imply introducing new waypoints or motion primitives at lower 
levels. Since the exact way in which these model changes are accommodated at lower 
levels is strictly application specific, we do not discuss these details here assummg 
that such necessary changes can be implemented. 
3.4.2 Synchronization for Trace-Closed Specifications and Optimality 
Bounds 
After obtaining individual runs of the robots, we proceed by checking if the mission 
specification ¢ is trace-closed using an algorithm adapted from Peled et al. (1998). 
We say an LTL formula ¢ is trace-closed if the language LB of the corresponding 
Biichi automaton is trace-closed in the sense of Def. 2.8. 
Proposition 3.17. If the LTL formula ¢ over the set II is a trace-closed formula with 
respect to the distribution {II1 , ... , IIm} given by transition systems {T1 , ... , Tm}, 
then it will not be violated in the field due to uncertain traveling times. 
Proof. From Defs. 2.8 and 3.1, we know that if we can find a run that satisfies a 
trace-closed LTL formula, then the word Wteam corresponding to the run will not be a 
critical word. We use [;lteam to denote the actual word generated by the team during 
deployment. Since Wteam is not a critical word,~ Wteam E [wteam] such that Wteam tf. LB. 
Thus, regardless of the deviation values of the robots, ¢ will not be violated in the 
field due to uncertain traveling times as any Wteam E [wteam] will also be in LB. 0 
Corollary 3.18. If the LTL formula ¢ over the set II is not trace-closed with respect 
to the distribution {II1 , ... , IIm} given by transition systems {T1 , ... , Tm}, then ¢ 
may be violated during deployment due to uncertain traveling times. 
Proof. The proof directly follows from Prop. 3.17. 0 
If ¢ is not trace-closed, we cannot guarantee correctness during deployment in 
general as shown in Cor. 3.18. In cases where the traveling times of the robots are 
uncertain and ¢ is not trace-closed, we compute individual synchronization sequences 
{ sb ... , sm} for the robots to guarantee correctness during deployment. We discuss 
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how we generate these synchronization sequences in greater detail in Sec. 3.4.3. If, on 
the other hand, the mission specification ¢ is trace-closed, we can guarantee correct-
ness in the field without any additional measures as shown in Prop. 3.17. Nevertheless , 
as given in Rem. 3.3, the field performance of the team will invariably deviate from 
its planned value, and in the worst-case, the field performance of the team will be 
limited by that of a single member. To address this issue, we propose a periodic syn-
chronization protocol (Alg. 3). As the robots execute their infinite runs in the field, 
they synchronize with each other periodically at the beginning of each repetition of 
the suffix cycle. 
Algorithm 3: TRACE-CLOSED-SYNC-RUN 
Input: A run ri = qf, qf , ... of robot i in prefix-suffix form. 
1 qsync +--- First state in the suffix cycle. 
2 k +--- 0. 
3 while True do 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
if current state is qsync then 
lN otify all robots. Wait until notification messages of all robots are received. 
Make transition to r~+l. 
kt---k+l. 
Using this protocol, we can define a bound on the deviation from optimality, i.e. 
the value of the cost function (3.2) observed in the field, as given in the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 3.19. Suppose that each robot 's deviation values are bounded by[!_ and 
75 where 75 ~ 1 ~ [!_ > 0 (i .e., Pi ~ [!_ and Pi ::; 75 for each robot i). Let J(1Pr) be the 
cost of the planned robot paths and let J(if1f) be the actual value of the cost observed 
during deployment. Then, if the robots follow the protocol given in Alg. 3 the field 
value of the cost satisfies 
where d5 is the planned duration of the suffix cycle. 
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Proof. The suffix consists of an infinite number of repetitions of the suffix cycle, 
which we denote by Sc. As given in Alg. 3, each repetition of Sc begins with a 
synchronization point where all robots synchronize with each other. Let ds be the 
planned duration of Sc, let n 8 be the number of optimizing propositions satisfied in Sc. 
Let us redefine t = 0 to be the time when the suffix starts, and let ]'1r be a sequence of 
length ns recording the n 8 times that the optimizing proposition is satisfied in the first 
repetition of Sc. Note that, as we consider infinite runs and as the process restarts 
itself at the beginning of each Sc by means of the synchronization protocol given in 
Alg. 3, we only need to consider the first two repetitions of Sc. We first define 
yi = ir7r ( i)E 
Ti = t7r(i)p 
tw = dsP 
where, Ti and Ti are the earliest and latest times that the ith optimizing proposition 
can be satisfied, respectively. The value tw is the latest time that the second repetition 
of Sc can begin. Then, for 0 < i :::; ns, the worst-case time between satisfying the ith 
optimizing proposition and the (i + l)th optimizing proposition is 
ifO < i < n8 , 
if i = ns. 
(3.4) 
Next, in the planned paths, multiple robots may simultaneously satisfy the ith op-
timizing proposition. In the field, these satisfactions will not occur simultaneously. 
The maximum amount of time between the first and last of these satisfying instances 
for the ith proposition, for 0 < i :::; ns , is 
(3.5) 
Finally, using (3.4) and (3.5) we obtain the upper bound on the value of the cost 
function (3.2) that will be observed during deployment as 
J(ii'1r) = max{max{Ti,i+1},max{Ti}}. (3.6) 
~ ~ 
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Substituting the definitions for Ti , Ti, and tw into (3.4) we obtain 
if 0 < i < n8 , 
if i = n 8 
But, we have that J(11'7r) 2: 1t1r(i + 1) - 1t1r(i), and J(1J'7r) 2: d8 + 1t1r(1) - 'lt1r(n8 ). 
In addition, 'lf7r(1) ::; J(1J'1r) and 'lf7r(i) ::; ds for all i E {2, . . . , n 8 }. Using these 
expressions we obtain Ti,i+ l ::; J(1J'1r)p + ds(P- f!_). Similarly, we get Ti ::; d8 (p- f!_) , 
and thus J(T7r) ::; J(1J'1r)p + ds(P- !!_). D 
Remark 3.20 (Exact Bound on J(T7r)). In Prop. 3.19, we have provided a con-
servative bound for ease of presentation. However, we can also calculate an exact 
bound on the field value of the cost J(T1r) using a treatment similar to the proof of 
Prop 3.19. 
3.4.3 Synchronization for General Specifications and Guarantee of 
Correctness 
If the traveling times of the robots are uncertain and ¢ is not trace-closed, we com-
pute individual synchronization sequences { s1, ... , sm} for the robots to guarantee 
correctness during deployment. As the robots execute their infinite runs in the field, 
they synchronize with each other according to the synchronization sequences that 
we generate using Alg. 4. The synchronization sequence si of robot i is an infinite 
sequence of pairs of sets. The kth element of si, denoted by sf, corresponds to the kth 
element qf of rf. Each sf is a pair of two sets of robots: sf = (sf.wait' sf.notify), where 
sf. wait and sf.notify are the wait-set and notify-set of sf, respectively. The wait-set 
of sf is the set of robots that robot i must wait for at state qf before satisfying its 
propositions and proceeding to the next state qf+l in r;. The notify-set of sf is the 
set of robots that robot i must notify as soon as it reaches state qf. As we discussed 
earlier in Sec. 3.2.2, the optimal run r;eam of the team and the individual optimal 
runs r;, i = 1, ... , m of the robots are always in prefix-suffix form. Consequently, 
individual synchronization sequences si of the robots are also in prefix-suffix form. 
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Algorithm 4: SYNC-SEQ 
Input: Individual runs {rt, ... , r;*;-J, Biichi automaton B~<t> of •¢, and models 
of the robots. 
Output: Synchronization sequence for each robot {s1 , ... , sm}-
1 I = { 1, ... , m}, beg = beginning of suffix cycle, end = end of suffix cycle. 
2 stwait =I\ i fori E I and k = 0, ... , end. 
3 foreach k = 0, ... , end do 
4 if k #- 0 and k #- beg then 
5 Set stwait = 0 V i E I. 
6 Construct the transition system W that generates every possible c;:Jteam 
(Alg. 6). 
1 if the language of W 0 B~¢ is empty then 
8 L Continue to next position k in run. 
9 else 
10 Set stwait =I\ i Vi E I. 
11 foreach i E I do 
12 foreach j E I \ i do 
13 Remove j from stwait· 
14 Construct the transition system W that generates every possible 
Wteam (Alg. 6). 
15 if the language of W 0 B~<t> is not empty then 
16 L Add j back to s~,wait· 
17 Define each s~,notify such that 
i E sJ,wait =? j E sf notify Vi E I, j E I , k = 0, ... , end. 
18 Rest of each si is an infinite repetition of its suffix cycle, i.e. beg end si ' ... 'si ' 
ViE I. 
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Alg. 4 is essentially a loop (lines 3 - 16) that computes the wait-sets for each 
position of the runs of the robots to guarantee correctness in the field. Initially, 
synchronization sequences are set so that the robots wait for each other at every 
position of their runs (line 2). At line 4 of Alg. 4, if k is the first position of the 
runs, we do not modify this initial value of s7,wait· This ensures that all robots start 
executing their runs in a synchronized way. We also keep this initial value of s7.wait if 
k is the beginning of the suffix cycle, so that all robots synchronize with each other 
globally at the beginning of each suffix cycle. This lets us define a bound on the 
deviation from optimality, i.e. the value of the cost function (3.2) observed in the 
field, as given in Prop. 3.19. For all other positions of the runs, we try to shrink 
the wait-set of each sf so that communication effort is minimized while we can still 
guarantee correctness in the field (lines 5 - 16). To this end, we first consider the 
case where robots do not wait for each other at this position of the run (lines 5 -
8). This is actually a heuristic based on the observation that in most missions robots 
synchronize only occasionally. We set all wait-sets corresponding to this position to 
empty sets. Then, given the runs, transition systems, deviation values, and wait-sets 
of the robots, we use Alg. 6 to construct the transition system W that generates all 
possible words Wteam that can be observed in the field due to the uncertainties in the 
traveling times. Next, we construct the product W ® B ...,¢, where B ...,¢ is the Biichi 
automaton corresponding to the negation of the LTL formula ¢. If the language of 
this product is empty, then the robots indeed do not need to synchronize at this 
position. Else, we restore the previous values of the wait-sets of this position (line 
10) and consider each one of the robots in robot i's kth wait-set s~,wait one by one 
(lines 11 - 16). After removing some robot j from s7,wait' we construct W and check 
if the language of W ® B...,¢ is empty (lines 13 - 15). If the language of the product 
is empty, then robot i indeed does not need to wait for robot j at the kth position of 
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its run. Thus, we keep the new value of stwait· Else, we restore stwait to its previous 
value (line 16) and proceed with the next robot in sf wait· Once every robot in sk .t is 
, t,wat 
considered, we proceed with the next robot in the team, and eventually next position 
of the run. Notice that, the synchronization sequences generated by Alg. 4 are free 
from any dead-locks as line 17 ensures that if some robot j waits for robot i at position 
k, then robot i notifies robot j at position k. As the synchronization sequences of the 
robots are in prefix-suffix form and the robots synchronize with each other globally 
at the beginning of each suffix cycle (line 4) , at line 18, we define the rest of each 
synchronization sequence as an infinite repetition of its first suffix cycle that we have 
just generated. Let K denote the total length of the prefix and the first suffix cycle. 
Then, worst case complexity of Alg. 4 is O(m2 K(W +E)) where m is the number of 
robots, W is the complexity of constructing W, and E is the complexity of checking 
emptiness of W ® B~<t> at each iteration. If the robots need to synchronize only 
occasionally, i.e. if the heuristic at lines 5 - 8 succeeds most of the time, then the 
complexity is O(K(W +E)). The synchronization protocol that the robots follow in 
the field is given in Alg. 5. 
Algorithm 5: SYNC-RUN 
Input: The run ri and synchronization sequence si of robot i . 
1 k f- 0. 
2 while True do 3lNotify all robots in s~notify· 
4 Wait until notification messages of all robots in stwait are received. 
s Make transition to r~+l after satisfying the propositions at rf. 
6 k+-k+l. 
We use Alg. 6 to construct the transition system W that generates all possible 
words that can be observed in the field for a given set of runs and synchronization 
sequences of the robots. We must first define some new terms before getting into the 
details of Alg. 6. We use the term position to refer to the current position of a robot 
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in its run. If some robot i has just reached the state rf in its run and satisfied the 
corresponding propositions after waiting for all of the robots in its wait-set s7,wait as 
given in Alg. 5, then the position of the robot is k. If, on the other hand, robot i has 
left state rf-1 , but one of the above conditions has not been satisfied yet , then the 
position of the robot is (k- 1, k). A robot-position pair is a pair of the form (i , p) 
meaning that the position of robot i is p which can be either an integer or a pair 
of integers , as discussed above. For instance, the robot-position pair (i, (k- 1, k)) 
means robot i is on its way from state rf-1 to state rf. An event is a set of one or 
more robot-position pairs that give the new positions of the corresponding robots. In 
case of multiple robot-position pairs , all these changes occur simultaneously. That 
is, the event {(i, k), (j, k)} means that robots i and j have just reached position kin 
their runs. On the other hand, the event { ( i , k)} means that robot i has just reached 
position k and gives no information about the position of robot j. Finally, an event 
sequence is a list of events that occur sequentially. Now we can begin discussing 
Alg. 6. The states of Ware tuples of positions such that the ith element q[i] of some 
state q E Qw gives the current position of robot i. Consequently, at line 1 we set 
(0, ... , 0) to be the initial state of W as we assume that the robots start their runs 
synchronously (Alg. 4). Alg. 6 is essentially a loop (lines 2- 12) that considers all 
possible sequences of events that may occur in the field. To do this , Alg. 6 relies on 
Alg. 11 to generate pairs of event sequences and corresponding sets of states of W 
where those event sequences start. For an event sequence and the corresponding set of 
start states generated using Alg. 11, Alg. 6 adds the necessary states and transitions 
toW starting from each possible start state (lines 3- 12). Then, at line 5, we consider 
all events in an event sequence one by one. At lines 6-9, we compute the next state 
q' after the event e occurs at state q. If the position of some robot i changes due to 
event e, then q'[i] is set to the new position given in e (line 7). Else, we update the 
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position of robot i to capture its progress. If the position of robot i is already a tuple 
in q, i.e. if robot i is already on road, then we do not change its position in q' (line 
8). Else, we update the position of robot i in q' such that it starts traveling towards 
the next state in its run (line 9). Next, we add the new state q' with the necessary 
propositions and the new transition (q, q') toW as required (lines 10- 11). Then, we 
set the current state q of W to q' and switch to the next event e in the event sequence. 
Once we process all the events in this event sequence for all start states, we repeat 
the same procedure for the next event sequence. Since the runs of the robots are in 
prefix-suffix form, Alg. 11 is designed such that it terminates once the positions of the 
robots reach the end of the first suffix cycle. Since the robots start each suffix cycle 
in a synchronized way (Alg. 4), at line 14 of Alg. 6 we add a transition from all those 
states with no outgoing transitions to the state that corresponds to the beginning of 
the suffix cycle. This final step concludes the construction of W by capturing the 
periodic structure of the runs of the robots. In order not to interrupt the flow of this 
chapter, we present and discuss the complexity of Algs. 11 and 12, which we use to 
generate the event sequences discussed above , in Appendix A. Next , we characterize 
the complexity of Alg. 6. 
Proposition 3.21. Let K denote the the total length of the prefix and the first suffix 
cycle. For the case where the intervals of the robots corresponding to different posi-
tions do not overlap (discussed in greater detail in App. A), complexity of Alg. 6 is 
0(4mm2m+7K2) and the number of states ofW is 0(2mmm+3K). 
Proof. From Props. A.l and A.3, for the given case, we have at most 0(2mmm+2 K) 
event sequences in the prefix and the first suffix cycle with at most m events each. 
Since Alg. 6 creates a new state for each new event, the number of states of W is 
0(2mmm+3 K). Consequently, each of the event sequences generated by Alg. 11 can 
have at most 0(2mmm+3 K) different start states. Also, the complexity of the inner 
loop of Alg. 6 (lines 5- 9) is O(m2 ). Thus, the complexity of Alg. 6 is 0( 4mm2m+7 K 2 ). 
D 
Remark 3.22. In Prop. 3.21 we assumed that the intervals of the robots correspond-
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Algorithm 6: CONSTRUCT-FIELD-WORDS-TS 
Input: {rt , 0 ° 0 'Tm} , {st ,wait, 0 0 0 'Sm,wait}, {Tt, 0 0 0 ' Tm} , and 
Pi , Pi, i = 1, ... , m. 
Output: The field words transition system W that generates all possible 
words that can be observed in the field. 
1 Add q~ = (0, ... , 0) to Qw. 
2 foreach (evenLseq, starLstates) generated using GENERATE-EVENT-SEQ 
(Alg. 11) do 
3 foreach qstart in starL states do 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
q = qstart· 
foreach e in evenLseq do 
foreach i E {1, ... , m} do 
lif (i, knew) E e then q'[i] = knew· else if q[i] is a tuple then q'[i] = q[i]. else q'[i] = (q[i], q[i] + 1). 
if q' is not in Qw then add q' to Qw with hw(q') = U(i,k)Eehi(rf). 
if (q, q') is not in Ow then add (q, q') to Ow. 
q = q'. 
13 qsuffix =(beg, ... , beg) where beg corresponds to the beginning of the suffix 
cycle. 
14 foreach q E Qw such that ~(q , q') E Ow for any q' E Qw do add (q , qsuffix) to 
Ow. 
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ing to different positions do not overlap. Let tn denote the planned time until the 
robots reach the nth position in their runs and K denote the total length of the prefix 
and the first suffix cycle. The above condition is satisfied when Pitn- I < pjtn holds for 
all i, j E {1 , ... , m} and n = 1, .. . , K- 1. This is typically the case where the devia-
tion values of the robots are small enough (with respect to the length of the suffix cycle 
and durations between consecutive states in the run) such that the intervals in which 
the robots can reach different positions in their runs do not overlap. A more general 
complexity analysis could be performed for the case where robots move to different 
positions in a single interval, but at the cost of increased difficulty of presentation 
and interpretation. We employ the same assumption in Props. 3.24, A.l, and A.3 
for the same reason. 
Example 3.15 Revisited. For the example we have shown throughout this section, 
we obtain the following individual optimal runs and synchronization sequences. 
0 2 3 5 6 1- .. I 
r* 1 a b bal a abl b .. . 
sl ( {2} , {2}) (0,0) ({2},{2}) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) . . . 
hl (.) PI , 7r PI , 7r ... 
r* 2 a b c b c b .. . 
82 ({1},{1}) (0,0) ({1} , {1}) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) .. . 
h2(-) P2, n P3 P2, n P3 P2, n ... 
In a line corresponding to a synchronization sequence si , first and second elements 
of the tuple at position k are s~wait and s~notifY' respectively. The symbol 0 denotes 
an empty wait-set, or notify-set, i.e. the robot does not wait for, or notify, any other 
robot at that position of its run. 
We finally summarize our robust solution in Alg. 7, and show that it provides a 
solution to Prob. 3.4. We analyze the overall complexity of Alg. 7 in Prop. 3.24. 
Proposition 3.23. Alg. 7 solves Pro b. 3.4 when the traveling times of the robots are 
uncertain during deployment. 
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Algorithm 7: ROBUST-MULTI-ROBOT-OPTIMAL-RUN 
Input: Transition systems {T1 , ... , T m}, corresponding deviation values and 
an LTL specification ¢ of the form (3. 1). 
Output: A set of runs {r~, ... , r~} that satisfies¢ and minimizes (3.2), a set 
of synchronization sequences { s1 , ... , sm} that guarantees 
correctness in the field (if applicable), and the bound on the 
performance of the team in the field. 
1 Construct the team transition system T using Alg. 1. 
2 Find an optimal run r;eam on T using OPTIMAL-RUN (Smith et al., 2011). 
3 Insert new traveling states to transition systems {T1 , ... , Tm} (See. Sec. 3.4.1) . 
4 Obtain individual runs {r~ , .. . , r~} using Def. 3.11. 
5 if ¢ is not trace-closed then 
6 L Generate synchronization sequences {s1 , ... , sm} using SYNC-SEQ (Alg. 4) . 
1 Find the bound on optimality as given in Prop. 3.19. 
Proof. Note that Alg. 7 combines all steps outlined in this section. The planned 
word Wteam generated by the entire team satisfies ¢, and minimizes (3.2), as shown 
in Smith et al. (2011) . If the mission specification ¢ is trace-closed, correctness 
during deployment is guaranteed by construction as given in Prop. 3.17. If¢ is not 
trace-closed, the synchronization sequences guarantee correctness by ensuring that 
the Wteam generated in the field never violates ¢ for given deviation values. Therefore, 
Alg. 7 solves Prob. 3.4. D 
Proposition 3.24. Suppose that a group of m identical robots are expected to satisfy 
an LTL specification ¢ in a common environment with Q vertices, D. edges and a 
largest edge weight of Wmax. Further assume that K is the total length of the prefix 
and the first suffix cycle of the optimal satisfying run, and the the intervals of the 
robots corresponding to different positions do not overlap. Then, fo r typical cases 
where m << Q, K < Q, complexity of Alg. 7 is O((Qm + _D.mwmax)3 · 2°(1¢1) ). 
Proof. For the above mentioned case, t he worst-case complexity of lines 1- 4 of 
Alg. 7 becomes O((Qm + _D.mwmax) 3 · 2°(1¢1)) from Prop. 3.14. The trace-closedness 
check (line 5) can be done in time 0(2°(1¢1) 220<l <t> ll) (Peled et al. , 1998). If this 
check fails , we generate synchronization sequences using Alg. 4, which runs in time 
O(m2 K(W +E) ). From Prop. 3.21 , W is 0(4mm2m+7 K 2 ) and the number of states 
of W is 0(2mmm+3 K). Thus, E is 0(2°(1-.¢1)2mmm+3 K) (Baier and Katoen, 2008) 
and complexity of Alg. 4 becomes 0(4mm2m+9 K 3 + 2°(1 -.<t>l)2mmm+5 K 2 ). Notice that, 
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the check for trace-closedness at line 5 of Alg. 7 can be omitted for long formu-
las by simply assuming that the result is false and proceeding with the genera-
tion of the synchronization sequences using Alg. 4. Then, complexity of Alg. 7 is 
O((Qm+~mWmax)32°(1</>1)+4mm2m+9 K 3 +2°(1• ¢1)2mmm+5 K 2). For typical cases where 
m << Q and K < Q, the complexity becomes O((Qm + ~mWmax)3 · 2°(14>1)). 0 
Remark 3.25. In cases where the conditions given in Props. 3.21 and 3.24 do not 
hold, the computational cost of computing synchronization sequences using Alg. 4 may 
be undesirably high. In such cases, one can trade communication effort for compu-
tational complexity by deploying the robots using the trivially correct synchronization 
sequence given at line 2 of Alg. 4 where each robot waits for every other robot at each 
position of the run. Note that, the bound on field performance given in Prop. 3.19 
still holds in this case. 
3.5 Implementation and Case Studies 
We implemented our algorithms in Python as the LTL Optimal Multi-Agent Planner 
(LOMAP) package, which is publicly available online2 . LOMAP uses the NetworkX 
graph package described in Hagberg et al. (2008) to represent various models in our 
implementation and the LTL2BA software described in Gastin and Oddoux (2001) 
to convert LTL specifications to Biichi automata. LOMAP also includes an enhanced 
version of the OPTIMAL-RUN algorithm (Smith et al., 2011) which returns the path 
with the shortest suffix cycle when there are multiple optimal paths in terms of the 
cost function (3.2). Furthermore, this new version can be executed on a computer 
cluster in a distributed fashion to be able to solve problems with large resource re-
quirements. A typical usage of our package is as follows: 
1. The user defines the transition systems {T1, ... , Tm} that model the robots 
moving in the environment in a plain text file using LOMAP 's format. 
2LTL Optimal Multi-Agent Planner (LOMAP) Python Package is available at http: I /hyness . 
bu. edu/lomap/. 
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2. Then, the user writes a short python script that defines the mission specifica-
tion expressed in LTL in the form of (3.1) and calls the appropriate LOMAP 
function. 
3. Finally, the trajectory of the team and the value of the cost function are returned 
if the mission specification can be satisfied. Otherwise, our implementation 
shows an error message and quits. 
3.5.1 Experimental Case Studies on Persistent Surveillance 
In the following, we present various case studies considering persistent surveillance 
missions in the environment shown in Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(b). This environment is 
a road network consisting of roads, intersections, and regions for data gathering and 
upload. In this network, road segments are connected to each other via intersections, 
and the surveillance target is located in the middle, surrounded by four data gath-
ering locations. For our case studies, we considered two Pololu m3pi robots with 
mbed development boards. We realized the environment using lines of black tape 
that correspond to the roads and intersections of the road network. The robots can 
navigate in the environment and can sense whether they are at an intersection or not 
using their infrared reflection sensors. The robots can also communicate with each 
other and a computer using Xbee wireless modules. In our case studies, inter-robot 
communication is used for synchronization of the robots, whereas computer-robot 
communication is used for deploying the robots according to the trajectory generated 
using our implementation. 
The robots that we consider in our experiments have uncertain traveling times. 
In order to obtain their upper and lower deviation values, we measured the time it 
takes for both of the robots to complete the cycle "U2, 10, 11, 12, 1, 2, 21, 22, 23, 
9, 10, U2" in Fig. 3.4(c) and recorded the maximum and minimum values among 20 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3·4: Fig. 3.4(a) shows our experimental platform where the 
roads are marked by black tape and the robots are labeled 1 and 2. 
Fig. 3.4(b) gives a schematic illustration of this road network. The 
surveillance target is in the middle. Regions highlighted in yellow are 
data gathering locations and regions highlighted in green are data up-
load locations. The transition system that models the motion of the 
robots is given in Fig. 3.4( c). The weight of each transition captures 
the time it takes for the robots to complete that transition. 
trials. We chose this cycle because it tests all the motion primitives of the robots: 
"left-turn, right-turn, u-turn, and go-straight". The average time for both robots 
to complete this cycle was approximately 17 seconds. We used this information 
to obtain the weights of the model given in Fig. 3.4(c) , which were used as the 
nominal values in our computations. The maximum and minimum times for robot 
1 to complete this cycle were 17.67 and 16.68 seconds, respectively. The maximum 
and minimum times for robot 2 were 17.56 and 16.77 seconds, respectively. Using 
these measurements we obtained the following deviation values: p1 = 1.039, p1 = 
0.981 , p2 = 1.033, p2 = 0.986. In the following, we take these deviation values as 
P1 = p2 = 1.04 and P1 = P2 = 0.98 after adding a small margin of safety. 
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Fig. 3.4(c) illustrates the transition systems Tt and T2 that model the motion of 
the robots in this road network. The sets of states Q1 and Q2 are the sets of labels 
assigned to intersections and regions. The transition relations 61 and 62 give how the 
intersections and regions are connected and the weight maps w1 and w 2 capture the 
time it takes for robots to take a transition. For our experiments, we assume that the 
transition systems T 1 and T 2 are identical except for their initial states and the sets 
of propositions that can be satisfied at their states. To be able to differentiate between 
data gatherings and uploads performed at different locations by different robots we 
define the set of propositions as 
ll={gather, upload,r1gather,r2gather, r1upload,r2upload,gather1 , 
gather2,gather3,gather4,upload1 , upload2, r1gather1,r1gather2, 
r1gather3,r1gather4,r2gather1 , r2gather2,r2gather3, r2gather4, 
r1upload1 , r1upload2,r2upload1 , r2upload2}. 
Propositions gather and upload mean data has been gathered and uploaded, respec-
tively, whereas propositions of the form gatherY and uploadY, where Y E {1, 2, 3, 4}, 
capture the locations of data gather and upload as well. For instance, gather3 means 
data has been gathered at gather location 3. Propositions of the form rXgather and 
rXupload, where X E {1, 2}, mean robot X has gathered and uploaded data, respec-
tively. Finally, we use propositions of the form rXgatherY and rXuploadY, where 
X E {1, 2} and Y E {1 , 2, 3, 4}, to capture both the location and the subject of the 
data gather and upload, i.e. r2Upload1 means robot 2 has uploaded data at upload 
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location 1. Consequently, we define the sets II1 and II2 as 
III ={gather, upload, r1gather, r1upload, gather! , gather2, gather3, 
gather4,upload1,upload2, r1gather1 , r1gather2, r1gather3 , 
r1gather4, r1upload1 , r1upload2} ,and 
II2 ={gather, upload, r2gather, r2upload, gather!, gather2, gather3, 
gather4, upload1 , upload2, r2gather1 , r2gather2, r2gather3 , 
r2gather4, r2upload1 , r2upload2} ; 
and assign the propositions in II1 and II2 to the states of T 1 and T 2 as given in 
Tbl. 3.1. Note that all propositions in II can be written in terms of the propositions 
I Region II Robot I Propositions 
G1 1 {gather, gather1 , r1gather, r1gather1} 
G1 2 {gather,gather1,r2gather,r2gather1} 
G2 1 {gather,gather2,r1gather,r1gather2} 
G2 2 {gather,gather2,r2gather,r2gather2} 
G3 1 {gather,gather3,r1gather, r1gather3} 
G3 2 {gather,gather3,r2gather,r2gather3} 
G4 1 {gather,gather4,r1gather,r1gather4} 
G4 2 {gather,gather4,r2gather,r2gather4} 
U1 1 {upload,upload1,r1upload,r1upload1} 
U1 2 {upload,upload1,r2upload,r2upload1} 
U2 1 {upload,upload2,r1upload,r1upload2} 
U2 2 {upload,upload2,r2upload,r2upload2} 
Table 3.1 : Assignment of the propositions to the regions in the envi-
ronment. 
of the last form, and therefore we could have a set II consisting of twelve propositions 
of the form rXgatherY and rXuploadY. However, for the sake of clarity and simplicity, 
we choose to define II as given above, because otherwise we would have to use the 
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long boolean expression r1Gather1 V ... V r1Gather4 V r2Gather1 V ... V r2Gather4 
to express a data gather event, instead of using a single proposition, i.e. gather. 
I Case-Study II QT I II QB I II QT®B I I Total Computation Time I 
1 2444 12 17952 1946 sees 
2 2444 12 15080 26 sees 
3 2444 12 15072 47 sees 
4 2444 12 15050 20 sees 
5 2444 5 9895 1404 sees 
Table 3.2: Quantitative information on the case-studies presented in 
Sec. 3.5.1. 
For the case studies presented next, we ran LOMAP on a computing cluster 
consisting of five m2.2xlarge Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud3 instances each with 
34.2GB of memory and 2.67 GHz quad-core processing power. As shown in Fig. 3.4(c) 
t ransition systems T 1 and T 2 of both of the robots have 26 states. Table 3.2 gives 
the state count of the team transition system, denoted by I QT I, the state count of the 
Bi.ichi automaton, denoted by I QB I, and the state count of the product automaton 
(product of the Bi.ichi automaton and the team transition system constructed by the 
OPTIMAL-RUN (Smith et al., 2011) algorithm to solve the path planning problem), 
denoted by I QT®B I, along with total computation time for each individual case study. 
Since we consider the same robot model for all case studies presented in this section, 
the state count of the team transition system T is 2444 for all case studies. We 
investigate the scalability of our approach in the number of robots and the size of the 
environment considering a small academic example in Sec. 3.5.2. 
Case-Study 1 - The first mission specification that we consider is as follows: 
"Each robot must repeatedly visit data gather locations to gather data and go to an 
3 Amazon EC2 is a commercial cluster computing service available at http: I laws. amazon . com/ 
ec2/ . 
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upload location to upload their data before gathering data again. The maximum time 
between successive data gatherings must be minimized." This mission specification 
can be expressed in LTL in the form of (3 .1) as 
<PI :=G(r1gather ::::} X( --,rigather U r1upload)) 1\ 
G(r2gather::::} X(--,r2gather U r2upload)) 1\ GF1r, 
where 1r := gather is set as the optimizing proposition. Since the traveling times of 
our robots are uncertain, we use our robust solution (Sec. 3.4). It takes 32.5 minutes 
for our method to obtain an optimal satisfying team trajectory, and the cost in terms 
of (3.2) is 10. For this case, since </YI is trace-closed, the robots synchronize only at 
the beginning of their suffix cycles. The upper bound on the value of the cost as 
given by Prop. 3.19 is 11.6 seconds whereas the maximum value of the cost observed 
in the field after 10 iterations of this trajectory was 10.66 seconds. For comparison, 
it also takes approximately 32.5 minutes for our exact solution to return the same 
trajectory with the same cost. Fig. 3.5(a) illustrates the optimal team trajectory that 
we obtain for formula </h. As discussed in Sec. 3.2.2, optimal satisfying runs obtained 
using our approach always consist of a finite prefix followed by infinite repetitions of 
a finite suffix cycle. In the figures that we present in this section, we omit the prefix 
for the sake of clarity, and use red and blue lines to illustrate the infinite periodic 
runs of robots 1 and 2, respectively. We use filled circles to represent the beginning 
of the suffix cycles of the robots and white triangles to represent the synchronization 
points. 
Case-Study 2 - In some missions, sequential data gatherings at different loca-
tions may not be enough to obtain the desired information about the surveillance 
target. In such cases, synchronous data gatherings by multiple robots may be more 
desirable. For instance, one can use photographs taken synchronously from different 
angles to recover depth information which may be used to construct an approximate 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3·5: Team trajectories for case studies 1, 2, and 3. Red and 
blue lines illustrate trajectories of robot 1 and 2, respectively. Yellow 
regions are data gathering locations and green regions are data upload 
locations. Filled circles represent the beginning of the suffix cycles of 
the robots and the white triangles represent synchronization points. 
3-d model of the surveillance target. Also, time-synchronous eavesdropping of radio 
communications at different locations may substantially increase the chances of recov-
ering useful information from surveillance data. An example mission specification for 
such a case would be: "Robots must repeatedly gather data in a synchronous fashion, 
and upload their data before gathering data again." This mission specification can 
be written in LTL as 
(h :=G(gather =? (r1gather 1\ r2gather))/\ 
G(r1gather =? X(-,r1gather U r1upload))/\ 
G(r2gather =? X(-,r2gather U r2upload)) 1\ GF1r 
where 1r := r1gather 1\ r2gather. Both of our robust (Sec. 3.4) and exact (Sec. 3.3) 
solutions take approximately 26 seconds to compute the trajectory illustrated in 
Fig. 3.5(b). The cost of this trajectory in terms of (3.2) is 20. The significant drop in 
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computation time from case-study 1 can be explained by the reduction in the size of 
the solution space in which the OPTIMAL-RUN algorithm has to work. The previous 
case-study requires 4664 executions of Dijkstra's algorithm, whereas this case study 
requires only 680 executions of Dijkstra's algorithm on a significantly smaller graph. 
We were, however, unable to execute this trajectory as our experimental setup does 
not allow multiple robots to be at the same region at the same time. Next , we discuss 
how we can address this issue and obtain a more desirable run. 
Case-Study 3 - Fig. 3.5(b) shows that lock-step motion of the robots is an opti-
mal team trajectory for </J2. However, as our motivation for synchronous surveillance 
is to gather data synchronously from different locations, we can include this require-
ment in our specification to eliminate such undesired behaviors. Then, the mission 
specification can be written as 
¢3 :=¢2 1\ G( -.(r1gather1/\ r2gather1) 1\ -.(r1gather2 1\ r2gather2)/\ 
-.(r1gather3/\ r2gather3) 1\ -.(r1gather4/\ r2gather4)) 
where ¢2 is the specification of the previous case study with 7r := r1gather /\r2gather 
and the rest of ¢3 forbids robots to gather data at the same place at the same time. 
Fig. 3.5( c) illustrates the optimal team trajectory we obtain for ¢3 using our robust 
approach. Notice that in addition to synchronizing at the beginning of their suffix 
cycles, the robots also synchronize with each other before gathering data in order not 
to violate the mission specification. It takes 4 7 seconds for our robust solution to 
compute this trajectory and the cost is 20. During 10 iterations of this trajectory, 
the maximum value of the cost observed in the field never exceeded the upper bound 
of 22 seconds given by our approach. 
Case-Study 4- Now, we consider the case where we need to assign each robot 
a specific region for data gathering while still requiring them to gather data syn-
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3·6: Team trajectories for case studies 4 and 5. Red and 
blue lines illustrate trajectories of robot 1 and 2, respectively. Yellow 
regions are data gathering locations and green regions are data upload 
locations. Filled circles represent the beginning of the suffix cycles of 
the robots and the white triangles represent synchronization points. 
chronously. This is typical in scenarios where data gathering capabilities of the robots 
are not identical and the robots need to visit specific regions to gather useful surveil-
lance. An example specification where robot 1 is assigned to G4 and robot 2 is assigned 
to G2 would be: 
¢4 :=G(gather => (r1gather4/\ r2gather2))/\ 
G(r1gather => X( -.r1gather U r1upload) )/\ 
G(r2gather =>X( -.r2gather U r2upload)) 1\ GF1r 
where 1r := r1gather4/\ r2gather2. Notice that it is the sub-formula G(gather ==> 
(r1gather4 1\ r2gather2)) in ¢4 that enforces the first robot to gather data at G4 
and the second robot to gather data at G2. Fig. 3.6(a) illustrates the optimal team 
trajectory we obtain for ¢4 using our robust approach. For this case, total computa-
tion time is 20 seconds and the cost is 24 with an upper bound of 26.4 seconds. After 
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10 iterations of this trajectory, maximum value of the cost observed in the field never 
exceeded 25.3 seconds. 
Case-Study 5 - In all of the case studies that we have considered so far, some 
of the data gathering locations have not been visited in order to optimize the team 
trajectory. Also, we have had the requirement that the robots must go to a dedicated 
upload region to upload their data before their next data gathering. However, in 
many cases, robots have uninterrupted links to their bases by means of some sort of 
wireless communication channel, and are not required to visit an upload location to 
upload their data. Now, we consider the case where the robots are required to visit all 
of the data gathering locations and are not required to visit an upload region before 
each data gathering. This can be expressed in LTL as 
¢5 := GFgather1/\ GFgather2 1\ GFgather3/\ GFgather4/\ GFn 
where the optimizing proposition is set as 1r := gather. Fig. 3.6(b) illustrates the 
optimal team trajectory we obtain for ¢5 . For this case, it takes 23.5 minutes for our 
robust approach to obtain this trajectory. The cost of the trajectory is 3, with an 
upper bound of 5.1 seconds. Since ¢5 is trace-closed, the robots synchronize only at 
the beginning of their suffix cycles. It is interesting to note that the optimal solution 
for this case is to have robot 2 repeatedly gather data at G4 while using robot 1 to 
visit the remaining data gathering locations. Here, the trajectory of robot 2 minimizes 
the cost by gathering data as frequently as possible whereas the trajectory of robot 
1 satisfies the rest of mission specification by visiting the remaining data gathering 
locations. 
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3.5.2 Numerical Case Studies on Scalability 
In this section we investigate the scalability of our approach both in the number of 
robots and in the size of the environment considering a small patrolling example in 
an environment with 9 regions. Fig. 3· 7 illustrates the transition system that models 
the motion of the robots in a 3 x 3 grid environment, where the center region (state 
22) is the initial state of the robots and the proposition patrol is assigned to the 
upper left region (state 11). We assume that the robots are identical to each other 
and can follow a given trajectory exactly, i.e. we use our exact solution given in 
Sec. 3.3. We consider the mission specification¢>:= GFn where the optimizing task 
is 1r :=patrol. For the case studies presented next, our implementation is run on an 
iMac i5 computer with 32GB of RAM. 
patrol 
Figure 3·7: The transition system that models the motion of the 
robots in the 3 x 3 environment that we consider in our scalability 
experiments. The patrol proposition is defined at state 11 and the 
initial state is 22. 
In order to evaluate the scalability of our approach in the number of robots, we 
run our implementation for increasing number of robots starting from 2 robots going 
up to 5 robots. A summary of these four case studies is presented in Table. 3.3. Note 
that as we consider the same mission, the size of the Biichi automaton remains the 
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same for all cases. The last column of Table 3.3 gives the ratio of total computation 
times between the cases with m and m-1 robots form= 3, 4, 5, as 117, 186, and 197. 
On the other hand, the worst-case bounds on these values as given by Prop. 3.14 are 
10868 are 12565, and 13327. The state count of the team transition system (second 
column in Table 3.3) also remains well below the worst-case bound of 9m , m = 2, 3, 4, 5 
given by Prop. 3.9. Thus, we see that for this example our approach scales better in 
the number of robots than the worst-case bounds. 
Number of Total Ratio to IQTI IQBI IQT®BI Computation Robots Previous Case Time 
2 41 2 50 0.07 sees -
3 189 2 250 8.2 sees 117 
4 881 2 1250 1530 sees 186 
5 4149 2 6250 301734 sees 197 
Table 3.3: Quantitative information on the scalability of our approach 
in the number of robots. We assume that robots are identical and each 
one of them is modeled as given in Fig. 3· 7. 
Next, we evaluate the scalability of our approach in the size of the environment by 
considering two robots moving over grids of increasing size: 3 x 3, 5 x 5, 7 x 7, 9 x 9, 
11 x 11, and 13 x 13. Each environment that we consider here is basically a bigger 
version of the 3 x 3 environment given in Fig. 3· 7, where the patrol proposition is 
defined at the upper left region and the initial state of each robot is the center of 
the grid. Table. 3.4 gives a summary of these six case studies. The last column of 
Table 3.4 gives the ratio of total computation times between environments of size 
n x nand (n- 2) x (n- 2) for n = 5, 7, 9, 11 , 13, as 14, 7.8, 4.55, 3.45, and 2.81. The 
worst-case bounds of these values as given by Prop. 3.14 are approximately 1222, 83, 
25, 12.6, and 8. Thus, for this example, our algorithm scales better also in the size 
of the environment than the worst-case bounds. 
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These results suggest that, in practice, t he computational complexity of our ap-
proach depends very much on the problem at hand and one can potentially observe 
much better running times and scalability (both in the number of robots and the 
size of the environment) than the worst-case analysis given in Prop. 3.14. Such dif-
ferences in running times can be attributed to the mission specification, locations 
of the propositions, and connectivity between the states of the robot models under 
consideration. 
Environment Total Ratio to IQTI IQBI IQT®BI Computation Size Previous Case Time 
3x3 41 2 50 0.07 sees -
5x5 313 2 338 1 sees 14 
7 x 7 1201 2 1250 7.8 sees 7.8 
9 x 9 3281 2 3362 35.5 sees 4.55 
ll x ll 7321 2 7442 122.5 sees 3.45 
13 X 13 14281 2 14450 344.7 sees 2.81 
Table 3.4: Quantitative information on the scalability of our approach 
in the size of the environment for two identical robots. Each 5 x 5 and 
larger environment is a bigger version of 3 x 3 grid given in Fig. 3· 7. 
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Chapter 4 
Optimal Controller Synthesis in 
Probabilistic Environments with 
Temporal Logic Constraints 
In this chapter we present a method for optimal controller synthesis for a robot that 
interacts with a set of independent agents in a graph-like environment. The mission 
specification is given as a temporal logic statement about some properties that hold at 
the vertices of the environment. The robot is assumed to be deterministic, while the 
agents are probabilistic (statistically independent) Markov models. An illustrative 
example is a car (robot) approaching a pedestrian crossing, while there are some 
pedestrians (agents) waiting to cross or already crossing the road (see Fig. 4-1). The 
goal is to control the robot such that the probability of satisfying a syntactically 
co-safe Linear Temporal Logic formula is maximized. 
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In Sec. 4.1, we formally state the 
control synthesis problem and give an overview of our approach. We present our 
solution in Sec. 4.2 and discuss the details of our implementation and various case 
studies in Sec. 4.3. 
4.1 Problem Formulation and Approach 
In this section we introduce the control synthesis problem with temporal logic con-
straints for a system that models a robot operating in the presence of independent , 
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probabilistic, uncontrollable agents. 
4.1.1 System Model 
Consider a system consisting of a deterministic robot that we can control (e.g. a car) 
and n agents operating in an environment modeled by a graph 
where V is the set of vertices, ---+t:s;;; V x V is the set of edges, and Lt: is the labeling 
function that maps each vertex to a proposition in II£. For example, E can be the 
quotient graph of a partitioned environment, where V is a set of labels for the regions 
in the partition and ---+t: is the corresponding adjacency relation (see Fig. 4·1) . Agent 
i is modeled as an MC Mi = (Qi, qf , 8i, IIi, £i), with Qi s;;; V and 8i: Qi x Qi---+ [0, 1], 
i = 1, ... , n, while the robot is assumed to be a deterministic transition system TS 
T = (QT,q~,AT,aT,8T,IIT,£T), where QT s;;; V and bt s;;; QT x AT x QT (see 
Fig. 4·2). We assume that all components of the system (the robot and the agents) 
make transitions synchronously by picking edges of the graph. We also assume that 
the state of the system is perfectly known at any given instant and we can control 
the robot but we have no control over the agents. We define the sets of propositions 
and labeling functions of the individual components of the system such that they 
inherit the propositions of their current vertex from the graph while preserving their 
own identities. We slightly abuse notation and use T and 1, 2, ... , n as the identities 
of the robot and the independent agents, respectively. Formally, we have ITT = 
{(T,££(q))jq E QT} and £T(q) = (T,££(q)) for the robot, and IIi= {(i,££(q))jq E 
Qi} and £i ( q) = ( i, ££( q)) for agent i. Finally, we define the set II of propositions as 
II= ITT U II1 U ... U IIn s;;; {(i,p)ji E {T, 1, ... , n} ,p E II£}. 
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Figure 4-1: A partitioned road environment, where a car (robot) is re-
quired to reach c4 without colliding with any of the pedestrians (agents). 
4.1.2 Problem Formulation 
As it will become clear in Sec. 4.2.4, the joint behavior of the robot and agents in 
the graph environment can be modeled by the parallel composition of the TS and 
MC models described above, which takes the form of an MDP (see Def. 2.3). Given 
a syntactically co-safe LTL formula ¢ over IT, our goal is to synthesize a policy for 
this MDP, which we will simply refer to as the system, such that the probability of 
satisfying ¢ is either maximized or above a given threshold. Since we assume perfect 
state information, the robot can implement a control policy computed for the system, 
i.e, based on its state and the state of all the other agents. As a result , we will not 
distinguish between a control policy for the robot and a control policy for the system, 
and we will refer to it simply as control policy. We can now formulate the main 
problem considered in this chapter: 
Problem 4.1. Given a system described by a robot T and a set of agents M 1 , ... , Mn 
operating on a graph E, and given a specification expressed as a syntactically co-safe 
LTL formula¢ over IT, synthesize a control policy p,* that satisfies the following: 
1. If a probability threshold Pthr is given, the probability that the system satisfies ¢ 
under p,* is at least Pthr. 
2. Otherwise, p,* maximizes the probability that the system satisfies ¢. 
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If no such policy exists, report failure. 
As will be shown in Sec. 4.2.1, the parallel composition of MDP and MC models 
also takes the form of an MDP. Hence, our approach can easily accommodate the case 
where the robot is a Markov Decision Process. We consider a deterministic robot only 
for simplicity of presentation. 
Example 4.2. Fig. 4·1 illustrates a car in a 5-cell environment with 5 pedestrians, 
where Lc(v) = v for v E {co, ... , c4}. Fig. 4·2 illustrates the TS T and the MCs 
M 1 , . . . , M 5 that model the car and the pedestrians. The car is required to reach the 
end of the crossing (cell c4) without colliding with any of the pedestrians. To enforce 
this behavior, we write our specification as 
(4.1) 
The deterministic FSA that corresponds to ¢ is gwen zn Fig. 4·3, where col 
Vi=l...5,j=0 .. .4((T, cj) 1\ (i, cj)) and end= (T, c4). 
Remark 4.3. Note that since the specification ¢ is an scLTL formula over II , the 
alphabet of the corresponding FSA can be potentially large due to the large number of 
propositions used to define the properties of interest. Instead, one can trivially rewrite 
¢ by replacing the Boolean conjunctions and disjunctions of the propositions in II with 
new atomic propositions resulting in an equivalent but more succinct formula which 
translates to an FSA with a considerably smaller alphabet as we do in Example 4.2. 
These new atomic propositions are then satisfied at those states of the system where 
their respective subformulas are satisfied. 
4.1.3 Solution Outline 
One can directly solve Prob. 4.1 by reducing it to a Maximal Reachability Probability 
(MRP) problem on the MDP modeling the overall system as given in de Alfaro (1997); 
Baier and Katoen (2008). This approach, however, is very resource demanding as 
it scales exponentially with the number of agents. As a result, the environment 
size and the number of agents that can be handled in a reasonable time frame and 
-~wait 
'(go 
~wait 
'(go 
end & wait 
T 
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Figure 4·2: Transition system T and Markov chains M 1 . . . M 5 that 
model the car and the pedestrians. Note that the model of the fifth 
pedestrian M 5 is different than the models of the remaining pedestrians. 
col 1\ -.end 
-.col 1\ -.end T T 
Figure 4·3: Deterministic FSA F that corresponds to ¢ = -.col U end 
where col= vi= l...5,j= 0 .. .4((T, Cj) (\ (i, Cj)) and end= (T, c4)· qo and ql 
are initial and final states, respectively. 
with limited memory are small. To address this issue, we propose a highly efficient 
incremental control synthesis algorithm that exploits the independence between the 
system components and the fact that verification is less demanding than synthesis. 
Fig. 4·4 gives an overview of our approach, where a cycle of the flow chart corresponds 
to an iteration of our algorithm. At each iteration i, our method will involve the 
following steps: synthesis of an optimal control policy considering only some of the 
agents (Sec. 4.2.4), verification of this control policy with respect to the complete 
system (Sec. 4.2.5) , and reduction of the size of the system model using the values 
obtained in the synthesis and verification steps (Sec. 4.2.6). 
Remark 4.4 (Complexity of Probabilistic Synthesis and Verification for 
scLTL Formulae). Given an MDP M and an scLTL formula¢, an optimal station-
ary control policy J.l* that maximizes the probability of satisfying ¢ can be computed 
in time polynomial in the total number of non-deterministic choices in the product 
MDP P := M Q9 F (see Sec. 4.2.2), where F is the deterministic FSA (Def. 2. 7) 
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Models of the robot and n agents T, M1 , .. . , Mn 
Mission specification ¢ 
Probability threshold Pthr (optional) 
Yes 
Build T x M; 
incrementally and 
synthesize f..Li w.r.t. 
this partial system 
Reduce the 
size of the 
partial system 
No Verify w.r.t. the 
>------+1 complete system 
and update f..L* 
Figure 4·4: An overview of our approach. Pr~: ( ¢) denotes the max-
imum probability of satisfying ¢ in the product MDP Pi computed 
at the ith iteration and PrJ.L* ( ¢) denotes the probability of satisfying ¢ 
under the best policy computed so far. 
corresponding to¢ (Baier and Katoen, 2008). Given the product MDP P and a con-
trol policy J-l, the probability of satisfying ¢ under J-l can also be computed in time 
polynomial in the total number of non-deterministic choices in the MC PJ.L induced 
on P by f-l· Let n be the number of states of P and m be the number of available 
actions, 'i.e. non-deterministic choices, at each state of P. Since PJ.L is an MC, it 
has at most one non-deterministic choice at each state and at most n states. Then, 
synthesis can be done in time polynomial in m x n, whereas verification can be done 
in time polynomial in n. Thus, depending on the total number of non-deterministic 
choices, one can solve a larger verification problem using the same resources required 
by a smaller synthesis problem. 
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4.2 Problem Solution 
Our solution to Prob. 4.1 is given in the form of Alg. 8. In the rest of this section, 
we explain each of its steps in detail. 
4.2.1 Parallel Composition of System Components 
Given the set M = {M1, ... , Mn} of all agents , we use Mi ~ M to denote its subset 
used at iteration i. Then, we define the synchronous parallel composition T ® Mi of 
T and agents in Mi = {Mi1, . .. , Mij} for different types of T as follows. 
If T 1s a TS, then we define T ® Mi as the MDP A 
(QA, q1 , AA, aA, bA, Ih, .CA) = T ® Mi, such that 
• QA ~ QT x Qil x ... x Qij such that a state q = (qT, qi1, ... , qij) exists iff it is 
reachable from the initial states; 
0_(0 0 0). 
e qA - qT , qil' · · · 'qij ' 
• a A ( q) = aT ( qT) , where qT is the element of q that corresponds to the state of 
T· 
' 
• bA(q = (qT,qi1,··-,%),a , q' = (q~,q:1 , ... , q:j)) 
b(qil, q~l) X ... X b(qij, q~j), 
where 1 { ·} is the indicator function. 
If T is an MDP, then we define T ® Mi as the MDP A = (QA, q1, AA, aA , <SA , 
ITA, .CA) = T ® Mi, such that QA , q1, AA, aA, ITA, and .CA are as given in the case 
where T is a TS and 
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Algorithm 8: INCREMENTAL-CONTROL-SYNTHESIS 
Input: T, M1, ... , Mn, ¢, (optional: Pthr). 
Output: JL* s.t. PrJ.L* ( ¢) ~ PrJ.L( ¢) V JL if Pthr is not given, otherwise PrJ.L* ( ¢) ~ Pthr· 
1 M = {Mj I (j, p) E ¢, j E {1, ... , n}} , i +--- 0. 
2 Construct FSA F corresponding to ¢. 
3 JL* +--- 0, PrJ.L* (¢) +--- 0, Mi +--- 0, Ai +--- T , i +--- 1. 
4 Process¢ to form M+ and M - . 
5 if IM+I :S IM-1 then mode+--- avoid and Mfew +--- M+. 
6 else mode+--- reach and Mfew +--- M-. 
7 if Mfew = 0 then Add an arbitrary element to Mfew from M. 
8 while True do 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
Mi +---Mi- l u Mfew , Mi +--- M \Mi. 
Ai +--- Ai-l Q9 Mfew. 
if mode = reach then 
l£Ai(~ = LAi(q) U {(j,p)l(j,p) E ¢ , Mj E Mi} 'r:f q E QAi ' and IIAi - IIAi U (UMjEMi IIMj). 
Pi+--- Ai @ F. 
Synthesize /Li that maximizes Pr~i (¢) using Pi. 
t 
if Pthr given and Pr~i ( ¢) < Pthr then 
LFail: ~JL such that 'prJ.L(¢) ~ Pthr· 
else if Pr~: ( ¢) = 0 then Fail: ¢ cannot be satisfied. 
else if Mi = M then Success: Return f.Li· 
else 
if mode = reach then 
l£Ai(q) = LAi(q) \ {(j,p)l(j,p) E ¢,Mj E Mi} 'r:f q E QAi' and IIAi = IIAi \ (UMj EMi IIMj). Perform the same operation on Pi. 
Obtain the MC M~: induced on Pi by f.Li· 
M~ +--- M~: Q9 Mi. 
~ +--- M~ ® F. 
Compute PrJ.Li(¢) using~-
if PrJ.Li(¢) > PrJ.L* (¢)then JL* +--- J-Li, PrJ.L* (¢) +--- PrJ.Li(¢). 
if Pr~i(¢) = PrJ.L* (¢)then 
L Suc~ess: Return JL*. 
if Pthr given and PrJ.£* ( ¢) ~ Pthr then L Success: Return JL*. 
else 
lMf~'f +--- {Mj} , where Mj is the smallest agent in Mi , reduce the size of Ai , i+---i+l. 
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• 8A(q = (qT, Qil, · · ·, Qij), a, q' = (q~ , Q~ 1 , · · ·, q~j)) = 8T(QT , a, q~) X 8il(Qil, Q~ 1 ) X 
.. . X 8ij(Qij, q~j). 
Finally if T is an MC, then we define T 0 Mi as the MC A 
(QA, q~, 8A, ITA, £A)= T 0 Mi where QA, q~ , ITA, £A are as given in the case where 
Tis a TS and 
• 8A(q = (qT , qil, · · ·, qij) , q' = (q~ , q~l' · · ·, q~j)) = 8T(qT, q~) X 8i l(qil , Q~l) X ... X 
8ij ( qij' q~j). 
4.2.2 Product MDP and Product MC 
Given the deterministic FSA F that recognizes all and only the finite words that 
satisfy ¢, we define the product of M 0 F for different types of M as follows. 
If M is an MDP, we define M 0 F as the product MDP P = (Qp, q~, Ap , ap, 8p, 
ITp, Lp) = M 0 F, where 
• Qp ~ QM x QF such that a state q exists iff it is reachable from the initial 
states; 
e £p((qM,qF)) = £M(qM); 
• 8p((qM , qF) , a , (qfvr , q~)) = l{(qF,£M(qfvr),q~) E 8F} x8M(qM,a,qfvr), 
where 1 { ·} is the indicator function. In this product MDP, we also define the set Fp 
of final states such that a state q = (qM, qF) E Fp iff QF E FF, where FF is the set of 
final states of F. 
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If M is an MC, we define M ® F as the product MC P = (Qp, qg , bp, Ilp , Lp) = 
M ® F where Qp, qg, Ilp, .Cp are as given in the case where M is an MDP and 
In this product MC, we also define the set Fp of final states as given above. 
4.2.3 Initialization 
Lines 1 to 3 of Alg. 8 correspond to the first part of the initialization of our algorithm. 
First, we form the set M = {Mj I (j,p) E ¢,j E {1, ... , n}} of all agents that appear 
in the mission specification, where (j,p) E ¢means that proposition (j,p) appears in 
¢. Note that due to our assumption of independence between the components of the 
system, we can safely ignore any agent that is not a part of the mission specification 
¢. Then, we construct the FSA F that corresponds to ¢ , which can be automatically 
done using existing tools such as scheck from Latvala (2003). We use Mi <::;;; M to 
denote the subset of independent agents considered in the synthesis step of the ith 
iteration of our algorithm. At any given iteration, the variables J.t* and Pri-L* ( ¢) hold 
the best control policy and the probability of satisfying ¢ under this policy in the 
presence of all agents, respectively. Since we have not synthesized any control policies 
so far, we reset Mi and J.t*, and set Pr~L* (¢)to 0. Then, we set Ai , which stands for 
the parallel composition of the robot T and the agents in Mi, to T , and set the 
iteration counter to 1. 
For the sake of efficiency, our algorithm can operate in two modes: avoid and 
reach. The avoid mode applies to the cases where the robot has to avoid the majority 
of the agents in order to satisfy ¢, whereas the reach mode applies to the cases where 
the robot has to reach the majority of the agents in order to satisfy ¢. In the avoid 
mode, we start by considering all the agents that can satisfy ¢, denoted by the set 
M+ <::;;; M, whereas in the reach mode, we start by considering all the agents that 
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can violate¢, denoted by the set M- ~ M. In either mode, our algorithm starts by 
building a partial model composed of the robot and a subset of agents, either M + or 
M - depending on the mode of the algorithm, and incrementally adds the remaining 
agents until a termination condition is satisfied. This allows us to incrementally solve 
the synthesis problem while guaranteeing completeness as discussed in greater detail 
in Sec. 4.2.4 and Sec. 4.2.5. Next, we discuss how we form the sets M+ and M - and 
choose the operation mode of the algorithm. 
Lines 4 to 7 of Alg. 8 chooses the mode in which the algorithm will operate in 
and initializes the set M1ew of agents that will be considered in the synthesis step of 
the first iteration. We first rewrite ¢ in positive normal form to obtain </>pnf , where 
the negation operator -, occurs only in front of atomic propositions. Conversion of 
¢to <Pvnf can be performed automatically using De Morgan's laws and equivalences 
for temporal operators as given in Baier and Katoen (2008). Then, we define the set 
M+ to be the set of agents that can satisfy the specification and include an agent 
Mi E M in M+ if any of its corresponding propositions of the form ( i, p) E IIi 
appears non-negated in <l>vnf· Similarly, we define the set M- to be the set of agents 
that can violate the specification and include an agent Mi E M in M- if any of its 
corresponding propositions of the form ( i, p) E IIi appears negated in </>pnf. Note that 
the sets M+ and M - are not necessarily mutually exclusive, i.e. there may be an 
agent i with some proposition ( i, p) E IIi that appears both negated and non-negated 
in </>pnf· Next, we set M1ew to the smaller of these two sets and set the mode to 
avoid if M~ew = M+ and to reach otherwise. Note that this comparison can also 
be performed in terms of the total size of the models in M+ and M - if the model 
sizes of the individual agents differ a lot from each other. In case M1ew = 0 after 
this procedure, we form M1ew arbitrarily by including an agent from M and proceed 
with the synthesis step of our approach. 
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Example 4.2 Revisited. For this example we have M+ = 0, M - = 
{M1 , ... , M 5 } , and the algorithm operates in avoid mode. Since M~ew = 0 after 
the procedure, we set M~ew = {MI} and proceed with the synthesis step of our ap-
proach. 
4.2.4 Synthesis 
Lines 9 to 19 of Alg. 8 correspond to the synthesis step of our approach. In the 
synthesis stage, we incrementally build a partial model of the complete system and 
synthesize an optimal control policy Pi considering only the subset M i ~ M of 
agents. 
At the ith iteration, the agent subset that we consider is given by Mi =Mi-l U 
M~ew where M~ew contains the agents that will be newly considered as selected at 
the end of the previous iteration or by the initialization procedure given in Sec. 4.2.3 
if i is 1. First, we construct the parallel composition A i = Ai- l 0 M~ew of our 
robot and the agents in Mi as described in Sec. 4.2.1. Notice that, we use A i- l to 
save from computation time and memory as Ai- l 0 M~ew is typically smaller than 
T 0 Mi due to the reduction procedure explained in Sec. 4.2.6. Then, we handle the 
propositions of the agents that are not considered in the partial system model A i, 
denoted by Mi , so that the resulting synthesis problem is an optimistic simplification 
of the original problem, i.e. the maximum probability of satisfying ¢ in the partial 
system Ai is higher than or equal to the maximum probability of satisfying ¢ in the 
complete system T 0 M 1 0 ... M n. If the algorithm is in avoid mode, this is by 
construction as the partial system model Ai that we obtain at line 10 excludes the 
agents in Mi = M- \ Mi whose propositions may violate ¢. If the algorithm is in 
reach mode, we add the propositions of the agents in Mi = M+ \ Mi that may be 
needed to satisfy ¢ to the propositions of all states of the partial model Ai at line 
12. Following this, we construct the product MDP Pi = A i 0 F as explained in 
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Sec. 4.2.2. Then, our control synthesis problem can be solved by solving a maximal 
reachability probability (MRP) problem on Pi, where one computes the maximum 
probability of reaching the set Fpi from the initial state qgi (de Alfaro, 1997), after 
which the corresponding optimal control policy P,i can be recovered as given in Baier 
and Katoen (2008); Ding et al. (2011b). Consequently, at line 14 of Alg. 8 we solve the 
MRP problem on Pi using value iteration to obtain optimal policy Jl-i that maximizes 
the probability of satisfaction of¢ in the presence of the agents in Mi. We denote this 
probability by Pr~: ( ¢ ), whereas PriLi ( ¢) stands for the probability that the complete 
system satisfies¢ under policy I-ii· Note that Pr~i (¢) is higher than or equal to the 
t 
actual probability of satisfying ¢ in the presence of all agents which we will compute 
in the verification step of our algorithm. Next, we prove that {Pr~: ( ¢)} is a non-
increasing sequence and is always greater than or equal to the maximum probability 
of the complete system satisfying¢. 
Proposition 4.5. The sequence {Pr~: ( ¢)} is non-increasing and Pr~~ ( ¢) ~ Pr~L' ( ¢), 
where p,' is an optimal control policy for the complete system. 
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that for any iteration i, the synthesis problem 
for the partial system model is an optimistic simplification of the original synthesis 
problem. Let MC Mj of agent j be such that Mj rf_ M 1. Let r = q0q1 ... q1 be a path 
of the system after including Mj at iteration i > 1 and w = £(r) = w0w1 ... w1 be the 
word generated by r. We first consider the avoid mode, where Mj rf_ M 1 =? Mj rf_ 
M+ (due to line 5 of Alg. 8). This means that the propositions of agent j cannot 
appear non-negated in ¢pnf and therefore are not responsible for satisfaction of ¢. 
Consequently, in the avoid mode, if w satisfies ¢, then w = w0w1 .. . w1 also satisfies 
¢, where wk = wk \ Lj(qj) for each k E {0, ... , l}, qj is the state of Mj in qk, and 
Lj ( qj) is the proposition satisfied at state qj of Mj. For the case when the algorithm 
is in reach mode, we let wk = wk U {(j,p)l(j,p) E ¢} (due to line 12 of Alg. 8) and 
see that if w satisfies ¢, w also satisfies ¢. This follows from the fact that in the reach 
mode Mj rf_ M1 =? Mj rf_ M- (line 6 of Alg. 8) meaning that the propositions of 
agent j cannot appear negated in </Jpnf and they are not responsible for violation of 
¢. Thus, we conclude that the probability of satisfying ¢ cannot increase after we 
add agent Mj E M \ M 1 , and the sequence {P#;(¢)} is non-increasing such that 
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it attains its maximum value Pt; ( ¢) at the first iteration and does not increase as 
more agents from M \ M 1 are considered in the following iterations. When Alg. 8 
terminates at line 18 after considering all the independent agents at some iteration 
k (assuming the failure conditions given at lines 15 and 17 are never satisfied) , the 
control policy returned is an optimal control policy for the complete system under 
which the probability of satisfying¢ equals the minimum of the sequence {Pr~:(¢)}. 
Thus, Pr~: ( ¢) ~ Pr~-t' ( ¢), i = 1, ... , k, where p,' is an optimal control policy for the 
complete system. 
D 
Corollary 4.6. If at any iteration Pr~: ( ¢) < Pthr, then there does not exist a policy 
11 : Prll ( ¢) ~ Pthr, where f.-li is an optimal control policy that we compute at the 
synthesis stage of the ith iteration considering only the agents in Mi. 
The steps that we take at the end of the synthesis, i.e. lines 15 to 19 of Alg. 8 are 
as follows. If Pthr is given and Pr~: ( ¢) < Pthr, we terminate by reporting that there 
exists no control policy 11: Pr~-t(¢) ~ Pthn which is a direct consequence of Prop. 4.5. 
Else, if Pr~: ( ¢) = 0, we terminate by reporting that the specification ¢ cannot be 
satisfied, which again follows from Prop. 4.5. Else, if Mi = M, we return 1-li as we 
have considered all of the agents (and f.-li satisfies the probability threshold Pthr if it is 
given). Otherwise, we proceed with the verification of f.-li to compute the probability 
that the complete system satisfies¢ under policy f.-li, which we denote by Prlli (¢). 
4.2.5 Verification and Selection of Mf~¥' 
Lines 20 to 32 of Alg. 8 correspond to the verification stage of our algorithm. In the 
verification stage, we verify the policy /-li that we have just synthesized considering 
the complete system, obtain the actual probability of satisfaction Prlli ( ¢), and update 
the best policy so far , which we denote by 11* , as required. 
Note that /-li maximizes the probability of satisfying¢ in the presence of agents in 
Mi and induces an MC by resolving all non-deterministic choices in Pi. For the reach 
case, 1-li is synthesized assuming that the propositions of the remaining agents are 
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satisfied at all states of Ai (line 12). Thus, if the algorithm is in reach mode, we first 
remove these propositions from the states of Ai and Pi (lines 20-21). Then, we obtain 
the induced Markov Chain M~: that captures the joint behavior of the robot and the 
agents in Mi under policy f.-li, and we proceed by considering the agents that were not 
considered during synthesis of f.-li, i.e. the agents in Mi = M\Mi· In order to account 
for the existence of the agents that we newly consider, we exploit the independence 
between the components of the system and construct the MC M~ = M~: Q9 Mi 
in line 23. In lines 24-25 of Alg. 8, we construct the product MC R = M~ Q9 F 
and compute the actual probability Pr11i ( ¢) of satisfying ¢ for the complete system 
by computing the probability of reaching R 's final states from its initial state using 
value iteration. Finally, in line 26 we update 11* if we have a policy that is better 
than the best we have found so far. Notice that keeping track of the best policy 11* 
makes Alg. 8 an anytime algorithm since the algorithm can be terminated as soon as 
some 11* is obtained. 
At the end of the verification stage, we first check if the probability that the 
partial system considered in the synthesis stage satisfies ¢ under policy f.-li equals the 
probability that the complete system satisfies ¢ under the best policy 11* found so far , 
i.e. Pr~:(¢) = Pr11* (¢). If so, we terminate and return 11* as this indicates that the 
remaining agents do not affect the satisfaction of ¢ and 11* is therefore an optimal 
policy for the complete system (see Prop. 4.8). Else, if Pthr is given and Pr11* ( ¢) 2: Pthr 
we terminate and return 11*, as it satisfies the given probability threshold. Otherwise 
in line 32 of Alg. 8, we pick the smallest M 1 in terms of state and transition count , 
which we call the smallest agent first (SAF) rule. Note that, one can also choose to 
pick an arbitrary M 1 E Mi to be included in Mi+l, which we call the random agent 
first (RAF) rule. 
Proposition 4. 7. The sequence {Pr11* ( ¢)} is a non-decreasing sequence. 
Proof The result directly follows from the fact that 11* is set to f.-li if and only if 
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0 
Proposition 4.8. IfPr~~ (¢) = Pri-L* (¢) at some iteration k, then Pr~~ (¢) = Pri-L' (¢), 
where ~-t' is an optimal control policy for the complete system and ~-t* is the best policy 
found until iteration k. 
Proof. Note that Pr~: ( ¢) :2: Pri-L' and { Pr~: ( ¢)} is non-increasing for all i (Prop. 4. 5). 
Also note that Pr~-L' (¢) :2: Pri-L* (¢)and {Pri-L* (¢)}is non-decreasing for all i (Prop. 4.7). 
Thus, if we have Pr~~ ( ¢) = Pri-L* ( ¢) at some iteration k, then we can conclude that 
Pr~~ ( ¢) = Pri-L' ( ¢) and Pr~~ ( ¢) = Pri-L' ( ¢) for all j :2: k. 0 
4.2.6 Size Reduction 
The reduction stage of our approach (line 32) aims to reduce the overall resource usage 
by removing those transitions and states of A i that are not needed in the subsequent 
iterations. The main idea is to use the probability values obtained in the synthesis and 
verifications stages as over and under approximations for the probability of satisfying 
¢ by taking some action at some state of A i and remove those actions that will not 
be used in the following iterations. 
Let Si(q, a) denote the probability of satisfying¢ after taking action a at state q of 
P i under policy /-ti as given by the synthesis step of the ith iteration, where a E Ap i ( q). 
Also, let Vi(q) denote the probability of satisfying ¢under policy /-ti from state q of 
R as given by the verification step of the ith iteration. Since we are interested in 
reducing the size of A i before it is used again in the next iteration, we first define 
two new operators Si(q, a) and Vi(q) based on Si and V( 
and 
where EEl is the concatenation operator defined as follows. If both q and q' are tuples 
such that q = (ql , .. . , qn) and q' = (q~, ... , q~), then q EEl q' = (ql, ... , qn , q~, ... , q~). 
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If q' is not a tuple then q EB q' = (q1, ... , qn, q'). Then, we remove an action a from 
state q of Ai if Si(q, a) < Vi(q) or Si(q, a) = 0 and prune any states of Ai that are 
not reachable from the initial state. Next, we proceed with the synthesis step of the 
next iteration. 
Proposition 4.9. The reduction step does not affect the correctness and completeness 
of our approach. 
Proof. Since the reduction step does not add any new transitions and does not change 
any transition probabilities, it does not affect the correctness of our approach. Thus, 
it remains to show that reduction does not affect the completeness of our approach, 
which we prove by contradiction. Suppose that according to an optimal control policy 
p,' for the complete system, the optimal action to take at state (qT, q1, ... , qn , qp) of 
T ® M 1 ® ... ® Mn ® F, which results in a non-zero probability of satisfaction, 
is a. Suppose further that , w.Lo.g., at the first iteration of Alg. 8 this action is 
removed from state (qT, q1) of the partial system model A 1 = T ® M 1, causing the 
algorithm to fail to return a control policy or to return a suboptimal policy. For this 
to happen, we must have either S1((qT, q1), a) < Vl((qT, qi)) or S1((qT , qi) , a) = 0. 
Note that since Pr~~ (¢) ?: Pri-L' (¢) (Prop. 4.5), S1 ((qT, q1), a) is also greater than or 
equal to the maximum probability of satisfying ¢ taking action a at any state of the 
form (qT,q1 , ... ) of the complete system. Note also that, Vi((qT, qi)) is less than or 
equal to the maximum probability of satisfying ¢ from any state of the complete 
system of the form (qT,q1 , ... ). So, we must have S1((qT,qi) , a)?: V1((qT , qi)) and 
S1 ((qT, qi), a)> 0 which contradicts with our initial assumption. Thus, we conclude 
that the reduction step does not remove any actions that can be part of an optimal 
control policy for the complete system and therefore does not affect the completeness 
of our approach. D 
We finally show that Alg. 8 correctly solves Prob. 4.1. 
Proposition 4.10. Alg. 8 solves Prob. 4.1. 
Proof. Alg. 8 combines all the steps given in this section and synthesizes a control 
policy p,* that either ensures Pri-L* (¢) ?: Pthr if Pthr is given, or maximizes Pri-L* (¢). 
If Alg. 8 terminates at line 15 or 17, completeness is guaranteed by the fact that 
Pr~: is a non-increasing sequence as given in Prop. 4.5. Also, as given in Prop. 4.9, 
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the reduction stage does not affect the correctness and completeness of the approach. 
Thus, Alg. 8 solves Pro b. 4. 1. D 
Remark 4.11 (Asymptotic Time and Space Complexity). We must note that the 
worst-case (asymptotic) time and space complexity of our approach is the same as 
the classical approach where one solves the synthesis problem over a relatively large 
system model that captures all components of the system and the mission specification. 
This follows form the fact that, in the worst case, a probability threshold may not be 
given and the reduction step of our approach may not remove any transitions or 
states causing the algorithm to run until all agents are considered in the synthesis 
step. However, as discussed in the following section, in practice our algorithm may 
perform much better than the classical approach due to the reduction step as well as 
its ability to terminate early if a low enough probability threshold is given. 
4.3 Implementation and Case Studies 
We implemented Alg. 8 in Python as the LTL Optimal Multi-Agent Planner 
(LOMAP) package, which is publicly available online1 . LOMAP uses the NetworkX 
graph package described in Hagberg et al. (2008) to represent various models in our 
implementation and the scheck software described in Latvala (2003) to convert scLTL 
specifications to deterministic finite state automata. A typical usage of our package 
is as follows: 
1. The user defines the transition system T that models the robot and the Markov 
chains {M1 , ... , Mn} that model the agents in individual plain text files using 
LOMAP's format. 
2. The user writes a short python script that defines the mission specification ¢ 
expressed in scLTL, the probability threshold Pthr (if desired), and calls the 
appropriate LOMAP function. 
1 LTL Optimal Multi-Agent Planner (LOMAP) Python Package is available at http: I /hyness. 
bu. edu/lomap/. 
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3. If Pthr is not given, our implementation returns a control policy J.L* that maxi-
mizes PrfL* ( ¢). If Pthr is given, our implementation returns a control policy such 
that PrfL* ( ¢) 2: Pthr· If no such policy exists, our implementation shows an error 
message and quits. 
In the following , we compare the performance of our incremental approach given in 
Alg. 8 with the performance of the classical method that attempts to solve this prob-
lem in a single pass using value iteration as given in Baier and Katoen (2008); Bianco 
and de Alfaro (1995); de Alfaro (1997). In our experiments we used an iMac i5 quad-
core desktop computer and considered Python implementations of both approaches. 
Case-Study 1 - We return to the pedestrian crossing problem given in Exam-
ple 4.2 and illustrated in Figs. 4-1, 4-2. The mission specification given in Eq. (4.1) 
(which we repeat here for convenience) is 
(4.2) 
and the corresponding deterministic FSA is given in Fig. 4-3, where 
col= v 
i=l...5,j=0 .. .4 
During the experiments, our algorithm ran in avoid mode and picked the new agent 
M?ew to be considered at the next iteration in the following order: M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , M 4 , 
M 5 , i.e. according to the smallest agent first rule given in Sec. 4.2.5. When no Pthr 
was given, optimal control policies synthesized by both of the algorithms satisfied ¢ 
with a probability of 0.8. The classical approach solved the control synthesis problem 
in 4.11 seconds, and the product MDP on which the MRP problem was solved had 
1004 states and 26898 transitions. In comparison, our incremental approach solved 
the same problem in 3.53 seconds, thanks to the reduction stage of our approach, 
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which reduced the size of the problem at every iteration by pruning unneeded actions 
and states. The largest product MDP on which the MRP problem was solved in the 
synthesis stage of our approach had 266 states and 4474 transitions. The largest 
product MC that was considered in the verification stage of our approach had 
486 states and 7000 transitions. The probabilities of satisfying ¢ under policy J-li 
obtained at each iteration of our algorithm were Pr1L1 ( ¢) = 0.463, PrJL2 ( ¢) = 0.566, 
Pr1L3 (¢) = 0.627, Pr1L4 (¢) = 0.667, and Pr1L5 (¢) = 0.8. When Pthr was given as 0.6, 
our approach finished in 2 seconds and terminated after the third iteration returning 
a sub-optimal control policy with a 0.627 probability of satisfying ¢. In this case, the 
largest product MDP on which the MRP problem was solved in the synthesis stage 
had only 73 states and 322 transitions. Furthermore, since our algorithm runs in an 
anytime manner, it could be terminated as soon as a control policy was available, 
i.e. at the end of the first iteration (0.8 seconds). Fig. 4·5 compares the classical 
single-pass approach with our incremental algorithm in terms of running time and 
state counts of the product MDPs and MCs. It is interesting to note that state count 
of the product MDP considered in the synthesis stage of our algorithm increases as 
more agents are considered, whereas state count of the product MC considered in 
the verification stage of our algorithm decreases as the minimization stage removes 
unneeded states and transitions after each iteration. 
Case-Study 2 - Next, we consider the setup given in the previous case-study 
under a different scenario, e.g. a rescue/extraction operation, where friendlies M 1 , 
. .. , M 4 must be saved from adversary M 5 by the car. More specifically, the car is 
expected to pick-up agents M 1 , . .. , M 4 while avoiding agent M 5 . We can express 
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Figure 4·5: Comparison of the classical single-pass and proposed in-
cremental algorithms for case-study 1. The left plot shows the running 
times of the algorithms and the probabilities of satisfying cfh under 
synthesized policies. T he right plot compares the state counts of the 
product MDPs for which synthesis was performed in both approaches 
(black and red lines) and shows the state count of the product MC 
considered in the verification stage of our incremental algorithm (red 
dashed line). 
this mission specification in scLTL as 
1>2 •~ C0 .F (Y.c(T,c;) II (i,c;)))) II 
( ( ~;yp.c;) II (5,c;))) U(T,c4) ) . 
5 
( 4.3) 
If we let r each_i = V j=0 .. .4((T, cj) 1\ (i, Cj)) , coL5 = V j=0 .. .4((T, Cj) 1\ (5, Cj)), and 
end= (T, c4), c!J2 can be rewritten simply as 
1>2 •~ (~0 .. F reach_i) II ( ~coL5 U end) . (4.4) 
The FSA that corresponds to ¢2 has 33 states and 260 transitions. In t his case, 
our algorithm ran in reach mode and added agents to Mi in the following order: 
M 5 , M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , M 4 . Optimal control policies synthesized by both the classical 
and the proposed algorithm satisfied ¢ with a probability of 0.157. The classical 
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approach solved the control synthesis problem in 7.46 seconds and the product 
MDP on which the MRP problem was solved had 3116 states and 60915 transitions, 
whereas our incremental approach solved the same problem in 5.94 seconds. The 
largest product MDP on which the MRP problem was solved in the synthesis stage 
of our approach had 371 states and 3264 transitions. The largest product MC 
that was considered in the verification stage of our approach had 2523 states and 
4054 7 transitions. The probabilities of satisfying ¢ under policy J.-li obtained at each 
iteration of our algorithm were PrJ.£1 (¢) = 0.004, PrJ.£2 (¢) = 0.066, PrJ.£3 (¢) = 0.104, 
PrJ.£4 (¢) = 0.133, and PrJ.£5 (¢) = 0.157. Fig. 4·6 compares the classical single--pass 
approach with our incremental algorithm in terms of running time and state counts 
of the product MDPs and MCs. It is interesting to note that, the number of states 
considered in the synthesis stage of the fifth iteration is less than the number of 
states considered at the synthesis stage of the fourth iteration, which is due to 
the large number of edges and states removed at the reduction stage of the fourth 
iteration ( 438 edges and 12 states). Note also that low probability of satisfaction 
of ¢2 is due to the requirement to save all friendlies. If we relax the mission 
specification such that at least one friendly must be saved as opposed to all of them, 
i.e. (Vi=l, ... ,4 F reach_i) 1\ ( -,coL5 U end) , optimal control policies computed by 
both approaches satisfy the specification with a probability of 0.606. In this case, 
the largest product MDP on which the MRP problem was solved in the synthesis 
stage of our approach had 985 states and 20644 transitions whereas the classical 
approach had to construct a product MDP with 1404 states and 36033 transitions 
to solve the control synthesis problem. If we further let the car to reverse from c2 
to c0 , the maximum probability of satisfaction increases by 0.000594. The reason of 
this small increase is because going back from c2 to c0 is optimal only when there 
are no pedestrians at c2 , which occurs only with a relatively small probability. It 
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5 
IS also interesting to note that the number of states considered in the verification 
step of our approach can be less than the number of states of the partial system 
considered in the synthesis step, as in the fourth iteration of this case study. This 
can occur when the number of states of the Markov chain induced by the control 
policy computed in the synthesis step is small enough such that when the remaining 
components are added to this model, the resulting model is still smaller than the 
partial system model considered in the synthesis step. 
Case-Stu dy 3 - Now, we consider a larger example where a robot has to safely 
drive out of a room with 6 traps. Fig. 4.7(a) shows the room partitioned into 23 cells 
where the black cells correspond to the walls , the blue square at cell c0 corresponds 
to the robot, and the cell highlighted in green (c22 ) corresponds to the exit of the 
room (the target of the robot). The transition system T that models the motion of 
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Figure 4·7: Fig. 4.7(a) shows a partitioned room, where the robot 
(the blue square at c0 ) is required to safely reach cell c22 (high-
lighted in green) by avoiding the traps (the red and yellow circles) 
when they are in the triggered state. Fig. 4. 7(b) shows the tran-
sition system T that models the motion of the robot in the room. 
Figs. 4.7(c), 4.7(d) show the Markov models of red (M1 , M2 , M 3 ) and 
yellow traps (M4 , M 5 , M 6 ), respectively. 
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the robot in the room is shown in Fig. 4.7(b), where we omit the action labels at 
the edges for ease of presentation. In Fig. 4. 7 (a), the red and yellow circles represent 
the different kinds of traps located at various cells in the room, and Figs. 4. 7( c) and 
4.7(d) show their respective Markov models. The traps have two states, trig (short 
for triggered) and safe. We assume that the robot can detect the current states of the 
traps at all times and becomes inoperative if it is at the same cell with a triggered 
trap. Note that our approach can easily capture such logical states of the agents by 
modeling them as cells in the environment which are not reachable by the robot. In 
this case, the set of cells in the environment would be { c0 , ... , c22 , trig, safe}, where 
the robot can only move between c0 , ... , c22 (Fig. 4.7(b)) and the traps move between 
trig and safe (Figs. 4.7(c), 4.7(d)). The mission specification for this example can be 
expressed as the scLTL formula: 
¢3 :=--,unsafe U end, (4.5) 
where unsafe= ((T, c9 )/\(1, trig))V((T, c17 )/\(2, trig))v((T, c19)/\(3, trig))v((T, c2 )/\ 
(4, trig)) V ((T, en)!\ (5, trig)) V ((T, cs) !\ (6, trig)), and end= (T, c22 ). In this case, 
our algorithm ran in avoid mode and terminated at the end of the fourth iteration 
after adding agents (traps) to Mi in the following order: M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , M 4 . Note that 
our algorithm terminated before considering M 5 and M 6 in the synthesis as it already 
found an optimal solution for the complete system at the fourth iteration. The optimal 
control policies synthesized by both the classical approach and the proposed algorithm 
satisfied ¢ with a probability of 0.512. The classical approach solved the control 
synthesis problem in 60 seconds and the product MDP on which the MRP problem 
was solved had 2752 states and 540672 transitions, whereas our incremental approach 
solved the same problem in 20 seconds. The largest product MDP on which the MRP 
problem was solved in the synthesis stage of our approach had 704 states and 33280 
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transitions. The largest product MC that was considered in the verification stage of 
our approach had 993 states and 63552 transitions. The probabilities of satisfying 
<P under policy P,i obtained at each iteration of our algorithm were PrJL1 ( <P) = 0.01, 
PrJL2 (</J) = 0.01, PrtL3 (¢) = 0.01, and PrtL4 (¢) = 0.512. Fig. 4.8(a) compares the 
classical single-pass approach with our incremental algorithm in terms of running 
time and state counts of the product MDPs and MCs. After simulating the optimal 
control policy returned by our approach 106 times, the ratio of the number of satisfying 
trajectories to the total number of trajectories was found to be 0.5119. 
We must also note that the order in which our algorithm considers the agents can 
affect the running time, resource usage, and intermediate outputs of our algorithm. 
When our algorithm considered the agents in the order M 3 , M 4, Mh M 2 , it again 
terminated after the fourth iteration returning an optimal control policy with 0.512 
probability of satisfying ¢3 . Total computation took 24.32 seconds (slightly longer 
than the previous case), the largest product MDP on which the MRP problem was 
solved had 704 states and 33152 transitions, and the largest product MC used in 
the verification stage had 1313 states and 79936 transitions. This time, however, the 
probabilities of satisfying <P under policy P,i obtained at each iteration were PrtL1 ( <P) = 
0.01 , PrtL2 (¢) = 0.456, PrtL3 (¢) = 0.480, PrtL4 (¢) = 0.512, and our algorithm was 
able to compute a relatively good control policy in as little as 9 seconds. Fig. 4.8(b) 
shows the results for this case. Even though our approach clearly outperforms the 
classical approach in resource usage, these results suggest that its performance can 
be improved even further if the next agent to be included in the synthesis stage is 
selected according to some metric or heuristic tuned to the specific problem at hand. 
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Figure 4·8: Comparison of the classical single-pass and proposed incre-
mental algorithms for case-study 3. Fig. 4.8(a) shows the case when the 
incremental approach added agents to Mi in the order M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , M 4 
and Fig. 4.8(b) shows the case when the incremental approach added 
agents to Mi in the order M 3 , M 4 , M 1 , M 2 . The left plots show the 
running times of the algorithms and the probabilities of satisfying ¢3 
under synthesized policies. The right plots compare the state counts 
of the product MDPs for which synthesis was performed in both ap-
proaches (black and red lines) and show the state count of the product 
MC considered in the verification stage of our incremental algorithm 
(red dashed line). 
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Chapter 5 
Receding Horizon Temporal Logic Control 
in Dynamic Environments 
In this chapter, we present a receding horizon method for controlling an autonomous 
vehicle that must satisfy a rich mission specification over service requests occurring 
at the regions of a partitioned environment. The overall mission specification consists 
of a temporal logic statement over a set of static, a priori known requests, a regular 
expression over a set of dynamic requests that can be sensed only locally, and a 
servicing priority order over these dynamic requests. Our approach is based on two 
main steps. First , we construct an abstraction for the motion of the vehicle in the 
environment by using input output linearization and assignment of vector fields to 
the regions in the partition. Second, a receding horizon controller computes local 
plans within the sensing range of the vehicle such that both local and global mission 
specifications are satisfied. 
The organization of this chapter is as follows. In Sec. 5.1 , we formally state the 
problem that we consider in this chapter and give an overview of our approach. We 
present our solution in Sec. 5.2 and discuss the details of our implementation and 
various case studies in Sec. 5.3. 
5.1 Problem Formulation and Approach 
In this section we introduce the control synthesis problem with temporal logic con-
straints for a vehicle operating in a dynamic environment. For simplicity of presenta-
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tion, the problem is formulated for a vehicle that can deterministically move among 
the adjacent cells of a grid environment. At the end of this section (Rem. 5.3), we 
show that this is enough for a large class of problems including vehicles with non-
trivial dynamics. In Sec. 5.3.2, we present the details of such an implementation for 
an autonomous quadrotor. 
5.1.1 Environment and Vehicle Model 
Consider a (planar) grid environment defined as 
(5.1) 
where C = {cx,yiO::; x < m, 0::; y < n} is an m x n array of square cells, Sis the set 
of static r-equests that can be serviced at the cells of the environment, £ 8 : C --+ S is 
a (possibly partial) map that gives the location of the static requests on the grid, D 
is the set of dynamic r-equests that occur at arbitrary cells of the environment whose 
locations are not known in advance and can only be discovered (sensed) locally, and 
£d(t) : C --+ D is a time varying (possibly partial) map that gives the location of 
the dynamic requests on the grid. We assume that the cells in the environment are 
arranged such that c0,0 corresponds to the cell at the southwest corner of the array 
when looked from an East-North-Up (ENU) coordinate frame (Fig. 5·1) . 
In this work, we consider the case where a vehicle navigates in the environment 
by either holding position or moving to one of the four cells sharing a facet with its 
current cell, and has the ability to sense the dynamic requests occurring in the cells 
within its vicinity. Specifically, the vehicle can sense an o x p array of cells where 
o > 1, p > 1, both o and p are odd. The center cell of this sensing grid corresponds 
to the current cell of the vehicle in the environment. After arriving at a cell, the 
vehicle uses its sensors to detect the dynamic requests occurring at this subset of C, 
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Le. it discovers the portion of the time varying map £d(t) corresponding to the cells 
that fall within its sensing range. We also assume that the vehicle has the ability to 
complete a static or dynamic request at a cell by visiting that cell. 
upload 
~ 
Figure 5·1: A schematic representation of the scenario considered 
in Exp. 5.1. We have two static requests defined in the environment 
with S = {photo, upload}, L8 (c2,7) = photo, L8 (cs,l) = upload, and 
£ 8 (c11,5 ) =upload. The cells within the sensing range of the quadrotor 
are highlighted in violet. Cells c3,1 and c5,1 are shown in cyan and red; 
and correspond to locally detected assist and extinguish dynamic 
requests, respectively. 
Example 5.1. Fig. 5·1 gwes a schematic representation of an 13 x 10 envzron-
ment, where a quadrotor is required to perform a persistent surveillance task. The 
set of static requests that can be serviced at the regions of the environment is 
S = {photo, upload} and these static requests are assigned to the cells such that 
£ 8 (c2,7) =photo, L8 (cs,l) =upload, and Ls(cn,5) =upload. In Fig. 5·1, these cells 
are highlighted in green and blue, respectively. The sensing capability of the quadrotor 
is modeled by a 5 x 5 grid of square cells (highlighted in violet in Fig. 5·1) where 
the center cell of this grid cor·responds to the area d·irectly ·undenteath the quadrotor. 
The set of dynamically occurring requests whose locations are not known a priori is 
D ={unsafe, extinguish, assist}. Requests extinguish and assist correspond to 
'extinguish fire' and 'assist survivor', respectively, whereas cells with unsafe request 
should be always avoided. In Fig. 5·1, cells with locally detected dynamic requests 
extinguish and assist are shown in red and cyan, respectively. 
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5.1.2 Problem Formulation 
In this work, we consider two types of specifications to define the overall mission of the 
vehicle: a global mission specification and a local mission specification. The global 
mission specification is an LTL formula ¢>9 (Def. 2.4) over the set of static requests S 
and dictates the global motion of the vehicle in the environment. The local mission 
specificat ion specifies how the vehicle must respond to the dynamic requests detected 
within the sensing range of the vehicle. Specifically, the local mission specification 
consists of a priority function prio : 1) --+ N and a regular expression cPl over the 
set 1) of dynamic requests. The priority function specifies a total or partial order in 
which simultaneously detected multiple dynamic requests must be serviced , e.g. if 
both a survivor and a fire is detected assist the survivor, while cPl selectively enables or 
disables t he dynamic requests that can be serviced at a given time based on previously 
serviced dynamic requests, e.g. dropoff1 can be serviced only after pickup1 and once 
pickup1 is serviced it cannot be serviced again until dropoff1. If there are dynamic 
requests in 1) that do not appear in ¢>L , then the vehicle must avoid them at all times , 
e.g. avoid areas that are unsafe for flight. We can now formulate the problem t hat 
we consider in this chapter . 
Problem 5.2. Given an environment E, a global mission specification ¢>9 in the form 
of an LTL formula overS, and a local mission specification consisting of a priority 
function prio : 1) --+ N and a regular expression cPl over 1), find a vehicle control 
strategy such that the produced trajectory satisfies both the global and the local mission 
specifications. 
Example 5.1 Revisited. The quadrotor given in Fig 5·1 is required to complete a 
persistent surveillance mission starting at c2,7 . The global mission specification is to 
"Keep taking photos and upload current photo before taking another 
photo," 
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which can be expressed in LTL as 
¢9 := GFphoto 1\ G(photo =} Xupload) 1\ G(upload =} Xphoto). (5.2) 
The local mission specification is to 
"Avoid unsafe areas, assist survivors, extinguish fires, and if both fire and 
survivor are detected assist the survivor first, " 
which translates to 
¢1 := (extinguishiassist)*, 
prio( assist) = 0, prio( extinguish) = 1. (5.3) 
Note that since the dynamic request unsafe E D does not appear in ¢1, the vehicle 
must avoid it at all times. 
Our solution to Prob. 5.2 takes the form of a receding horizon controller, which 
computes the next cell the vehicle must go to from its current cell such that the order 
in which the static requests are serviced satisfies the global mission specification ¢9 
and the order in which the locally sensed dynamic requests are serviced satisfies the 
local mission specification given by ¢1 and prio. In summary, the controller that we 
propose works as follows: First , a global product automaton G that captures the 
motion of the vehicle between the cells with static requests and ¢9 is constructed 
(Sec. 5.2.1). Then, the FSA L that corresponds to ¢1 is constructed. Each time 
the vehicle arrives at a cell, a local transition system U that captures the local 
information obtained from the sensors and the motion of the vehicle between the cells 
is constructed (Sec. 5.2.2). Next, our controller uses G , L , and U to compute the next 
cell the vehicle must go such that both the global and the local mission specifications 
are satisfied (Sec. 5.2.2). Finally, a low-level controller moves the vehicle to this target 
cell. As a demonstration of our approach, we consider the case where the vehicle is 
a quadrotor as given in Exp. 5.1. In our experiments, we generate vector fields that 
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guarantee smooth trajectories between the current and the next grid cell and use 
feedback linearization to stabilize the quadrotor along these trajectories (Sec. 5.3.2). 
Remark 5.3. There are two apparently restrictive assumptions in the above problem 
formulation. First, it is assumed that the vehicle can stay inside a cell and can move 
from one cell to an adjacent desired cell without penetrating to another neighbor cell. 
Note that these control problems can be easily solved for vehicles such as unicycles and 
quadrotors by input-output linearization and construction of a vector field enforcing 
the desired motion of a reference point among the cells. Thus, polytopic partitioning 
of the workspace does not require the vehicle to have linear dynamics (see Kloetzer 
and Belta {2006} for unicycles and Sec. 5.3.2 for a short discussion of such an im-
plementation in quadrotors). Second, the partition does not have to be rectangular. 
This approach works for arbitrary polytopic partitions by means of additional trian-
gulations (Belta et al., 2005). Note that non-polytopic regions resulting from other 
types of partitioning schemes can, in principle, be under- or over-approximated by 
polytopic regions. 
5.2 Problem Solution 
The controller that we propose as a solution to Prob. 5.2 is presented in the form of 
Alg. 9. In the following, we discuss each step of Alg. 9 in detail. 
5.2.1 Offline Computation 
Lines 1- 6 of Alg. 9 are responsible for the offline initialization of our algorithm and are 
executed only once. The first step of our solution (line 1 of Alg. 9) is to construct the 
global product automaton G as the product of the transition system T that models 
the behavior of the vehicle between the cells with static requests and the Biichi 
automaton B that captures the global mission specification ¢9 . To this end, we first 
construct a transition system T := ( QT, q~, 8T, ITT, hT, WT) (Def. 2.1) representation 
of the motion of the vehicle between the cells with static requests in the environment 
£given in (5.1). Let Cinit E C denote the initial cell of the vehicle in the environment 
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Algorithm 9: Vehicle Controller. 
Input: Environment E, global mission specification ¢9 , local mission 
specification prio : 'D ---+ N and ¢1. 
Offline Initialization (Sec. 5.2.1): 
1 Construct the global product automaton G = T ® B (Def. 5.4) . 
2 Remove all those states in Fe that cannot reach themselves. 
3 if Fe= 0 then Abort: ¢9 cannot be satisfied. 
4 Let fd(q) = minq'EFc shortesLdist(q, q') for all q E Qe. 
5 9eur = arg minqEQ~ fd(q) . 
6 Construct the FSA L corresponding to ¢z and set leur = q~ . 
Online Receding Horizon Control (Sec. 5.2.2): 
1 while True do 
8 
9 
10 
11 
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14 
15 
16 
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20 
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25 
26 
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Construct the local transition system U using Alg. 10. 
d* = oo, cell~ext =None, g~ext =None. 
'DseTvice = {hu(q) I q E Qu 1\ 3lnext E QL s.t. (leur , hu (q) , lnext ) E 8L} . 
Qs = {q I q E Qu 1\ .Cs(q) is defined} , Qd = {q I q E Qu 1\ hu (q) =/= 0}. 
if 'D service = 0 then 
foreach 9next E {9next I (9cur, 9next ) E 8e} do 
if 9next [O] E Qu then 
else 
lQavoid = (Qs U Qd) \ {9next [O]}. Qtarget = {9next[O]}. 
else 
lQavoid = Qs U Qd· Qtarget = {Boundary cells of U} \ Qavoid· 
paths= shortesLpath(qB , Qavoid )-
foreach q E Qtarget do 
ldplan = len(paths [q]) + man_dist(q, 9next [O]) + fd(gnext )· if dplan < d* then d* = dplan, 9~ext = 9next, cell~ext = paths[q][l]. 
Qtarget = {q I hu (q) E 'Dservice 1\prio(hu (q)) = minpEVserviceprio(p)} . 
Qavoid = ( Qs U Qd) \ Qtarget · 
paths = shortesLpath( qB , Qavoid ). 
foreach q E Qtarget do 
Lif len(paths[q]) < d* then d* = len(paths[q]) , cell~ext = paths[q][l]. 
if d* = oo then Abort: No feasible local plan. 
if cell~ext = g~ext[O] then 9eur = g~ext· 
if hu (cell~ext ) =/= 0 then leur = lnext s.t. (leur, hu (cell~ext ), lnext) E 81. 
Apply controls to reach cell~ext. 
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and Cs denote the set of cells with static requests, i.e. L 8 (q) is defined for all q E C8 • 
We define the set of states ofT as QT = Cs U { cinit} such that we have a state for each 
cell with a static request and the initial cell of the vehicle if Cinit tf. C8 • Then, we define 
Ih = S, set hT(q) = L8 (q) for all q E Cs and also set hT(cinit) = 0 if Cinit tf. C8 • Next , 
we define the transitions (edges) between each pair of states with static requests, i.e. 
(q, q') E 8T if q, q' E C8 • If cinit tf. C8 , then we also define outgoing transitions from 
Cinit to all other states in C8 • The weight WT(q, q') of the transition between q, q' E QT 
is the time it takes to travel the shortest path between the corresponding cells that 
does not go through any other cell in QT. Due to the particular implementation of 
the continuous controller that drives the vehicle from a cell to one of its four neighbor 
cells (see Sec. 5.3.2), we use Manhattan distance to calculate WT- Note that each 
state q E Cs has a self loop so that the vehicle can stay at a given cell (corresponding 
continuous controllers are described in Sec. 5.3.2). Interpreting the time it takes for 
the vehicle to travel a single cell as unit time, we set the weights of these loops to 1 
so that the movement of the vehicle in the environment is not blocked due to zero 
weight self-loops. Setting the weights of these self-loops to 1 also captures the fact 
that the vehicle performs sensing and planning at uniform intervals, i.e. at each time 
step, regardless if it is traveling or holding position. 
Example 5.1 Revisited. Fig. 5·2 illustrates the transition system T modeling the 
motion of the quadrotor between the cells with static requests photo and upload for 
the environment given in Fig. 5-1. 
Next, we obtain the Biichi automaton B that corresponds to the global mission 
specification ¢9 ( Gastin and Oddoux, 2001) and construct the product automaton 
G := T 0 Bas defined next. 
Definition 5.4 (Product of T and B). The product of a weighted transition 
system T := ( QT, q~, 8T, TIT, hT, WT) (De f. 2.1) and a Biichi automaton B := 
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upload 
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Figure 5·2: Transition system T modeling the motion of the quadro-
tor among the cells with static requests for the environment given in 
Fig. 5·1. Static requests are shown next to their corresponding states 
and q~ = c2,7 . Weights of the edges between two different cells give the 
length of the shortest path between those cells that does not go through 
any other cell in QT. Weights of the self-loops are set to 1 to capture 
the fact that the online portion of our algorithm runs periodically at 
each time step. 
• Qe ~ QT x QB is the finite set of states that are reachable from Q~; 
• Q~ = {(q~, q~) I (qB, hT(q~) , q~) EbB , qB E Q~} is the set of initial states; 
• be= {((qT, qB), (q~, q~)) I (qT, q~) E bT, (qB, hT(q~), q~) EbB} is the transition 
relation; 
• we((qT,qB), (q~,q~)) = wT(qT,q~) for all ((qT,qB), (q~,q~)) E be is the weight 
function; 
• Fe= {(qT ,qB) I (qT , qB) E Qe,qB E F B} is the set of accepting states. 
Note that the global product automaton G captures both the motion of the vehicle 
between the cells with static requests and the global mission specification, hence the 
name global product automaton. 
Since the acceptance condition for a Buchi automaton is to visit an accepting state 
infinitely often (Ch. 2), in line 2 of Alg. 9 we remove all those accepting states of G 
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that cannot reach themselves. In line 3 of Alg. 9, we abort if there are no accepting 
states left in Fe , meaning that the global mission specification ¢9 cannot be satisfied. 
In line 4, we define a potential-like function fd(q) that returns the shortest distance 
to the set of accepting states Fe for a state q E Qe. The shortesLdist(q, q') function 
that we use here returns the length of the shortest path between states q, q' E Qe 
using Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm (Korte and Vygen, 2007). Note that the 
value returned by fd(q) decreases as we get closer to the set of accepting states Fe 
and it returns zero once we are at an accepting state q E Fe. For a state q E Qe 
that cannot reach any accepting state in Fe, fd(q) = oo. As the global product 
automaton G may have multiple initial states due to the nondeterminism of B , in 
line 5 we set our current state in G , denoted by 9cur, to the state in Q~ that is closest 
to the set of accepting states Fe. The final step of the offiine part of our algorithm 
(line 6) is to construct the FSA L corresponding to the regular expression ¢1 in the 
local mission specification and set our current state in L, denoted by leur, to the initial 
state q~ of L. 
5.2.2 Online Computation 
The rest of Alg. 9 (lines 8-33) is the online receding horizon control part that is 
executed every time the vehicle arrives at a cell and performs sensing, i.e. at each 
time step. In this part , our controller plans a local path within the sensing range 
of the vehicle that satisfies the local mission specification while taking the vehicle as 
close as possible towards satisfaction of the global mission specification. 
First, we use Alg. 10 to construct the local transition system U that models the 
motion of the vehicle between the cells within its sensing range and capttires the 
dynamic requests sensed at each cell (Alg. 9 line 8). We define the states of U as 
an o x p grid of square cells (the sensing grid discussed in Sec. 5.1.1) centered at the 
current cell Cx,y of the vehicle and set its initial state to the current cell of the vehicle 
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(Alg. 10 lines 1- 2). Next, we define unit weight transitions between all adjacent cells 
in Qu and unit-weight self-loops for all cells in Qu (Alg. 10 lines 3-4). Then, we 
assign locally detected dynamic requests to their corresponding cells (Alg. 10 lines 
5-6). 
Algorithm 10: Construct the local transition system U. 
Input: x, y coordinates of the current cell of the vehicle. 
Output: Local transition system U. 
1 Qu = {ci,j llx- il::; 0 ; 1 1\ IY- jl::; p;l 1\ ci,j E C}. 
2 qz = cx,y· 
a 8u = {(ci,j , ck,z) I ci,j, ck,l E Qu 1\ ((lk- il = 1 1\ l = j) V (ll- jl = 1 1\ i = 
k) v (i = k 1\ j = l))}. 
4 wu(cu,ck ,z) = 1 'II (ci ,j , Ck,L) E bu. 
s hu(ci,j) = £d(t)(ci ,j) 'II ci,j E Qu. 
6 Ilu = {hu(ci,j) I ci,j E Qu}. 
7 return U := (Qu, qz, bu, IIu , hu, wu). 
We proceed by defining the set Dservice of locally detected dynamic requests that 
we can service at the current state leur of L and the sets Qs and Qd of cells in the 
sensing range of the vehicle with static and dynamic requests, respectively (Alg. 9 
lines 10- 11). If there are no serviceable dynamic requests within the sensing range of 
the vehicle, i.e. if Dservice = 0, then the vehicle is driven towards the satisfaction of 
the global mission specification (Alg. 9 lines 13- 23). Otherwise, i.e. if Dservice =f. 0, 
then the locally detected dynamic requests are satisfied (or avoided) according to 
the local mission specification (Alg. 9 lines 25- 29). In the first case, we consider all 
neighbors of our current state 9cur in G, denoted by 9next in line 13 of Alg. 9, and 
define the corresponding sets of cells in Qu that we want to reach and avoid, denoted 
by Qtarget and Qavoid, respectively. If the cell 9next[O] corresponding to 9next is in 
the sensing range (Alg. 9 lines 14-16) , we set Qtarget to this cell and define Qavoid 
such that it consists of the cells with static and dynamic requests except 9next[O], 
i.e. Qavoid = (Qs U Qd) \ {9next[O]}. If the cell corresponding to 9next is out of the 
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sensing range (Alg. 9 lines 17-19) , we set Qavoid to all those cells with static and 
dynamic requests and drive the vehicle towards the boundary of the sensing range by 
setting Qtarget to the boundary cells of U except those in Qavoid· Setting Qavoid this 
way guarantees that the vehicle will not satisfy any unintended static or dynamic 
requests that can potentially violate the global or local mission specification as it 
goes towards 9next[O]. Then, in lines 2Q-23, we find the local trajectory that takes the 
vehicle closest to satisfaction of ¢9 . Here, shortest_path(q~, Qavoid) (Alg. 9 line 20) 
returns the shortest paths from q~ to all other cells in Qu that do not visit the cells 
in Qavoid by temporarily setting the weights of the incoming edges of those cells to oo 
and man_dist(.) (Alg. 9 line 22) returns the Manhattan distance between two given 
cells. In line 22, we calculate the predicted distance of the vehicle to the accepting 
states of G as the sum of len(paths[q]), man_dist(q, 9next [O]) , and fd(gnext )· Line 23 
keeps track of the next cell, denoted by cell~ext, of the best local plan obtained so far 
corresponding to the pair of q E Qtarget and 9next E Qc that takes the vehicle closest 
to the set of accepting states of G . In our implementation, if there are multiple target 
cells from Qtarget that result in the same dptan, we use the one with the smallest x 
coordinate and the largest y coordinate. 
Lines 25- 29 of Alg. 9 correspond to the second case where there are serviceable 
dynamic requests within the sensing range of the vehicle, i.e. Dservice =J. 0. Note that 
due to the priority functionprio: V-+ .N, the vehicle must service only those dynamic 
requests from Dservice with the highest priority. To this end, we first define our set of 
target cells Qtarget as those cells having the highest priority dynamic requests from 
Dservice· Next , we define the set Qavoid of cells that the vehicle must avoid as those 
cells with static or dynamic requests other than those in Qtarget· Then, in lines 27- 29, 
we find the cell from Qtarget that is closest to the current location of the vehicle and 
the next cell of the corresponding shortest path, denoted by cell~ext . 
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At the end of the planning stage discussed above, we abort if we cannot find a 
feasible local plan that both satisfies the local mission specification and drives the 
vehicle towards some neighbor gnext of gcur that can reach Fa (Alg. 9line 30). Else, in 
lines 31- 33, we update gcur and leur as necessary and drive the vehicle to cell~ext· Once 
the vehicle reaches cell~ext' Alg. 9 continues execution from line 8. Next, we state 
and prove the correctness of Alg. 9 and discuss its offline and online complexities. 
Theorem 5.5. Assume that during its execution, Alg. 9 reaches line 31 with fd(9~ext) 
= 0 infinitely often. Then, the trajectory generated by the vehicle satisfies the global 
and local mission specifications. 
Proof. Alg. 9 guides the vehicle between the cells with static requests by computing 
local plans. Under the given assumption, the controller satisfies the Biichi acceptance 
condition (Ch. 2) by visiting the set of accepting states of G infinitely often. Since we 
are also guaranteed not to visit any cells with static requests besides g~ext[O] due to the 
usage of the set Qavoid during planning, the motion of the vehicle in the environment 
satisfies the global mission specification c/>9 . Note also that any local plan computed 
using Alg. 9 is guaranteed to satisfy the local mission specification because the vehicle 
always services the highest priority dynamic request among those that are allowed at 
the current state of L corresponding to cf>z. Thus, under the given assumption, Alg. 9 
correctly solves Prob. 5.2. D 
Remark 5.6. The assumption employed in Thm. 5.5 corresponds to the cases where 
there is always at least one feasible local plan that both satisfies the local mission 
specification and gets the vehicle closer to the cell with the next static request that 
must be serviced to satisfy c/>9 . One case where this assumption is trivially satisfied is 
when there are no dynamic requests and the cells with static requests are at least one 
cell apart. In this case, if the global mission c/>9 is satisfiable, then a vehicle controlled 
by Alg. 9 satisfies it. We may also consider the case where the rate at which dynamic 
requests appear is limited such that once a dynamic request is serviced, it cannot 
appear again until gcur in Alg. 9 reaches an accepting state of G. Then, if the cells 
with requests are at least one cell apart, Alg. 9 solves Prob. 5.2. However, there may 
also be cases where the dynamic requests behave in an adversarial fashion resulting in 
the violation of the global and local mission specifications. For instance, a dynamic 
request that must be avoided may suddenly appear at the next cell of the vehicle, the 
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locations of the dynamic requests may render the local specification unsatisfiable due 
to the limited sensing range of the vehicle, or a dynamic request may block the progress 
of the vehicle towards satisfaction of c/Jg by reappearing continuously. 
Remark 5.7 (Offline and Online Complexity). The Bi.ichi automaton B cor-
responding to the global mission specification c/Jg can be constructed in time 0(214>91), 
where lc/Jg l denotes the size of the formula measured in terms of the number of tem-
poral and boolean operators in c/Jg (Baier and Katoen, 2008) . The worst-case size of 
B is also 0(214>91) (Baier and Katoen, 2008), making the worst-case size of the global 
product automaton G O(IQTI214>91), where IQTI denotes the number of states in T. 
Thus, constructing the function f d(.) takes time polynomial in I QT I and exponen-
tial in I c/Jg I· Since converting the regular expression ¢1 to a deterministic FSA can 
be done in time 0(214>d), offline complexity of our algorithm is polynomial in I QT I 
and exponential in lc/Jgl and l¢d. The online complexity of our algorithm depends on 
whether there are dynamic requests within the sensing range of the vehicle or not. 
If there are no dynamic requests, lines 13- 23 of Alg. 9 take time exponential in lc/Jg l 
and polynomial in I QT I and I QuI · If there are dynamic requests in the sensing range, 
lines 25- 29 of Alg. 9 take time polynomial in I QuI· In typical cases where the size of 
the local transition system U is larger than the global product automaton, the online 
complexity of our algorithm is polynomial in IQul· We must also note that the size 
of the transition system T used by our algorithm scales only with the number of cells 
with static requests and not with the overall size of the environment as in Kress- Gazit 
et al. {2007); Wongpiromsarn et al. (2010); Ding et al. {2012). 
5.3 Implementation and Case Studies 
In this section we discuss the details of our implementation and experimental setup 
after which we present the results of our experiments and simulations. 
5.3.1 Software Implementation and Experimental Setup 
The controller presented in Alg. 9 is implemented as a Python module that returns 
the next cell the quadrotor must fly to given its current location in the environment. 
In our implementation, we use ltl2ba ( Gastin and Oddoux, 2001) to obtain the Biichi 
automaton B corresponding to c/Jg, and use the dk.brics.automaton package (M¢ller, 
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2011) to obtain the FSA L corresponding to c/>1 (Alg. 9). Our implementation can be 
used either to simulate the trajectory of the vehicle in a virtual environment or to 
control the vehicle in an experimental setup. In the latter case, our implementation 
uses the measurements provided by the experimental platform to compute the next 
cell the vehicle must go to. The low-level controllers that control the vehicle from 
one grid cell to another according to the output of Alg. 9 are implemented in Matlab. 
We discuss these low-level quadrotor controllers in Sec. 5.3.2. 
Our experimental platform comprises four Viewsonic short-throw projectors, 
an Optitrack motion capture system, a kQuad500 quadrotor from KMel Robotics 
equipped with a camera facing downwards, and three desktop computers communi-
cating over a local area network. The motion capture system tracks the motion of the 
quadrotor and provides the low level controllers with accurate position information. 
The projectors project the color-coded cells representing the static and dynamic re-
quests on the ground, which are sensed by the quadrotor within its local sensing range. 
The computers run the code responsible for trajectory planning (Alg. 9) and low-level 
control of the quadrotor as well as processing the images sent by the quadrotor. 
5.3.2 Quadrotor Low Level Controller 
To navigate in the environment, the quadrotor must perform a two-step sequence 
in which it first flies from its current cell to one of its neighboring cells as given 
by Alg. 9, then remains in the target cell while performing the necessary sensing 
and planning operations. The low level quadrotor controller that ensures a safe and 
smooth transition from one cell to another is based on: 
1. Input-output linearization for the quadrotor dynamics (Voos, 2009), and 
2. Construction of multi-affine vector fields for control-to-facet and invariance in 
rectangles (Belta and Habets, 2006; Kloetzer and Belta, 2006). 
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Trajectory planning between adjacent cells is carried out by creating vector fields 
within the current and target cells of the quadrotor, which map locations in the 
cells to desired velocity vectors. In the current cell, the vector field is computed 
such that it guarantees all trajectories starting in the initial cell pass through the 
connecting facet and into the target cell. Within the target cell, the vector field is 
computed to guarantee the convergence of all trajectories to the center of the cell 
preventing the quadrotor from leaving through any of its surrounding facets once 
it arrives in the cell (Belt a and Habets, 2006; Kloetzer and Belta, 2006). Fig. 5·3 
shows a close-up of the vector fields of two adjacent cells. Note that the vector field 
is continuous everywhere in the region spanned by the two rectangles, which implies 
that the corresponding trajectory is smooth. 
The vector field construction described above provides a function v : JR3 --+ JR3 
that maps the measured position to a desired velocity. Feedback control around a ve-
locity setpoint is achieved by separating the control of the translational and rotational 
motions of the quadrotor into an outer and inner control loop. The outer loop first 
calculates the desired acceleration xd based on proportional-integral feedback with 
respect to the velocity setpoint, and then transforms the control outputs into a de-
sired attitude. A feedback linearization approach is used to find the desired attitude 
by solving the dynamic equations for an orientation and thrust that produces the ap-
propriate motion, while accounting for the non-linear dynamics in the model (Voos, 
2009). More specifically, we define a coordinate frame Fa fixed to the ground and a 
coordinate frame FB fixed to the body of the quadrotor with its origin at the center 
of mass. The body frame is defined with respect to the ground frame by the position 
vector x and by Z-X-Y Euler Angles, denoted by a. Using Euler-Lagrange equations, 
the translational acceleration of the body frame in the ground frame can be expressed 
as a function of the orientation and thrust of the quadrotor (Mellinger and Kumar, 
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2011): 
mx = -mgzc + frRzs, (5.4) 
where m is the mass of the vehicle, g is the gravitational acceleration, zc is the z unit 
vector in F G, fr is the total thrust produced by the four rotors, R is the rotation 
matrix to express vectors in the body frame with respect to the ground frame, and zs 
is the z unit vector in F B. The rotational motion of the quadrotor can be expressed as 
a function of the net moments, M 0 , about each of the body frame axes using Euler 's 
equation (Mellinger and Kumar, 2011): 
I w = M o: - w X I w, (5.5) 
where w is the angular velocity of the body frame with respect to the ground frame 
and I is the inertia matrix with respect to the body frame. Then, the desired accel-
eration x_d given by the vector field can be substituted in place of X. in the dynamics 
equation given in (5.4) to create a system of equations which can be solved in closed 
form for an expression for an attitude and total thrust that will produce the desired 
acceleration. The desired attitude is then used as a reference for the inner control 
loop, designed to stabilize the attitude of the quadrotor. Attitude stabilization of the 
quadrotor is performed by the inner loop controller, where IMU measurement data 
is utilized to stabilize the quadrotor at the attitude setpoint resulting from the outer 
loop controller. A feedback linearization approach can be used to account for the 
nonlinear dynamics of the system: 
(5.6) 
where ea is the attitude error and kp,o: and kd,o: are gain parameters. The resulting 
architecture is a nested loop of controllers capable of stabilizing the quadrotor at any 
given velocity setpoint. Our extensive experimental testing showed that this approach 
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produces very satisfactory results. The trajectory of the center of the quadrotor stays 
close to the middle of the traversed rectangles for all times (see Fig. 5·3). 
5.3.3 Case Studies 
unsafe 
photo 
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assist extinguish 
II 
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Figure 5-3: Quadrotor trajectory plotted over the environment in 
Exp. 5.1. The closeup on cells c7,6 and c7,5 show the vector fields com-
puted for flying the quadrotor from c7,6 to c7,5 . 
Case Study 1 -We return to the persistent surveillance mission given in Exp. 5.1 
and present the results of our experiments where a quadrotor satisfies the global mis-
sion specification (5.2) and the local mission specification (5.3). Fig. 5·3 illustrates 
the trajectory followed by the quadrotor for a particular realization of dynamic re-
quests during the experiments. In Fig. 5-3, the black line corresponds to the actual 
flight path of the quadrotor over the environment as provided by the motion capture 
system. Fig. 5-4 shows four snapshots from a video of the experimental trial shot 
with an overhead camera, which correspond to four instances of the trajectory given 
in Fig. 5·3. The red lines in Fig. 5·4 indicate the sequence of cells traversed by the 
quadrotor. Note that at the beginning of the flight, only the unsafe dynamic request 
is there (see Fig. 5.4(a)). The remaining dynamic requests extinguish and assist 
appear later in the flight as we discuss in the following. The quadrotor begins its 
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Figure 5·4: Four snapshots from a video of the experimental trial 
shot with an overhead camera, which correspond to four instances of 
the trajectory given in Fig. 5·3. The red lines indicate the sequence of 
cells traversed by the quadrotor. 
flight at c2,7 servicing the static photo request. Next, the quadrotor has to service 
the static upload request at either c8 ,1 or cn,5 . As the quadrotor cannot detect the 
unsafe cells yet and cn,5 is closer to its current position than c8,1 , it starts flying 
towards cn,5 . Note that since the unsafe dynamic request does not appear in ¢1, 
the quadrotor must avoid it at all times. Once the quadrotor reaches c7,7 it can no 
longer go east due to the unsafe cells and can only fly south to get closer to cn,5 . 
When the quadrotor arrives at c7,5 , the controller finds that flying towards c8 ,1 takes 
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the quadrotor closer to satisfying ¢9 than flying to cu ,5 does, so the quadrotor starts 
flying towards c8,1 to service the upload request. Fig. 5.4(a) shows the sequence of 
cells traversed by the quadrotor between the static photo request at c2,7 and the static 
upload request at c8,1. After reaching c8,1 , the quadrotor needs to fly back to c2,7 to 
service the photo request as required by ¢9 . As the quadrotor leaves c8,1 for c2,7 , the 
assist and extinguish dynamic requests appear at c3,1 and c5,1 , respectively (see 
Fig. 5.4(b) ). However, due to its limited sensing range, the quadrotor only detects the 
extinguish request and starts flying west to reach c5,1 . At c5,2 , the quadrotor detects 
the assist request and flies to c3,1 as assisting a survivor is of higher priority than 
extinguishing a fire according to the local mission specification. Fig. 5.4(b) shows 
the sequence of cells t raversed by the quadrotor between the static upload request at 
c8 ,1 and the dynamic assist request at c3,1 . After assisting the survivor at c3,1 , the 
quadrotor extinguishes the fire at c5 ,1 and flies to c2,7 to service the photo request (see 
Figs. 5.4(c) and 5.4(d)) . Note that the assist and extinguish dynamic requests 
disappear once they are serviced. As the quadrotor performs a persistent surveillance 
mission, it keeps servicing photo and upload requests indefinitely while responding 
to locally detected dynamic requests according to the local mission specification. The 
trajectory shown in Fig. 5·3 is a portion of the infinite mission of the quadrotor. 
During the experiments, maximum execution times of the offline and online portions 
of Alg. 9 were 15 ms and 5 ms, respectively, when executed on an iMac i5 quad-core 
computer. Total flight time of the quadrotor for the trajectory shown in Fig. 5·3 was 
approximately 90 seconds. 
Case Study 2 - Next, we present the simulation results of another surveillance 
mission on a larger 23 x 14 environment illustrated in Fig. 5·5. The quadrotor that 
we consider in this case study has a 7 x 7 sensing range and starts at c3 ,3 . We have 
three static requests defined in the environment with S = {photo1 , photo2, upload} , 
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Figure 5·5: Parts of the trajectory followed by the quadrotor in case 
study 2 as it flies from upload to photo1. We have three static re-
quests defined in the environment with S = {photo1 , photo2, upload} , 
£ 8 (c3,3) = photo1 , £ 8 (cl9,6) = photo2 , and £ 8 (cu,10) =upload. Cells 
c8,8, c9,6 and c6,7, c3,5 are shown in red and cyan; and correspond to the 
locally detected pickup and dropoff dynamic requests , respectively. 
Ls(c3,3) = photo1 , Ls(cl9,6) = photo2, and £ 8 (cu,10) = upload. Cells cs,s, Cg,6 and 
c6,7 , c3,5 are shown in red and cyan; and correspond to the locally detected pickup 
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and dropoff dynamic requests, respectively. The global mission of the vehicle is to 
"repeatedly take photos at photo! followed by photo2 and to upload current photos 
before taking new photos" which can be expressed in LTL as 
¢9 :=GFphoto1/\ G (photo1 ::::} Xphoto2) 1\ G(photo2 ::::} Xupload) /\ 
G(upload::::} Xphoto1). 
(5 .7) 
The local mission specification is to "pickup and dropoff locally detected items one 
at a time as they are discovered and to service dropoff only if carrying an item" 
which translates to the local mission specification 
¢z := (pickup.dropoff)* 
(5.8) 
prio(pickup) = 0, prio( dropoff) = 0. 
In the following , we discuss t he trajectory of the quadrotor between the static upload 
request at c11,10 and the static photo! request at c3,3 as illustrated in Fig. 5·5. When 
the quadrotor arrives at c9,10 after servicing the upload request, the pickup and 
dropoff dynamic requests appear. At this point, the quadrotor can sense only the 
pickup request at c8,8 and the dropoff request at c6,7. Since the quadrotor cannot 
dropoff before picking up due to ¢1, it first services the dynamic pickup request 
at c8 ,8 . At c8,8 , the quadrotor can sense both the pickup request at c9 ,6 and the 
dropoff request at c6,7 , but can only service the dropoff request due to ¢1• Thus, 
the quadrotor proceeds to c6,7 to drop its current cargo off. Fig. 5.5(a) shows the 
sequence of cells traversed by the quadrotor between the static upload request at 
c11,10 and the dynamic dropoff request at c6,7 . After dropping its cargo off at c6,7 , 
the quadrotor goes to c9 ,6 to service t he pickup request . When the quadrotor is 
at c9 ,6 , it can no longer sense the dropoff request at c3,5 and starts going west to 
service the static photo! request as required by ¢9 . As the quadrotor goes west , the 
dropoff request at c3,5 is detected again and the quadrotor services dropoff at c3,5 
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before servicing photo! at c3,3 . Fig. 5.5(b) shows the sequence of cells traversed by 
the quadrotor between the dynamic dropoff request at c6,7 and the static photo! 
request at c3,3 . During the simulations, maximum execution times of the offline and 
online portions of Alg. 9 were 15 ms and 7 ms, respectively, when executed on an 
iMac i5 quad-core computer. 
Case Study 3- Now we consider the same environment and global mission spec-
ification (5. 7) as in the previous case study with a richer local mission specification. 
More specifically, we have two types of cargo that can be picked up and dropped off by 
servicing dynamic requests pickup! , dropoff1 and pickup2, dropoff2, respectively. 
Similar to the previous case study, the quadrotor can carry only one cargo at a time, 
but this time items of type 1 have higher priority than those of type 2. This local 
mission specification translates to 
<Pt := (pickup1.dropoff1lpickup2.dropoff2)* 
prio(pickup1) = 0, prio(dropoff1) = 0, 
prio(pickup2) = 1, prio(dropoff2) = 1. 
(5.9) 
In the following, we discuss the trajectory of the quadrotor between c14 6 and the , 
static photo 1 request at c3,3 as illustrated in Fig. 5·6. When the quadrotor arrives 
at c14,6 , the dynamic requests pickup! , dropoff1 , pickup2, and dropoff2 appear 
at c 14,8 , c 12,7 , c 13,4 , and c16,6 , respectively. At this point, all four dynamic requests 
are within the sensing range of the quadrotor (a 7 x 7 grid) . However, due to <h 
only the pickup requests can be serviced as the quadrotor does not have any cargo 
to drop off. Also, the local mission specification gives higher priority to pickup!. 
Thus, the quadrotor goes to c14,8 to pick cargo of type 1 up after which it goes to 
c12,7 to drop if off. Since after servicing dropoff1 the quadrotor has no cargo, it goes 
to c 13,4 to pick the cargo of type 2 up and drops it off at c 16,6 . Fig. 5.6(a) shows the 
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Figure 5·6: Parts of the trajectory followed by the quadrotor in case 
study 3 as it flies from c14,6 to photo1. 
sequence of cells traversed by the quadrotor between c14,6 and the dynamic dropoff2 
request at c16,6 . After this, no dynamic requests remain, and the quadrotor proceeds 
to c11,10 to service the static upload request followed by the static photo1 request 
at c3,3 . Fig. 5.6(b) shows the sequence of cells traversed by the quadrotor between 
the dynamic dropoff2 request at c16,6 and the static photo1 request at c3 ,3 . During 
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the simulations, maximum execution times of the offline and online portions of Alg. 9 
were 15 ms and 7 ms, respectively, when executed on an iMac i5 quad-core computer. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Work 
In this dissertation we presented methods and algorithms for optimal path planning 
and controller synthesis for autonomous vehicles where a high-level mission specifi-
cation expressed in LTL (or a fragment of LTL) must be satisfied. We presented 
methods and algorithms for solving planning and controller synthesis problems in 
deterministic, probabilistic, and non-deterministic environments. After obtaining a 
discrete representation of the overall system, we utilized ideas and tools from for-
mal verification and graph theory to synthesize provably correct and optimal control 
strategies. 
The first problem that we focused on was automatic planning of optimal paths 
for a team of robots subject to temporal logic constraints. We considered mission 
specifications expressed in LTL where an optimizing proposition must repeatedly be 
satisfied. We provided an algorithm to model the asynchronous behavior of the team 
as a whole, which let us extend previous work on single robot optimal path planning 
to multiple robots. The motion plan that our method provides is optimal in the sense 
that it minimizes the maximum time in between successive satisfying instances of 
the optimizing proposition. We must note that our approach is general and robust 
enough to handle cases where the robots cannot follow planned trajectories exactly. If 
the traveling times observed in the field deviate from those given by the models of the 
robots, our method leverages the communication capabilities of the robots to guar-
antee that the mission specification is never violated while the overall communication 
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effort is minimized. Our method also provides an upper bound on the difference be-
tween the performance in the field and the optimal performance in case of uncertain 
traveling times. We experimentally evaluated our approach and demonstrated its 
relevance in persistent surveillance missions in a road network environment. 
The second problem that we considered was optimal controller synthesis for a 
system comprising a robot and multiple independent agents. The robot , which can be 
a deterministic transition system or a Markov Decision Process, is expected to satisfy 
a high level mission specification in the presence of the agents which are modeled as 
Markov Chains. For mission specifications, we considered syntactically co-safe Linear 
Temporal Logic formulas over a set of propositions that are satisfied by the robot and 
the agents. We presented a highly efficient incremental method based on the fact that 
temporal logic verification is computationally cheaper than synthesis. If a probability 
threshold is given, our method terminates as soon as a control policy with probability 
of satisfaction greater than or equal to this threshold is found. Otherwise, our method 
synthesizes an optimal control policy that maximizes the probability of satisfying the 
mission. Since our method does not need to run to completion, it has practical value 
in applications where a control policy must be synthesized under resource constraints. 
The final problem that we addressed was controlling an autonomous vehicle that 
must satisfy a rich mission specification over service requests occurring at the regions 
of a partitioned environment. The overall mission specification consisted of a global 
mission specification expressed as a temporal logic formula over a set of static, a priori 
known requests, and a local mission specification consisting of a regular expression 
over a set of dynamic requests that can be sensed only locally, and a servicing priority 
order over these dynamic requests. We presented a receding horizon control method 
for driving the vehicle such that both global and local mission specifications are 
satisfied. We demonstrated the applicability of our approach with experiments and 
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simulations involving a quadrotor performing a persistent surveillance mission over a 
planar grid environment. 
There are many promising directions for future research and the methods pre-
sented in this dissertation can be extended in various ways. Our method for optimal 
multi-robot path planning constructs a relatively large model that captures all mem-
bers of the team and the mission specification in order to be able to obtain a globally 
optimal team trajectory. Thus, the main drawback of this approach is its complexity. 
While the method presented in this dissertation can be extended to Markov Decision 
Processes (MDPs) and different cost functions , the most rewarding direction for fu-
ture research seems likely to be in the area of distributed optimal multi-robot path 
planning for general mission specifications. 
It is clear that the performance of our incremental control synthesis algorithm is 
influenced by the order in which independent agents are considered in the synthesis 
stage. Our current approach picks the next agent either randomly or according to 
its size. The performance of our approach can be improved even further if the next 
agent to be included in the synthesis stage is selected according to some metric or 
heuristic tuned to the specific problem at hand, e.g. according to its distance to the 
robot that we control. 
Finally, the main advantage of the receding horizon controller that we propose 
for temporal logic planning in dynamic environments is its computational efficiency. 
Since the planning is done locally in a reactive fashion, the complexity of our approach 
scales with the size of the local sensing range and the number of static requests as 
opposed to the overall size of the environment, which can be potentially very large. 
However , this advantage comes at a cost: Some low priority dynamic request may go 
unserviced if it gets out of the sensing range as the vehicle moves towards a higher 
priority dynamic request. Even though this can be trivially addressed by increasing 
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the sensing range of the vehicle, there may be cases where this is not possible due to 
resource constraints. It seems like one may also alleviate this issue by adding a layer 
that remembers the dynamic requests detected by the vehicle. However, this must 
be done carefully as it may substantially increase the complexity of the approach. If 
the vehicle keeps track of all detected dynamic requests, then, in the worst case, the 
planning may have to be performed in a graph as large as the overall environment. 
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Appendix A 
Generation of Event Sequences 
In this appendix, we discuss how we generate the event sequences and corresponding 
sets of start states that we process in Alg. 6 (Sec. 3.4.3). We start by recalling the 
definitions of the terms position, robot-position pair, event, and event sequence as 
defined in Sec. 3.4.3. We use the term position to refer to the current position of a 
robot in its run. If some robot i has just reached the state rf in its run and satisfied 
the corresponding propositions after waiting for all of the robots in its wait-set stwait 
as given in Alg. 5, then the position of the robot is k. If, on the other hand, robot 
i has left state rf- 1 , but one of the above conditions has not been satisfied yet , then 
the position of the robot is (k -1, k). A robot-position pair is a pair of the form (i,p) 
meaning that the position of robot i is p which can be either an integer or a pair 
of integers, as discussed above. For instance, the robot-position pair ( i, ( k - 1, k)) 
means robot i is on its way from state rf- 1 to state rf. An event is a set of one or 
more robot-position pairs that give the new positions of the corresponding robots. In 
case of multiple robot-position pairs, all these changes occur simultaneously. That 
is, the event {(i , k), (j , k)} means that robots i and j have just reached position kin 
their runs. On the other hand, the event { ( i, k)} means that robot i has just reached 
position k and gives no information about the position of robot j . Finally, an event 
sequence is a list of events that occur sequentially. 
Alg. 6 relies on Alg. 11 to construct the transition system W that generates 
all possible words that can be observed in the field. Alg. 11 is a loop (lines 3-25) 
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that processes a dictionary called tl, short for timeline, which we construct usmg 
Alg. 12 (line 1) presented later in this appendix. A dictionary is a data structure that 
comprises a set of keys, a set of values, and a function that maps each key to a value. 
In the case of tl, the keys are time intervals and the values are sets of robot-position 
pairs. Due to non-deterministic traveling times, the time at which the robots reach 
their new positions in the field, in general, is not a single point but an interval. The 
dictionary tl captures this information by dividing the time from the beginning of 
the run till the end of the first suffix cycle to disjoint intervals and by associating 
a set of robot-position pairs with each interval. The set of robot-position pairs that 
corresponds to some interval in tl gives the new positions of the robots that can be 
achieved in that interval. In tl, the sets of robot-position pairs that correspond to 
different intervals are not guaranteed to be disjoint. Thus, new positions of the robots 
can span multiple intervals and can be reached in either one of the intervals that they 
span. Suppose that the sets of robot-position pairs {(1 , 1)}, {(1, 1) , (2, 1)}, {(1 , 1)} 
correspond to the intervals [0.8, 0.9), [0.9, 1.1], (1.1, 1.2], respectively. Then, robot 1 
can reach position 1 in either one of the three intervals, whereas robot 2 can reach 
position 1 only in the interval [0.9, 1.1]. 
The first part of Alg. 11 (lines 6- 12) takes this fact into account while computing 
all possible position sequences that can be achieved by each robot at each interval. At 
lines 7- 9, we first construct three sets of positions for each robot i: the set posthis of 
positions that the robot can reach at this interval, the set posprev of positions that the 
robot can reach at either this interval or the previous interval, and the set posnext of 
positions that the robot can reach at either this interval or the next interval. Then, 
at line 10, we iterate over the elements of the product posprev x posnext · For each 
element (prev, next) of this product set, we interpret prev as the last position that 
is reached in the previous interval and next as the first position that is reached in 
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Algorithm 11: GENERATE-EVENT-SEQ 
Input: W, {rl ,· ·· ,rm}, {sl ,wait, ··· ,Sm,wait}, {TI , ···,Tm}, and 
Pi,Pi,i = 1, ... ,m. 
Output: Yields a valid event sequence and the corresponding set of starting 
states. 
1 Obtain dictionary tl using COMPUTE-TIM ELINE (Alg. 12). 
2 ivs = Sorted list of intervals of tl, lenivs = length of ivs. 
3 foreach l = 1 ... lenivs do 
4 all_posthis = tl[ivs[l]], all_posprev = 0, alLposnext = 0, robot_seq = array of m 
empty sets. 
5 if l > 1 then all_posprev = tl[ivs[l - 1]], if l < lenivs then 
all_posnext = tl[ivs[l + 1]] . 
6 foreach i E { 1, ... , m} do 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
pas this = {PI ( i, P) E all_pOSthis}. 
posprev = {PI ( i, p) E all_posprev n all_posthis} U { rv}. 
posnext = {PI ( i, p) E all_posnext n all_posthis} U { rv}. 
foreach tuple (prev, next) in posprev X posnext do 
lpos~his ={PIPE posthis, (p > prev V prev =rv) , (p <next V next =rv)}. Sort pos~his in ascending order and add to robot_seq[i]. 
Set roboLseq[i] = {[]} if roboLseq[i] = 0 ViE {1, ... , m } . 
foreach seq_tuple in roboLseq[1] x ... x robot_seq[m] do 
lenseq[i] =length of seq_tuple[i] V iE {1, ... , m }. 
max_evenLcnt = 2.:::1 lenseq [i], alLperms = array of m empty sets. 
all_perms[i] = all lenseq [i] ordered combinations of 
{1 , ... , max_evenLcnt} ViE {1, ... , m }. 
foreach perm_tuple in alLperms[1] x .. . x alLperms[m] do 
evenLseq = array of max_evenLcnt empty sets. 
foreach i E {1, ... , m} do 
lforeach n E {1, ... , lenseq [i]} do L Add event (i, seq_tuple[i][n]) to evenLseq[perm_tuple[i][n]] . 
Remove those entries with evenLseq [i] = 0 for 
i E {1 , . .. , max_evenLcnt}. 
Define starLstates as the set of states of W at which evenLseq can 
start occurring. 
Yield ( evenLseq, start_states) after performing wait-set checks. 
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the next interval, and we obtain the remaining set of positions pos~his to be reached 
at this interval as given in line 11. Then, we sort pos~his in ascending order and add 
it to roboLseq[i], which gives the set of all possible position sequences that can be 
achieved by robot i at this interval. 
In a given interval, different robots can reach their new positions in any order 
with respect to each other, including simultaneously. The second part of Alg. 11 
(lines 14- 25) addresses this by generating all possible event sequences that can be 
achieved by the robotic team. At line 14 we consider all combinations of position 
sequences that can be achieved by the robots by iterating over the elements of the 
product roboLseq [1] x ... x roboLseq[m]. An element seq_tuple of this set is an 
m-tuple of position sequences whose ith element is a position sequence that can be 
realized by robot i and lenseq[i] (line 15) gives the length of this position sequence. 
Next, we define max_evenLcnt as the maximum number of events that can occur 
in this interval, given by the case where the robots reach the positions in seq_tuple 
sequentially (line 16) . In order to generate all possible event sequences, we use the 
variable evenLseq to interpret the current interval as a box with max_evenLcnt bins 
labeled {1 , . .. , max_evenLcnt} (line 19). For each robot i , we compute all lenseq[i] 
ordered combinations of the sequence {1 , ... , max_evenLcnt} (line 17) and iterate 
over the elements of the product alLperms[1] x .. . x all_perms[m] (line 18). Each 
element of this product set is a tuple that gives how the events of individual robots 
are ordered with respect to the events of the other robots. Next, we obtain the event 
sequence corresponding to each perm_tuple by placing the events of the robots into 
evenLseq according to the positions given by the perm_tuple (lines 2G-22). Notice 
that, as events of different robots can occur simultaneously, we may end up with 
some empty bins in evenLseq. We remove such empty entries of evenLseq at line 23. 
Next, at line 24, we compute the set of start states of W at which evenLseq can start 
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occurnng. Finally, at line 25 we yield the evenLseq along with the corresponding 
set of start states after making sure that they do not violate the given wait-sets. At 
the next call, Alg. 11 continues execution from line 18 with the next perm_tuple , 
then from line 14 with the next seq_tuple, and eventually from line 3 with the next 
interval. Once all the intervals of tl are considered, Alg. 11 terminates causing the 
loop that it is called in Alg. 6 to terminate as well. 
Proposition A.l. Let O(T) denote the time complexity of constructing the timeline 
tl and let I denote the number of intervals in tl. For the case where the intervals of 
the robots corresponding to different positions do not overlap, complexity of Alg. 11 
is 0(1 2m mm+l + T). 
Proof. It follows from our assumption that there is at most one robot-position pair 
per robot per interval. Then, complexity of the first part of the algorithm (lines 6- 12) 
is O(m), and the maximum values of lenseq [i] and max_evenLcnt are 1 and m. As 
lalLperms[i]l is at most m, the complexity of the inner loop at lines 18-25 becomes 
O(mm+1). Since each lroboLseq[i]l is at most 2, the complexity of the second part of 
the algorithm (lines 14- 25) is 0(2m mm+l ). As O(m) < 0(2m mm+l ), the complexity 
of Alg. 11 for each interval considered at line 3 is also 0(2m mm+l ). After substituting 
I for the number of intervals and O(T) for the time complexity of constructing tl , the 
overall complexity of Alg. 11 becomes 0 (I 2m m m+ 1 + T) . 0 
Remark A.2. In Prop. A.1 we assumed that the intervals of the robots corresponding 
to different positions do not overlap. Let tn denote the planned time until the robots 
reach the nth position in their runs and K denote the total length of the prefix and 
the first suffix cycle. The above condition is satisfied when Pitn- l < P/n holds for all 
i, j E { 1, . . . , m} and n = 1, ... , K - 1. This is typically the case where the deviation 
values of the robots are small enough (with respect to the length of the suffix cycle 
and durations between consecutive states in the run) such that the intervals in which 
the robots can reach different positions in their runs do not overlap. A more general 
complexity analysis could be performed for the case where robots move to different 
positions in a single interval, but at the cost of increased difficulty of presentation and 
interpretation. We employ the same assumption in Prop. A.3 for the same reason. 
We use Alg. 12 to construct the dictionary tl, short for timeline, that we use 
in Alg. 11. As discussed earlier, since the runs of the robots are periodic and the 
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Algorithm 12: COMPUTE-TIMELINE 
Input: Individual runs {r1, ... , r m}, wait-sets { sl,wait, ... , Sm,wait}, transition 
systems {T1 , . . . , Tm}, and deviation values Pi, Pi, i = 1, ... , m of the 
robots. 
Output: The dictionary tl of sets of robot-position pairs keyed by disjoint 
intervals. 
1 fork= 0, ... , end do 
2 fori= 1, ... , m do 
3 if k is 0 then pos_ivs[i] [k] = [0, 0] 
4 else 
5 waits-for = { i} U s~wait· 
6 earliest= maxjEwaits_far(pos_ivs[j][k- !].start+ P1 * w1(r7- \ rJ)). 
7 latest= maxjEwaits_Jor(pos_ivs[j][k- l].end + P1 * w1(r7-\ rJ)). 
8 pos_ivs[i][k].start =earliest , pos_ivs[i][k].end =latest. 
9 fork= 0, ... , end do 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
for i = 1, ... , m do 
projection_queue = {pos_ivs[i][k]}. 
foreach new_iv E projection_queue do 
intersected= False. 
foreach old_iv E tl do 
inLiv is the intersection of new_iv and old_iv. 
if new_iv intersects with old_iv then 
intersected= True. 
tl[inLiv] = tl[old_iv] U {(i, k)}. 
if old_iv.start < new_iv.start then 
ltl[[old_iv.start, new_iv.start)] = tl[old_iv]. Remove old_iv from tl. 
if old_iv.end > new_iv.end then 
ltl[(new_iv.end, old_iv.end]] = tl[old_iv]. Remove old_iv from tl. 
if n ew_iv.start < old_iv.start then 
L Add [new_iv.start, old_iv.start) to projection_queue. 
if new_iv.end > old_iv.end then 
L Add (old_iv.end, new_iv.end] to projection_queue. 
if intersected is False then tl[new_iv] = {(i, k)} 
30 Return tl. 
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robots synchronize at the beginning of each suffix cycle, we consider only the prefix 
and the first suffix cycle of the runs of the robots during the construction of tl. The 
first part of Alg. 12 (lines 1-8) computes the intervals in which the robots can reach 
the next positions in their runs. The interval in which robot i can reach position 
k is determined by the deviation values Pi and Pi, the nominal time wi(r~-1 , rf) it 
takes for the robot to reach rf from its previous state r~-1, wait-set stwait of the 
robot for position k, and the interval in which the robot can depart from its previous 
position. In Alg. 12, we use pos_ivs[i][k].start and pos_ivs[i][k].end to denote the start 
and end points of the interval in which robot i can reach position k. As the robots 
start their runs in a synchronized way, we set the interval of the first positions of all 
robots to [0, 0] at line 3. For all other positions, we first construct the set waits_for 
that includes both robot i itself and the robots that robot i has to wait for at that 
position (line 5). Next, at lines 6- 7 we calculate the earliest and latest time that 
robot i can reach position k by using the models of the robots in the set waits_f or 
and the intervals of their previous positions. Then, at line 8, we save the interval of 
robot-position pair (i, k) in the pos_ivs array. 
The second part of Alg. 12 (lines 9- 29), projects the intervals in pos_ivs to a 
common timeline by considering each position k of each robot i. The variable tl is 
a dictionary of sets of robot-position pairs keyed by intervals. To be able to use this 
dictionary by iterating over its keys as discussed earlier, we need to make sure that its 
keys, which are intervals, do not intersect with each other. To this end, we maintain 
the queue projection_queue to hold the remaining parts of the intersecting intervals 
that we may need to break up during the projection. We start the projection by 
adding the interval of the robot-position pair (i , k) to the projection queue. Then, for 
each interval new_iv in the projection queue, we check all the intervals in tl to see if 
any of them intersects with new_iv. If not, we add this interval n ew_iv to the timeline 
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along with its set of robot-position pairs (line 29). If, on the other hand, the interval 
new_iv intersects with some interval old_iv in tl, we set the interval inLiv to be the 
intersection of new_iv and old_iv and add it to the timeline with the appropriate set 
of robot-position pairs (line 18). Next, at lines 19-28 we check to see if we need to 
break the old_iv or new_iv. If old_iv extends beyond n ew_iv from the beginning or 
the end, we break it appropriately by defining a new entry for the extending parts 
and removing the old entry that corresponds to old_iv from tl. If, on the other hand, 
new_iv extends beyond old_iv , we do not add the extending parts to tl directly as 
they may intersect with other intervals already in tl. Instead, we add the extending 
parts of n ew_iv to the projection queue so that they are processed in the coming 
iterations. Alg. 12 terminates once it processes all positions of all robots up to the 
end of the first suffix cycle of their runs. 
Proposition A.3. Let K denote the total length of the prefix and the first suffix cycle. 
For the case where the intervals of the robots corresponding to different positions do 
not overlap, complexity of Alg. 12 is 0( m 2 K 2). 
Proof. In the worst-case, each robot waits for every other robot, thus computation 
of each pos_ivs[i][k] at lines 5- 8 takes time O(m). Then, the complexity of the first 
part of the algorithm (lines 1- 8) is O(m2K) . In the second part of the algorithm 
(lines 9- 29), each projected interval may intersect with previously defined intervals 
resulting up to 2 additional intervals per projection. Thus, we have O(m) intervals 
for each position and O(mK) intervals in total. Consequently, the loop at lines 12- 29 
executes O(mK) times for each projection, and complexity of the second part of the 
algorithm (lines 9- 29) becomes O(m2 K 2). Thus, the overall complexity of Alg. 12 is 
O(m2 K 2). 0 
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